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2
1 Introduction
The purpose of these notes is to present an algebro-geometric point of view on several
interrelated topics, all involving integrable systems in symplectic-algebro-geometric set-
tings. These systems range from some very old examples, such as the geodesic flow on an
ellipsoid, through the classical hierarchies of KP− and KdV -types, to some new systems
which are often based on moduli problems in algebraic geometry.
The interplay between algebraic geometry and integrable systems goes back quite a
way. It has been known at least since Jacobi that many integrable systems can be solved
explicitly in terms of theta functions. (There are numerous examples, starting with various
spinning tops and the geodesic flow on an ellipsoid.) Geometrically, this often means that
the system can be mapped to the total space of a family of Jacobians of some curves, in
such a way that the flows of the system are mapped to linear flows along the Jacobians.
In practice, these curves tend to arise as the spectrum (hence the name ‘spectral’ curves)
of some parameter-dependent operator; they can therefore be represented as branched
covers of the parameter space, which in early examples tended to be the Riemann sphere
CP1.
In Hitchin’s system, the base CP1 is replaced by an arbitrary (compact, non-singular)
Riemann surface Σ. The cotangent bundle T ∗UΣ to the moduli space UΣ of stable vector
bundles on Σ admits two very different interpretations: on the one hand, it parametrizes
certain Higgs bundles, or vector bundles with a (canonically) twisted endomorphism; on
the other, it parametrizes certain spectral data, consisting of torsion-free sheaves (generi-
cally, line bundles) on spectral curves which are branched covers of Σ. In our three central
chapters (4,5,6) we study this important system, its extensions and variants. All these
systems are linearized on Jacobians of spectral curves.
We also study some systems in which the spectral curve is replaced by a higher-
dimensional geometric object: a spectral variety in Chapter 9, an algebraic Lagrangian
subvariety in Chapter 8, and a Calabi-Yau manifold in Chapter 7. Our understanding of
some of these wild systems is much less complete than in the case of the curve-based ones.
We try to explain what we know and to point out some of what we do not. The Calabi-Yau
systems seem particularly intriguing. Not only are the tori (on which these systems are
linearized) not Jacobians of curves, they are in general not even abelian varieties. There
are some suggestive relations between these systems and the conjectural mirror-symmetry
for Calabi-Yaus.
The first three chapters are introductory. In Chapter 2 we collect the basic notions
of symplectic geometry and integrable systems which will be needed, including some infor-
mation about symplectic reduction. (An excellent further reference is [AG].) In Chapter
3 we work out in some detail the classical theory of geodesic flow on an ellipsoid, which is
integrable via hyperelliptic theta functions. We think of this both as a beautiful elemen-
tary and explicit example and as an important special case of the much more powerful
results which follow. (Our presentation follows [Kn, Re, D5]). Some of our main algebro-
geometric objects of study are introduced in Chapter 4: vector bundles and their moduli
spaces, spectral curves, and the ‘spectral systems’ constructed from them. In particular,
we consider the polynomial matrix system [AHH, B1] (which contains the geodesic flow
on an ellipsoid as special case) and Hitchin’s system [H1, H2].
Each of the remaining five chapters presents in some detail a recent or current re-
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search topic. Chapter 5 outlines constructions (from [Ma1, Bn, Ty1]) of the Poisson
structure on the spectral system of curves. This is possible whenever the twisting line
bundle K is a non-negative twist ωΣ(D) of the canonical bundle ωΣ, and produces an
algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian system. Following [Ma1] we emphasize
the deformation-theoretic construction, in which the Poisson structure on an open subset
of the system is obtained via symplectic reduction from the cotangent bundle T ∗UΣ,D of
the moduli space UΣ,D of stable bundles with a level-D structure.
In Chapter 6 we explore the relation between these spectral systems and the KP -
hierarchy and its variants (multi-component KP , Heisenberg flows, and their KdV -type
subhierarchies). These hierarchies are, of course, a rich source of geometry: The Krichever
construction (e.g. [SW]) shows that any Jacobian can be embedded in KP -space, and
these are the only finite-dimensional orbits [Mul, AdC, Sh]. Following [AB, LM1] we
describe some “multi-Krichever” constructions which take spectral data to the spaces of
the KP , mcKP and Heisenberg systems. Our main new result is that the flows on the
spectral system which are obtained by pulling back the mcKP or Heisenberg flows via
the corresponding Krichever maps are Hamiltonian with respect to the Poisson structure
constructed in Chapter 5. In fact, we write down explicitly the Hamiltonians for these
KP flows on the spectral system, as residues of traces of meromorphic matrices. (Some
related results have also been obtained recently in [LM2].)
The starting point for Chapter 7 is an attempt to understand the condition for a
given family of complex tori to admit a symplectic structure and thus become an ACIHS.
We find that the condition is a symmetry on the derivatives of the period map, which
essentially says that the periods are obtained as partials of some field of symmetric cubic
tensors on the base. In the rest of this Chapter we apply this idea to an analytically
(not algebraically) integrable system constructed from any family of Calabi-Yau 3-folds.
Some properties of this system suggest that it may be relevant to a purely hodge-theoretic
reformulation of the mirror-symmetry conjectures. (This chapter is based on [DM].)
Chapter 8 is devoted to the construction of symplectic and Poisson structures in
some inherently non-linear situations, vastly extending the results of Chapter 5. The
basic space considered here is the moduli space parametrizing line-bundle-like sheaves
supported on (variable) subvarieties of a given symplectic space X . It is shown that when
the subvarieties are Lagrangian, the moduli space itself becomes symplectic. The spectral
systems considered in Chapter 5 can be recovered as the case where X is the total space
of T ∗Σ and the Lagrangian subvarieties are the spectral curves. (A fuller version of these
results will appear in [Ma2].)
In the final chapter we consider extensions of the spectral system to allow a higher-
dimensional base variety S, an arbitrary reductive group G, an arbitrary representation
ρ : G→ AutV , and values in an arbitrary vector bundle K. (Arbitrary reductive groups
G were considered, over a curve S = Σ with K = ωΣ, by Hitchin [H2], while the case
K = ΩS over arbitrary base S is Simpson’s [Sim1]). We replace spectral curves by various
kinds of spectral covers, and introduce the cameral cover, a version of the Galois-closure
of a spectral cover which is independent of K and ρ. It comes with an action of W ,
the Weyl group of G. We analyze the decomposition, under the action of W , of the
cameral and spectral Picard varieties, and identify the distinguished Prym in there. This
is shown to correspond, up to certain shifts and twists, to the fiber of the Hitchin map
in this general setting, i.e. to moduli of Higgs bundles with a given S˜. Combining this
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with some obvious remarks about existence of Poisson structures, we find that the moduli
spaces of K-valued Higgs bundles support algebraically completely integrable systems.
Our presentation closely follows that of [D4]
It is a pleasure to express our gratitude to the organizers, Mauro Francaviglia and
Silvio Greco, for the opportunity to participate in the CIME meeting and to publish
these notes here. During the preparation of this long work we benefited from many
enjoyable conversations with M. Adams, M. Adler, A. Beauville, R. Bryant, C. L. Chai,
I. Dolgachev, L. Ein, B. van Geemen, A. Givental, M. Green, P. Griffiths, N. Hitchin, Y.
Hu, S. Katz, V. Kanev, L. Katzarkov, R. Lazarsfeld, P. van Moerbeke, D. Morrison, T.
Pantev, E. Previato and E. Witten.
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2 Basic Notions
We gather here those basic concepts and elementary results from symplectic and Poisson
geometry, completely integrable systems, and symplectic reduction which will be helpful
throughout these notes. Included are a few useful examples and only occasional proofs or
sketches. To the reader unfamiliar with this material we were hoping to impart just as
much of a feeling for it as might be needed in the following chapters. For more details,
we recommend the excellent survey [AG].
2.1 Symplectic Geometry
Symplectic structure
A symplectic structure on a differentiable manifoldM of even dimension 2n is given by
a non-degenerate closed 2-form σ. The non degeneracy means that either of the following
equivalent conditions holds.
• σn is a nowhere vanishing volume form.
• Contraction with σ induces an isomorphism ⌋σ : TM → T ∗M
• For any non-zero tangent vector v ∈ TmM at m ∈M , there is some v′ ∈ TmM such
that σ(v, v′) 6= 0.
Examples 2.1
1. Euclidean space
The standard example of a symplectic manifold is Euclidean space R2n with σ =
Σdpi ∧ dqi, where p1, · · · , pn, q1, · · · , qn are linear coordinates. Darboux’s theorem
says that any symplectic manifold is locally equivalent to this example (or to any
other).
2. Cotangent bundles
For any manifold X , the cotangent bundle M := T ∗X has a natural symplectic
structure. First, M has the tautological 1-form α, whose value at (x, θ) ∈ T ∗X is θ
pulled back to T ∗M . If q1, · · · , qn are local coordinates onX , then locally α = Σpidqi
where the pi are the fiber coordinates given by ∂/∂qi. The differential
σ := dα
is then a globally defined closed (even exact) 2-form on M . It is given in local
coordinates by Σdpi ∧ dqi, hence is non-degenerate.
3. Coadjoint orbits
Any Lie group G acts on its Lie algebra g (adjoint representation) and hence on the
dual vector space g∗ (coadjoint representation). Kostant and Kirillov noted that for
any ξ ∈ g∗, the coadjoint orbit O = Gξ ⊂ g∗ has a natural symplectic structure.
The tangent space to O at ξ is given by g/gξ, where gξ is the stabilizer of ξ:
gξ := {x ∈ g | ad∗xξ = 0} = {x ∈ g | (ξ, [x, y]) = 0 ∀ y ∈ g}.
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Now ξ determines an alternating bilinear form on g
x, y 7−→ (ξ, [x, y]),
which clearly descends to g/gξ and is non-degenerate there. Varying ξ we get a
non-degenerate 2-form σ on O. The Jacobi identity on g translates immediately
into closedness of σ.
Hamiltonians
To a function f on a symplectic manifold (M,σ) we associate its Hamiltonian vector
field vf , uniquely determined by
vf ⌋ σ = df.
A vector field v onM is Hamiltonian if and only if the 1-form v ⌋ σ is exact. We say v is
locally Hamiltonian if v ⌋ σ is closed. This is equivalent to saying that the flow generated
by v preserves σ. Thus on a symplectic surface (n = 1), the locally Hamiltonian vector
fields are the area-preserving ones.
Example: (Geodesic flow)
A Riemannian metric on a manifold X determines an isomorphism of M := TX with
T ∗X ; hence we get on M a natural symplectic structure together with a C∞ function f =
(squared length). The geodesic flow on X is the differential equation, on M , given by the
Hamiltonian vector field vf . Its integral curves are the geodesics on M .
Poisson structures
The association f 7→ vf gives a map of sheaves
v : C∞(M) −→ V (M) (1)
from C∞ functions on the symplectic manifold M to vector fields. Now V (M) always
has the structure of a Lie algebra, under commutation of vector fields. The symplectic
structure on M determines a Lie algebra structure on C∞(M) such that v becomes a
morphism of (sheaves of) Lie algebras. The operation on C∞(M), called Poisson bracket,
is
{f, g} := (df, vg) = −(dg, vf) = ndf ∧ dg ∧ σ
n−1
σn
.
More generally, a Poisson structure on a manifold M is a Lie algebra bracket { , } on
C∞(M) which acts as a derivation in each variable:
{f, gh} = {f, g}h+ {f, h}g, f, g, h ∈ C∞(M).
Since the value at a pointm of a given derivation acting on a function g is a linear function
of dmg, we see that a Poisson structure on M determines a global 2-vector
ψ ∈ H0(M, 2∧ TM).
or equivalently a skew-symmetric homomorphism
Ψ : T ∗M −→ TM.
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Conversely, any 2-vector ψ onM determines an alternating bilinear bracket on C∞(M),
by
{f, g} := (df ∧ dg, ψ),
and this acts as a derivation in each variable. An equivalent way of specifying a Poisson
structure is thus to give a global 2-vector ψ satisfying an integrability condition (saying
that the above bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity, hence gives a Lie algebra).
We saw that a symplectic structure σ determines a Poisson bracket { , }. The cor-
responding homomorphism Ψ is just (⌋σ)−1; the closedness of σ is equivalent to inte-
grability of ψ. Thus, a Poisson structure which is (i.e. whose 2-vector is) everywhere
non-degenerate, comes from a symplectic structure.
A general Poisson structure can be degenerate in two ways: first, there may exist
non-constant functions f ∈ C∞(M), called Casimirs, satisfying
0 = df⌋ψ = Ψ(df),
i.e.
{f, g} = 0 for all g ∈ C∞(M).
This implies that the rank of Ψ is less than maximal everywhere. In addition, or instead,
rank Ψ could drop along some strata in M . For even r, let
Mr := {m ∈M |rank(Ψ) = r}.
Then a basic result [We] asserts that the Mr are submanifolds, and they are canonically
foliated into symplectic leaves, i.e. r-dimensional submanifolds Z ⊂ Mr which inherit
a symplectic structure. (This means that the restriction ψ|Z is the image, under the
inclusion Z →֒ Mr, of a two-vector ψZ on Z which is everywhere nondegenerate, hence
comes from a symplectic structure on Z.) These leaves can be described in several ways:
• The image Ψ(T ∗Mr) is an involutive subbundle of rank r in TMr; the Z are its
integral leaves.
• The leaf Z through m ∈Mr is Z = {z ∈Mr|f(m) = f(z) for all Casimirs f onMr}.
• Say that two points ofM are ψ-connected if there is an integral curve of some Hamil-
tonian vector field passing through both. The leaves are the equivalence classes for
the equivalence relation generated by ψ-connectedness.
Example 2.2 The Kostant-Kirillov symplectic structures on coadjoint orbits of a Lie
algebra g extend to a Poisson structure on the dual vector space g∗. For a function
F ∈ C∞(g∗) we identify its differential dξF at ξ ∈ g∗ with an element of g = g∗∗. We
then set:
{F,G}(ξ) := (ξ, [dξF, dξG]).
This is a Poisson structure, whose symplectic leaves are precisely the coadjoint orbits. The
rank of g is, by definition, the smallest codimension ℓ of a coadjoint orbit. The Casimirs
are the ad-invariant functions on g∗. Their restrictions to the largest stratum g∗dimg−ℓ
foliate this stratum, the leaves being the regular (i.e. largest dimensional) coadjoint
orbits.
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2.2 Integrable Systems
We say that two functions h1, h2 on a Poisson manifold (M,ψ) Poisson commute if their
Poisson bracket {h1, h2} is zero. In this case the integral flow of the Hamiltonian vector
field of each function hi, i = 1, 2 is tangent to the level sets of the other. In other words, h2
is a conservation law for the Hamiltonian h1 and the Hamiltonian flow of h2 is a symmetry
of the Hamiltonian system associated with (M,ψ, h1) (the flow of the Hamiltonian vector
field vh1 on M).
A map f : M → B between two Poisson manifolds is a Poisson map if pullback of
functions is a Lie algebra homomorphism with respect to the Poisson bracket
f ∗{F,G}B = {f ∗F, f ∗G}M .
Equivalently, if df(ψM) equals f
∗(ψB) as sections of f
∗(
2∧ TB). If H : M → B is a Poisson
map with respect to the trivial (zero) Poisson structure on B we will call H a Hamiltonian
map. Equivalently, H is Hamiltonian if the Poisson structure ψ vanishes on the pullback
H∗(T ∗B) of the cotangent bundle of B (regarding the latter as a subbundle of (T ∗M,ψ)).
In particular, the rank of the differential dH is less than or equal to dimM − 1
2
rank(ψ) at
every point. A Hamiltonian map pulls back the algebra of functions onB to a commutative
Poisson subalgebra of the algebra of functions on M .
The study of a Hamiltonian system (M,ψ, h) simplifies tremendously if one can extend
the Hamiltonian function h to a Hamiltonian map H : M → B of maximal rank dimM −
1
2
rank(ψ). Such a system is called a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. The
Hamiltonian flow of a completely integrable system can often be realized as a linear flow
on tori embedded in M . The fundamental theorem in this case is Liouville’s theorem
(stated below).
Definition 2.3 1. Let V be a vector space, σ ∈ 2∧ V ∗ a (possibly degenerate) two form.
A subspace Z ⊂ V is called isotropic (coisotropic) if it is contained in (contains)
its symplectic complement. Equivalently, Z is isotropic if σ restricts to zero on Z.
If σ is nondegenerate, a subspace Z ⊂ V is called Lagrangian if it is both isotropic
and coisotropic. In this case V is even (say 2n) dimensional and the Lagrangian
subspaces are the n dimensional isotropic subspaces.
2. Let (M,σ) be a symplectic manifold. A submanifold Z is isotropic (respectively
coisotropic, Lagrangian) if the tangent subspaces TzZ are, for all z ∈ Z.
Example 2.4 For every manifold X , the fibers of the cotangent bundle T ∗X over points
of X are Lagrangian submanifolds with respect to the standard symplectic structure. A
section of T ∗X over X is Lagrangian if and only if the corresponding 1-form on X is
closed.
We will extend the above definition to Poisson geometry:
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Definition 2.5 1. Let U be a vector space, ψ an element of
2∧ U . Let V ⊂ U be the
image of the contraction ⌋ ψ : U∗ → U . Let W ⊂ U∗ be its kernel. W is called
the null space of ψ. ψ is in fact a nondegenerate element of
2∧ V giving rise to
a symplectic form σ ∈ 2∧ V ∗ (its inverse). A subspace Z ⊂ U is Lagrangian with
respect to ψ if Z is a Lagrangian subspace of V ⊂ U with respect to σ. Equivalently,
Z is Lagrangian if (U/Z)∗ is both an isotropic and a coisotropic subspace of U∗ with
respect to ψ ∈ 2∧ U ∼= 2∧ (U∗)∗.
2. Let (M,ψ) be a Poisson manifold, assume that ψ has constant rank (this condition
will be relaxed in the complex analytic or algebraic case). A submanifold Z ⊂ M
is Lagrangian if the tangent subspaces TzZ are, for all z ∈ Z. Notice that the
constant rank assumption implies that each connected component of Z is contained
in a single symplectic leaf.
Theorem 2.6 (Liouville). Let M be an m-dimensional Poisson manifold with Poisson
structure ψ of constant rank 2g. Suppose that H : M → B is a proper submersive
Hamiltonian map of maximal rank, i.e, dim B = m− g. Then
i) The null foliation ofM is induced locally by a foliation of B (globally if H has connected
fibers).
ii) The connected components of fibers of H are Lagrangian compact tori with a natural
affine structure.
iii) The Hamiltonian vector fields of the pullback of functions on B by H are tangent to
the level tori and are translation invariant (linear).
Remark 2.7 : If H is not proper, but the Hamiltonian flows are complete, then the
fibers of H are generalized tori (quotients of a vector space by a discrete subgroup, not
necessarily of maximal rank).
Sketch of proof of Liouville’s theorem:
i) Since H is a proper submersion the connected components of the fibers ofH are smooth
compact submanifolds. Since H is a Hamiltonian map of maximal rank m− g, the
pullback H∗(T ∗B) is isotropic and coisotropic and hence H is a Lagrangian fibration.
In particular, each connected component of a fiber of H is contained in a single
symplectic leaf.
ii),iii) Let Ab be a connected component of the fiber H
−1(b). Let 0→ TAb → TM |Ab
dH−→
(TbB) ⊗ OAb → 0 be the exact sequence of the differential of H . Part i) implies
that the null subbundle W|Ab := Ker[Ψ : T
∗M → TM ]|Ab is the pullback of a
subspace Wb of T
∗
b B. Since H is a Lagrangian fibration, the Poisson structure
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induces a surjective homomorphism φb : H
∗(T ∗b B) → TAb inducing a trivialization
φ¯b : (T
∗
b B/Wb)⊗OAb ∼−→ TAb .
A basis of the vector space T ∗b B/Wb corresponds to a frame of global independent
vector fields on the fiber Ab which commute since the map H is Hamiltonian. Hence
Ab is a compact torus.
✷
2.3 Algebraically Completely Integrable Hamiltonian Systems
All the definitions and most of the results stated in this chapter for C∞-manifolds translate
verbatim and hold in the complex analytic and complex algebro-geometric categories
replacing the real symplectic form by a holomorphic or algebraic (2, 0)-form (similarly for
Poisson structures). The (main) exception listed below is due to the differences between
the Zariski topology and the complex or C∞ topologies. A Zariski open subset is the
complement of the zero locus of a system of polynomial equations. It is hence always a
dense open subset.
The (local) foliation by symplectic leaves exists only local analytically. For example, a
rank 2 translation invariant section ψ ∈ H0(A, 2∧ TA) on a 3 dimensional abelian variety A
which is simple (does not contain any abelian subvariety) is an algebraic Poisson structure
with a non algebraic null foliation.
We will relax the definitions of a Lagrangian subvariety and integrable system in the
algebro-geometric category:
Definition 2.8 Let (M,ψ) be a Poisson smooth algebraic variety. An irreducible and re-
duced subvariety Z ⊂M is Lagrangian if the tangent subspace TzZ ⊂ TzM is Lagrangian
for a generic point z ∈ Z.
Definition 2.9 An algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian system consists of a
proper flat morphism H : M → B where (M,ψ) is a smooth Poisson variety and B is a
smooth variety such that, over the complement B r ∆ of some proper closed subvariety
∆ ⊂ B, H is a Lagrangian fibration whose fibers are isomorphic to abelian varieties.
Multiples of a theta line bundle embed an abelian variety in projective spaces with
the coordinates being theta functions. Thus, a priori, the solutions of an algebraically
completely integrable Hamiltonian system can be expressed in terms of theta functions.
Finding explicit formulas is usually hard. In the next chapter we will study one example,
the geodesic flow on ellipsoids, in some detail. Later we will encounter certain equations
of Kdv type, the Hitchin system, and a few other examples. Other classical integrable
systems include various Euler-Arnold systems, spinning tops, the Neumann system of
evolution of a point on the sphere subject to a quadratic potential.
Most of these systems are the complexification of real algebraic systems. Given a real
algebraic symplectic variety (M,σ) and an algebraic Hamiltonian h on M we say that the
system is algebraically completely integrable if its complexification (MC, σC, hC) is. A real
completely integrable system (M,σ, h) need not be algebraically completely integrable
even if (M,σ, h) are algebraic:
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A Counter Example: Let (M,σ) be (R2, dx ∧ dy) and h : R2 → R a polynomial of
degree d whose level sets are nonsingular. The system is trivially completely integrable,
but it is algebraically completely integrable if and only if d = 3 because in all other
cases the generic fiber of the complexification is a complex affine plane curve of genus
(d−1)(d−2)
2
6= 1.
Action Angle Coordinates:
Let (M,σ) be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold, H : M → B a Lagrangian
fibration by compact connected tori.
Theorem 2.10 (real action angle coordinates).
In a neighborhood of a fiber of H : M → B one can introduce the structure of a direct
product (Rn/Zn) × Rn with action coordinates (I1 · · · In) on the factor Rn and angular
coordinates (φ1, · · · φn) on the torus (Rn/Zn) in which the symplectic structure has the
form
∑n
k=1 dIk ∧ dφk.
The Local action coordinates on B are canonical up to affine transformation on Rn
with differential in SL(n, Z). The angle coordinates depend canonically on the action
coordinates and a choice of a Lagrangian section of H :M → B.
Remarks:
1. In action angle coordinates the equations of the Hamiltonian flow of a function
h on B becomes: I˙k = 0, ϕ˙k = ck(I1, · · · , In) where the slopes ck are ck = ∂h∂Ik .
2. In the polarized complex analytic case, we still have local holomorphic action
coordinates. They depend further on a choice of a Lagrangian subspace of
the integral homology H1(Ab, Z) with respect to the polarization (a section of
2∧ H1(Ab, Z)).
2.4 Moment Maps and Symplectic Reduction
Poisson Actions
An action ρ of a connected Lie group G on a manifold M determines an infinitesimal
action
dρ : g −→ V (M),
which is a homomorphism from the Lie algebra of G to the Lie algebra of C∞ vector fields
on M . When (M,σ) is symplectic, we say that the action ρ is symplectic if
(ρ(g))∗σ = σ, all g ∈ G,
or equivalently if the image of dρ consists of locally Hamiltonian vector fields.
We say that the action ρ is Poisson if it factors through the Lie algebra homomorphism
(1) v : C∞(M)→ V (M) and a Lie algebra homomorphism
H : g −→ C∞(M).
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This imposes two requirements on ρ, each of a cohomological nature: the locally Hamil-
tonian fields dρ(X) should be globally Hamiltonian, dρ(X) = v(H(X)); and it must be
possible to choose the H(X) consistently so that
H([X, Y ]) = {H(X), H(Y )}.
(a priori the difference between the two terms is a constant function, since its v is zero,
so the condition is that it should be possible to make all these constants vanish simulta-
neously.)
Moment Maps
Instead of specifying the Hamiltonian lift
H : g −→ C∞(M)
for a Poisson action of G on (M,σ), it is convenient to consider the equivalent data of the
moment map
µ : M −→ g∗
defined by
(µ(m), X) := H(X)(m).
It is a Poisson map with respect to the Kostant-Kirillov Poisson structure on g (example
2.2), and is G-equivariant.
Examples 2.11 1. Any action of G on a manifold X lifts to an action on M := T ∗X .
This action is Poisson. The corresponding moment map T ∗X → g∗ is the dual
of the infinitesimal action g → Γ(TX). It can be identified with the pullback of
differential forms from X to G via the action.
2. The coadjoint action of G on g∗ is Poisson, with the identity as moment map.
Symplectic Reduction
Consider a Poisson action of G on (M,σ) for which a reasonable quotient G/M exists.
(We will remain vague about this for now, and discuss the properties of the quotient on
a case-by-case basis. A general sufficient condition for the quotient to be a manifold is
that the action is proper and free.) The Poisson bracket on M then descends to give a
Poisson structure on M/G. The moment map,
µ :M −→ g∗,
determines the symplectic leaves of this Poisson structure: let ξ = µ(m), let O be the
coadjoint orbit through ξ and let Gξ be the stabilizer of ξ. Assume for simplicity that
µ−1(ξ) is connected and µ is submersive at µ−1(ξ). Then, the leaf through m is
µ−1(Oξ)/G ≈ µ−1(ξ)/Gξ.
These symplectic leaves are often called the Marsden-Weinstein reductions Mred of M .
As an example, consider a situation where G acts on X with nice quotient X/G. The
lifted action of G on M = T ∗X is Poisson, and has a quotient M/G which is a vector
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bundle over X/G. The cotangent T ∗(X/G) sits inside (T ∗X)/G as the symplectic leaf
over the trivial orbit O0 = {0} ⊂ g∗.
In contrast, the action of G on g∗ does not in general admit a reasonable quotient.
Its action on the dense open subset g∗reg of regular elements (cf. example 2.2) does have
a quotient, which is a manifold. The Poisson structure on the quotient is trivial, so
the symplectic leaves are points, in one-to-one correspondence with the regular orbits.
We refer to this quotient simply as g∗/G. The map πreg : g
∗
reg → g∗/G extends
to π : g∗ → g∗/G, and there is a sense in which g∗/G really is the quotient of all
g∗. Each coadjoint orbit O is contained in the closure of a unique regular orbit O′ and
π(O) = πreg(O′).
A Diagram of Quotients
In the general situation of Poisson action (with a nice quotient π) of G on a symplectic
manifold (M,σ), there is another, larger, Poisson manifold M¯ , which can also be consid-
ered as a reduction of M by G. Everything fits together in the commutative diagram of
Poisson maps:
M
M¯
M/G g∗
g∗/G
(0)
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁✁☛
π
❄
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❆❯
µ
 
  ✠ π¯
❅
❅❅❘µ¯
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❯
❅
❅❅❘
 
  ✠
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁
✁☛❄
(2)
M¯ may be described in several ways:
• M¯ is the quotient of M by the equivalence relation m ∼ gm if g ∈ Gµ(m), i.e., if
g(µ(m)) = µ(m).
• M¯ is the fiber product M¯ = (M/G)×(g∗/G) g∗.
• M¯ is the dual realization to the realization M → g∗/G.
A realization of a Poisson manifold P is defined to be a Poisson map from a symplectic
manifoldM to P (see [We]). The realization will be called full if it is submersive. A pair of
realizations P2
f2←−M f1−→ P1 is called a dual pair if functions on one induce vector fields
along the fibers of the other (i.e., the two opposite foliations are symplectic complements
of each other).
We note that in the diagram of quotients, any two opposite spaces are a dual pair of
realizations.
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Given a full dual pair with connected fibers, the symplectic leaf foliations on P1 and
P2 induce the same foliation on M (P1 and P2 have the “same” Casimir functions). The
bijection between symplectic leaves on P1 and P2 is given by
P1 ⊃ S1 7→ f2(f−11 (S1)) = f2(f−11 (x)) ∀ x ∈ S1.
Returning to moment maps, we have over a coadjoint orbit O ⊂ g∗:
• µ−1(O) is coisotropic in M
• π(µ−1(O)) is a symplectic leaf Mred in M/G
• µ¯−1(O) is also a symplectic leaf in M¯ . It is isomorphic to µ−1(O)/(null), or to
µ−1(O)/ ∼, or to Mred ×O.
Example 2.12 Take M to be the cotangent bundle T ∗G of a Lie group G. Denote by
µL : T
∗G → g∗ the moment map for the lifted left action of G. The quotient π : M →
M/G is just the moment map µR : T
∗G → g∗ for the lifted right action, and M¯ is the
fiber product g∗ ×(g∗/G) g∗.
Example 2.13 If G is a connected commutative group T , the pair of nodes t∗ and t∗/T
coincide. Consequently, so do M/T and M¯ . The diagram of quotients degenerates to
M
M/T
t∗
(0)
❄π
❄¯µ
❄
(3)
Example 2.14 Consider two Poisson actions on (M,σ) of two groups G, T with moment
maps µG, µT with connected fibers. Assume that
i) The actions of G and T commute.
It follows that µT : M → t∗ factors through M/G and µG : M → g∗ factors through
M/T . Assume moreover
ii) T is commutative,
iii) M → g∗/G factors through t∗
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Then µ¯G : M¯G → g∗ factors through M/T and the two quotient diagrams fit nicely
together:
M
M¯G
M/T
M/G g∗
t∗
g∗/G
(0)
❄
 
 
 
 
  ✠
❅❅❘
 
 
 
 
  ✠
µ¯T
❅
❅❘
❅
❅❘
 
 
 
 
  ✠
❅
❅❘
❄
(4)
Remark 2.15 Note that condition iii in example 2.14 holds whenever M/G → t∗ is a
completely integrable system (with connected fibers). In that case the map M/G →
t∗ pulls back C∞(t∗) to a maximal commutative subalgebra IT of (C∞(M/G), {, }).
The map M/G → g∗/G pulls back C∞(g∗/G) to a commutative Lie subalgebra IG of
(C∞(M/G), {, }). As the two group actions commute so do the subalgebras IG and IT .
By maximality, IT contains IG and consequently M/G→ g∗/G factors through t∗.
The diagram of quotients for a Poisson action (diagram 2) generalizes to an analogous
diagram for any full dual pair of realizations P2
f2←−M f1−→ P1. Denote by M¯ the image of
M in the Poisson manifold P1×P2 under the diagonal Poisson map f1×f2 : M → P1×P2.
The realization dual to f1 × f2 : M → M¯ is the pullback of the symplectic leaf foliations
on P1 or P2 (they pull back to the same foliation of M).
The following is the analogue of Example 2.14 replacing the commutative T -action by
a realization:
Example 2.16 Let M/G
π←− M µ−→ g∗ be the full dual pair associated to a Poisson
action of G on M and N
ℓ←− M h−→ B a full dual pair of realizations with connected
fibers where:
(i) h is G-invariant
(ii) h : M → B is a Hamiltonian map (B is endowed with the trivial Poisson structure)
and
(iii) The composition M
µ−→ g∗ −→ g∗/G factors through h : M → B.
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Then we get a diagram analogous to the one in example 2.14:
M
M¯G
N
M/G g∗
B
g∗/G
(0)
❄
 
 
 
  ✠
π¯
❅❅❘
 
 
 
 
 ✠
h¯
❅❅❘
❅❅❘  
 
 
  ✠❅❅❘
❄
(5)
It follows that the Poisson map M
h×µ−→ B ×(g∗/G) g∗ into the fiber product space
factors through the realization M
ℓ→ N dual to h : M → B. If, moreover, M/G→ B is a
Lagrangian fibration, then M
h×µ−→ B ×(g∗/G) g∗ is itself a realization dual to h : M → B.
2.5 Finite dimensional Poisson loop group actions
We present in this section two elementary constructions related to finite dimensional
symplectic leaves in the Poisson quotient Q∞ of an infinite dimensional symplectic space
M by subgroups of loop groups. The material in this section will only be used in section
6.3 so the reader may prefer to read it in conjunction with that section.
We will not construct the quotient Q∞. The spaces involved are constructed indepen-
dently. Rather, we will analyze the relationship between the Poisson action of the loop
group on the infinite dimensional spaces and its descent to the finite dimensional symplec-
tic leaves of Q∞. In fact, our main purpose in this section is to provide the terminology
needed in order to study the Poisson loop group action in the finite dimensional setting
(convention 2.20 and corollary 2.22).
In section 2.5.1 we note that the infinitesimal Hamiltonian actions of elements of
the loop group descend to Hamiltonian vector fields on finite dimensional symplectic
approximations M(l,l). The M(l,l)’s dominate finite dimensional Poisson subvarieties Ql of
Q∞ with positive dimensional fibers. In section 2.5.2 the action of certain maximal tori
in the loop group further descends to finite Galois covers of certain (type) loci in Q and
we examine the sense in which it is Hamiltonian.
2.5.1 Finite dimensional approximations
The loop group G∞ is the group GL(n,C((z))). The level infinity group G+∞ is its positive
part GL(n,C[[z]]). Let (M,σ) be a symplectic variety with a Poisson loop group action
whose moment map is
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µ : M → g∗∞.
In section 6.3 M will be the cotangent bundle of a projective (inverse) limit of finite
dimensional smooth algebraic varieties (the cotangent bundles of the moduli spaces of
vector bundles with level structure). It is thus the inductive (direct) limit of projective
limits of finite dimensional varieties. All constructions (morphisms, group actions, sym-
plectic structures etc ...) can be made precise as limits of the standard constructions
on finite dimensional approximations. We will omit the technical details as our point is
to transfer the discussion back to the finite dimensional symplectic leaves of the Poisson
quotient Q∞ :=M/G
+
∞.
Let G>l∞ , l ≥ −1, be the subgroup of G+∞ of elements equal to 1 up to order l. Denote
by µG>l∞ its moment map. We assume that the subquotients
M(l,k) := µ
−1
G>l∞
(0)/G>k∞ , k ≥ l,
are smooth, finite dimensional and that they approximate M :
M = lim
l→∞
lim
∞←k
M(l,k).
Notice that M(l,l) is a symplectic reduction, hence symplectic.
Let a be an element of the loop algebra g∞ with poles of order at most l0. The
Hamiltonian vector field ξa onM is an infinite double sequence of Hamiltonian vector fields
on M(l,k), l ≥ 0, k ≥ max{l, l0} compatible with respect to projections and inclusions (by
a Hamiltonian vector field on M(l,k) ⊂ M(k,k) we mean, the restriction of a Hamiltonian
vector field on M(k,k) which is tangent to M(l,k)).
The quotient Q∞ := M/G
+
∞ is the direct limit liml→∞Ql of the finite dimensional
Poisson varieties
Ql := µ
−1
G>l∞
(0)/G+∞ =M(l,k)/Gk =M(l,l)/Gl
where Gk := G
+
∞/G
>k
∞ is the finite dimensional level-k group (we assume that the quotients
Ql are smooth).
Example 2.17 The homogeneous G+∞-space U∞ := G+∞/GL(n,C) is endowed with a
canonical infinitesimal G∞-action via its embedding as the degree-0 component of the
homogeneous G∞-space G∞/GL(n,C[[z−1]])
G+∞/GL(n,C) →֒ G∞/GL(n,C[[z−1]])
(the degree of a ∈ G∞ is the signed order of the pole/zero of det(a)). Let M be an
open subset of the cotangent bundle T ∗U∞ for which the regularity assumptions on the
approximating quotients M(l,k) hold. This will be made precise in section 4.3 and the
quotients Ql will be the spaces of conjugacy classes of polynomial matrices studied in
that section.
Unfortunately, the action of a ∈ g∞ above is not defined on Ql. It is well defined only
when we retain at least the l0-level structure, i.e., on M(l,k), k ≥ l0. In section 2.5.2 we
will see that the action of certain maximal tori in G∞ descends to finite Galois covers of
certain loci in Q.
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2.5.2 Type loci
Let (M,σ) be a smooth symplectic variety endowed with an infinitesimal Poisson action
µ∗G : g → [Γ(M,OM), {, }] of a group G. Consider a subgroup G+ ⊂ G, a commutative
subgroup T ⊂ G, and their intersection T+ := T ∩G+. Assume further that the following
conditions hold:
i) The infinitesimal G+-action integrates to a free action on M ,
ii) T+ is a maximal commutative subgroup whose Weyl group WT+ := NG+(T
+)/T+ is
finite.
Definition 2.18 The type τ of T is the class of all commutative subgroups T ′ of G which
are conjugate to T via an element of G+.
Let W := [NG+(T
+) ∩ N(T )]/T+ be the corresponding subgroup of both WT+ and WT .
Denote by
g∗τ ⊂ g∗
(respectively, g∗T ⊂ g∗) the subset of elements whose stabilizer (with respect to the coad-
joint action) is a torus of type τ (respectively, precisely T ).
Example 2.19 Let G be the loop group, G+ the level infinity group and T ⊂ G a
maximal torus of type n determined by a partition of the integer n (see section 6.1). In
this case G+ and T generate G. It follows that W = WT = WT+ and the type τ is
invariant throughout a coadjoint orbit in g∗.
Assume that a “nice” (Poisson) quotient Q := M/G+ exists. Let
M τ := µ−1G (g
∗
τ ), and Q
τ :=M τ/G+ ⊂ Q
be the loci of type τ . Note that for each T of type τ there is a canonical isomorphism
µ−1G (g
∗
T )/[NG+(T
+) ∩N(T )] ∼=→ Qτ ⊂ Q.
In particular, a choice of T of type τ determines a canonical W -Galois cover of Qτ
Q˜T := µ−1G (g
∗
T )/T
+. (6)
All the Q˜T of type τ are isomorphic (not canonically) to a fixed abstract W -cover Q˜τ .
Note that Q˜T is a subset of M/T+. We get a canonical “section” (the inclusion)
sT : Q˜
T →֒ M/T+ (7)
into a T -invariant subset. Consequently, we get an induced T -action on the Galois cover
Q˜T . The moment map µT is T -invariant, hence, descends toM/T
+. Restriction to sT (Q˜T )
gives rise to a canonical map
µ¯T : Q˜
T → t∗. (8)
The purpose of this section is to examine the extent to which µ¯T is the moment map
of the T -action with respect to the Poisson structure on Q. In general, the G+-equivariant
projection
j : g∗ ։ (g+)∗
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might forget the type. Coadjoint orbits S ⊂ (g+)∗ may intersect nontrivially the images
j(g∗τ ) of several types (e.g., take S = 0 in example 2.19 and observe that the kernel of j
intersects coadjoint orbits of all types). Consequently, symplectic leaves QS of Q would
intersect nontrivially several type loci Qτ . If Qτ
open
S is an open subvariety of QS of type τ
(e.g., if Q is the disjoint union of finitely many type loci and τ is a generic type) then the
corresponding open subvariety Q˜T
open
S of Q˜
T
S will be a symplectic variety. In this case the
T -action on Q˜T
open
S is Poisson whose moment map µ¯T is given by (8).
The Galois W -covers Q˜TS of the nongeneric type loci in QS are not symplectic. Nev-
ertheless, motivated by the fact that µ¯T can be extended canonically to M/T
+
M t∗
M/T+ Q˜TS
Q QτS
❄
✲µT
❄
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✯
❄
✛⊃
 
 
 ✒
µ¯T
✛⊃
(9)
we will adopt the:
Convention 2.20 i) Given an element h of t we will say that the corresponding vector
field ξ¯h on Q˜
T
S is the Hamiltonian vector field of h (even if the type τ of T is not generic
in QS). ii) We will refer to the pair (µ¯T , µT ) as the moment map of the T -action on Q˜
T
S .
Remarks 2.21 Let G be the loop group and M,G+, T as in section 2.5.1,
1. Diagram (9) has an obvious finite dimensional approximation in which QτS, Q˜
T
S and
T stay the same but with M replaced by M(l,l) and Q by Ql. By µT we mean in
this context a linear homomorphism µ∗T : t→ t/t>l∞ → Γ(M(l,l),OM(l,l)).
2. (Relation with the diagram of quotients (2)) Let S be a coadjoint orbit of level l,
i.e., S ⊂ g∗l := (g+∞/g>l∞ )∗ ⊂ (g+∞)∗. There is a rather subtle relationship between
the Galois cover Q˜TS → QτS and the space M¯(l,l) dual to g∗l /Gl from the diagram of
quotients (2) of level l. The Galois cover Q˜TS → QτS factors canonically through an
intermediate subspace Q˜TS/ ∼ of M¯(l,l). Note that the loop group moment map µG∞
descends to a map
µ¯G∞ : Q˜
T
S → (g∗∞)T ⊂ g∗∞.
Two points x˜1, x˜2 ∈ Q˜TS in a fiber over x ∈ QτS are identified in Q˜TS/ ∼ if and only
if µ¯G∞(x˜1) and µ¯G∞(x˜1) project to the same point in S ⊂ (g+∞)∗. The relation ∼ is
a geometric realization of the partial type-forgetfullness of the projection j : g∗∞ →
(g+∞)
∗. The loci in M¯(l,l) at which the type is not forgotten are precisely the loci
to which the moment map of the infinitesimal loop group action descends (from
MT := µ−1G∞((g
∗
∞)T ). Note that the moment map of the level infinity subgroup
descends by definition of the quotient M¯(l,l)). In particular, the infinitesimal action
of the maximal torus t integrates to a Poisson action in these loci. (See section 6.3.2
for examples of such loci.)
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Assume further that we have a “nice” quotient B := M/G and that G is generated
by T and G+. We get the type loci Bτ := M τ/G. Fixing T of type τ we get the W -
cover B˜T := MT /T . The restriction of the moment map µT to M
T descends further to
φT : B˜
T → t∗ and we get the commutative diagram
MT
Q˜T g
∗
T
B˜T t
∗
  ✠ ❅❅❘
µG
  ✠
h˜ ❅
❅❘
✲φT
(10)
Corollary 2.22 i) The T -action on M descends to a canonical action on the W -cover
Q˜T of the type locus Qτ ⊂ Q. ii) Its moment map, in the sense of convention 2.20, is
(φT ◦ h˜, µT ). iii) If the type τ of T is the generic type in a symplectic leaf QS ⊂ Q and
Qτ
open
S ⊂ QS is an open subvariety, then the corresponding W -cover Q˜T openS is symplectic
and φT ◦ h˜ is the moment map of the T -action in the usual sense.
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3 Geodesic flow on an ellipsoid
Consider the geodesic flow on an ellipsoid
E = {(x1, · · · , xn+1)|
n+1∑
i=1
1
ai
x2i = 1} ⊂ Rn+1,
where the metric is induced from the standard one on Rn+1, and where the ai are distinct
positive numbers, say
0 < a1 < · · · < an+1.
For n = 1, the problem is to compute arc length on an ellipse. It amounts to computing
the integral
s =
∫ √√√√a21 + (a2 − a1)x2
a1(a1 − x2) dx.
(Hence the name elliptic for this and similar integrals.)
For n = 2, the problem was solved by Jacobi. Each geodesic γ on E determines a
hyperboloid E ′, intersecting E in a pair of ovals. The geodesic γ oscillates in the band
between these ovals, meeting them tangentially. In fact, each tangent line of γ is also
tangent to the hyperboloid E ′. The solutions can be parametrized explicitly in terms of
hyperelliptic theta functions.
The geodesic flow on an n-dimensional ellipsoid is integrable, in fact algebraically
integrable. We will see this, first using some elementary geometric techniques to describe
the geodesics concretely, and then again using the algebraic description of hyperelliptic
jacobians which will be extended later to all spectral curves.
3.1 Integrability
The geodesic flow on the 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold TE ≈ T ∗E is given by the
Hamiltonian function h=length square. We need n− 1 farther, commuting, independent,
Hamiltonians.
Consider the family of quadrics confocal to E:
Eλ :
n+1∑
i=1
x2i
ai − λ = 1,
depending on a parameter λ. (The name makes sense only when n = 1: we get the family
of ellipses (λ < a1), hyperbolas (a1 < λ < a2), and empty (real) conics (λ > a2), with
fixed foci.)
Here is an intrinsic way to think of this family. Start with a linear pencil
Qλ = Q0 + λQ∞, (λ ∈ P1)
of quadrics in general position in projective space Pn+1. By “general position” we mean
that there are exactly n+2 values of λ ∈ P1 such that Qλ is singular, and for those λ, Qλ
is a cone (i.e. its singular locus, or vertex, is a single point).
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Lemma. A generic linear subspace L ≈ Pk−1 in Pn+1 is tangent to Qλ for k values of
λ. The points of tangency pλ are pairwise harmonic with respect to each of the quadrics
Qµ.
Proof: Four points of P1 are harmonic if their cross ratio is −1; e.g. 0,∞, a,−a. Two
points p1, p2 ∈ P1 are harmonic with respect to a quadric Q if the set {p1, p2} ∪ (Q ∩ P1)
is harmonic. For example, two points on the line at infinity in P2 (i.e. two directions in
the affine plane) are harmonic with respect to some (hence every) circle, iff the directions
are perpendicular.
Since Q is tangent to L if and only if Q ∩ L is singular, the first part of the lemma
follows by restriction of the pencil to L. The second part follows by restricting to the
line pλ1 , pλ2 , where in appropriate coordinates Qλ1 = x
2 and Qλ2 = y
2, so the points of
tangency are 0,∞ and the quadric Qλ vanishes at ±a, where a2 = λ.
✷
We choose the parameter λ so that Q∞ is one of the singular quadrics. The dual
Q∗λ of a non-singular Qλ is a non-singular quadric in (P
n+1)∗. The dual of Q∞ is a
hyperplane H∞ ⊂ (Pn+1)∗ (corresponding to the vertex of Q∞), with a non-singular
quadric Q∗∞ ⊂ H∞. We get a family of confocal quadrics by restriction to the affine space
Rn+1 := (Pn+1)∗ rH∞:
Eλ := Q
∗
λ|Rn+1.
If we choose coordinates so that
Q∞ =
∑n+1
i=1 x
2
i
Q0 =
∑n
i=0 aix
2
i
(where a0 = −1 and the other ai are as above), we retrieve the original Eλ. (Euclidean
geometry in Rn+1 is equivalent, in the sense of Klein’s program, to the geometry of Pn+1
with a distinguished “light-cone” Q∞. In this equivalence, E = E0 corresponds to Q0,
which determines the pencil {Qλ}, which corresponds to the confocal family {Eλ}.)
Dualizing the lemma, for k = n + 1, n, gives the following properties of the confocal
family. (The reader is invited to amuse herself by drawing the case n = 1 in the plane.)
(1) Through a generic point x of Rn+1 pass n+ 1 of the Eλ.
(2) These n+ 1 quadrics intersect perpendicularly at x.
(3) A generic line ℓ in Rn+1 is tangent to n of the Eλ.
(4) The tangent hyperplanes to these n quadrics (at their respective points of tangency
to ℓ) are perpendicular.
By property (3) we can associate to a generic line ℓ in Rn+1 an unordered set of n
values λi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that Qλi is tangent to ℓ. When ℓ comes from a point of
TE, one of these, say λn, equals 0. The remaining n − 1 values λi (or rather, their
symmetric functions) give n − 1 independent functions on TE; in fact, they can take an
arbitrary (n − 1)-tuple of values. These functions descend to the projectivized tangent
bundle P(TE); so together with the original Hamiltonian h (= length squared) they give
n independent functions on TE. The key to integrability is:
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Chasles’ Theorem. The λi are flow invariants, i.e. they are constant along a
geodesic γ = γ(t).
Proof. For any curve γ(t) in Rn+1, the family of tangent lines ℓ(t) gives a curve Λ in
the Grassmannian Gr(1,Rn+1) of affine lines in Rn+1. This curve is developable, i.e. its
tangent line Tℓ(t)Λ is given by the pencil of lines through γ(t) in the osculating plane of γ
at t. When γ is a geodesic, this plane is the span of ℓ(t) and the normal vector n(t) to E
at γ(t). Write λi(t) for the value of λi at ℓ(t).
Let Zi be the hypersurface in Gr(1,Rn+1) parametrizing lines tangent to Eλi(t), for
some fixed t. The tangent space Tℓ(t)Zi contains all lines through γ(t) in the tangent
hyperplane Tpi(t)Eλi(t), and this hyperplane contains the normal n(t), by property (4).
Hence:
Tℓ(t)Λ ⊂ {lines through γ(t), in Tpi(t)Eλi(t)} ⊂ Tℓ(t)Zi i = 1, · · · , n− 1.
If the family Λ of tangent lines to a geodesic meets Zi, it must therefore stay in it.
✷
3.2 Algebraic integrability
Since a line ℓ determines two (opposite) tangent vectors of given non-zero length, we have
identified the fiber of the geodesic flow as a double cover K˜ of
K := {ℓ ∈ Gr(1,Rn+1)|ℓ is tangent to Eλ1 , · · · , Eλn}.
Next we want to interpret this in terms of the real points of a complex abelian variety.
We follow Kno¨rrer’s approach [Kn], which in turn is based on [Mo],[Re] and [D5].
Start with the pencil of quadrics in P2n+1 (over C):
Yλ := Y0 + λY∞
with
Y0 =
∑2n+1
i=1 aix
2
i − x20
Y∞ =
∑2n+1
i=1 x
2
i .
The base locus X = Y0 ∩ Y∞ is non-singular if the ai are distinct. We set a0 = ∞. The
family of linear subspaces Pn contained in a fixed quadric Yλ consists of two connected
components, or rulings, for the non-singular Yλ (λ 6∈ {ai}), and of a single ruling for
λ = ai. We thus get a double cover
π : C → P1
of the λ-line, parametrizing the rulings. (More precisely, one considers the variety of pairs
P = {(A, λ)|A is a Pn contained in Qλ},
and takes the Stein factorization of the second projection.) Explicitly, C is the hyperel-
liptic curve of genus n:
C : s2 = Π2n+1i=1 (t− ai).
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Miles Reid [Re] showed that the Jacobian J(C) is isomorphic to the variety
F := {A ∈ Gr(n− 1, P2n+1)|A ⊂ X}
of linear subspaces in the base locus. An explicit group law on F is given in [D5], and
corresponding results for rank 2 vector bundles on C are in [DR]. Since we are interested
in a family of varieties F with varying parameters, we need some information about
the isomorphism. Let Picd(C) denote the variety parametrizing isomorphism classes of
degree-d line bundles on C. Then Pic0(C) = J(C) is a group, Pic1(C) is a torser (=
principal homogeneous space) over it, but, these two have no natural identification; while
Pic2(C) ≈ J(C) canonically, using the hyperelliptic bundle on C. It turns out that F is
isomorphic to Pic0(C) and to Pic1(C), but neither isomorphism is canonical. Rather, we
may think of F as “Pic
1
2 (C)”: it is a torser over J(C), and has a natural torser map
F × F → Pic1(C).
All of this is based on the existence of a natural morphism
j : F × C → F.
The ruling p (on the quadric Yπ(p)) contains a unique subspace Pn which contains a given
Pn−1-subspace A ∈ F . This Pn intersects X in the union of A and another element of F ,
which we call j(A, p). We can also think of j as a family of involutions of F , indexed by
p ∈ C. This extends to a map
F × J(C)→ F
which gives the torser structure on F . Once F is thus identified with J(C), the map j
becomes
j(A, p) = p− A,
up to an additive constant. Since this is well defined globally, points A ∈ F must behave
as line bundles on C of “degree 1
2
”. In particular, we have for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n+1 the involution
ji : F → F
A 7→ j(A, ai),
where we set ai =∞ and identify the ai ∈ P1 with the 2n+2 Weierstrass points π−1(ai) ∈
C. Explicitly, each ji is induced by the linear involution
ji : P
2n+1 → P2n+1
flipping the sign of the i-th coordinate.
Consider the linear projection
ρ : P2n+1 → Pn+1
(x0, · · · , x2n+1) 7→ (x0, · · · , xn+1),
which commutes with the ji, n+2 ≤ i. Recall that in Pn+1 we have the pencil of quadrics
Qλ, with dual quadrics Eλ in (Pn+1)∗.
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Proposition.
(i) The projection ρ maps F to
F ′ := {B ∈ Gr(n− 1, Pn+1)|B is tangent to Qn+2, · · · , Q2n+1}.
(ii) The induced ρ : F → F ′ is a finite morphism of degree 2n, and can be identified
with the quotient of F by the group G ≈ (Z/2Z)n generated by the involutions ji,
n + 2 ≤ i ∈ 2n+ 1.
(iii) Duality takes F ′ isomorphically to the variety K of lines in (Pn+1)∗ tangent to Eλi,
λi = an+1+i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We omit the straightforward proof. Let G˜ ⊂ G be the index-2 subgroup generated by
the products ji1 ◦ ji2 , and set
K˜ := F/G˜.
We obtain natural commuting maps, whose degrees are indicated next to the arrows:
F
2n−1−→ K˜ 2n+1−→ Pic1(C)
↓2 2 ↓
K
2n+1−→ Kummer1(C).
Here Kummerd(C) stands for the quotient of PicdC by the involution
L 7→ dH − L,
where H is the hyperelliptic bundle ∈ Pic2(C). The composition of the maps in the top
row is multiplication by 2:
F ≈ Pic 12 (C) ·2−→ Pic1(C).
In conclusion, the fiber of the geodesic flow on E = E0 with invariants h = 1 (say) and
λi = an+1+i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n can be identified with the real locus in K˜ = K˜(λ1, · · · , λn). The
latter is a 2n+1-sheeted cover of Pic1(C), so up to translation by some points of order 2,
it is an abelian variety, isomorphic to a 2n+1 sheeted cover of the hyperelliptic Jacobian
J(C).
3.3 The flows
Two details of the above story are somewhat unsatisfactory: First, the asymmetry between
the n−1 Hamiltonians λi and the remaining HamiltonianH (length squared). And second,
the fact that the complexified total space TE of the system is not quite symplectic. Indeed,
for an arbitrary algebraic hypersurfaceM ⊂ Cn+1, given by f = 0, the complexified metric
on Cn+1 induces bundle maps
TM →֒ TCn+1|M ∼→ T ∗Cn+1|M →→ T ∗M,
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but the composition is not an isomorphism; rather, it is degenerate at points where
0 = (▽f)2 =
n+1∑
k=1
(
∂f
∂xk
)2
.
For an ellipsoid
∑
x2k/ak = 1 (other than a sphere) there will be an empty real, but
non-empty complex degeneracy locus, given by the equation
∑
(xk/ak)
2 = 0.
Both of these annoyances disappear if we replace the total space by the tangent bundle
TS of the sphere
S = {(x1, · · · , xn+1) ∈ Cn+1|
∑
x2k = 1},
i.e.
TS = {(x, y) ∈ C2n+2|∑x2k = 1,∑xkyk = 0}.
This is globally symplectic, and the n (unordered) Commuting Hamiltonians can be taken
to be the values λi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that the line
ℓx,y := (line through y in direction x )
is tangent to Eλi . The original system TE can be recovered as a C
∗-bundle (where C∗
acts by rescaling the tangent direction x) over the hypersurface λ = 0 in TS.
Here is the explicit equation of the hypersurface:
λ = 0 ⇔ ℓx,y is tangent to E = {∑ x2kak = 1}
⇔ −1 +∑ (yk+txk)2
ak
= 0 has a unique solution t
⇔ (−1 +∑ y2k
ak
+ 2t(
∑ xkyk
ak
) + t2(
∑ x2
k
ak
) = 0 has a unique solution
⇔ 0 = (∑ xkyk
ak
)2 − (∑ x2k
ak
)(−1 +∑ y2k
ak
).
More generally, this computation shows that ℓx,y is tangent to Eλ if and only if
0 = (
∑ xkyk
ak−λ
)2 − (∑ x2k
ak−λ
)(−1 +∑ y2k
ak−λ
) =
∑
k
x2k
ak − λ +
∑
k 6=l
xkykxlyl − x2ky2l
(ak − λ)(al − λ) .
As a function of λ, the last expression has first order poles at λ = ak, 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, so
it can be rewritten as ∑ 1
ak − λFk(x, y)
where the Fk are found by taking residue at λ = ak:
Fk(x, y) := x
2
k +
∑
ℓ 6=k
(xkyℓ − xℓyk)2
ak − aℓ .
We see that fixing the n+ 1 values Fk(x, y), 1 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1, subject to the condition
n+1∑
k=1
Fk = 1,
is equivalent to fixing the n (unordered) values λi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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This determines the hyperelliptic curve
C : s2 =
n+1∏
k=1
(t− ak) ·
n∏
i=1
(t− λi),
and the corresponding abelian variety
K˜ = K˜(λ1, · · · , λn) = J(C)/G˜ ≈ {(x, y)|ℓx,y is tangent to Eλi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Theorem.
(1) Geodesic flow on the quadric Eλi is the Hamiltonian vector field on TS given by the
(local) Hamiltonian λi. On K˜ it is a constant vector field in the direction of the
Weierstrass point λi ∈ C.
(2) The Hamiltonian vector field on TS with Hamiltonian Fk is constant on K˜, in the
direction of the Weierstrass point ak ∈ C.
The direction at ℓ ∈ K˜ of geodesic flow on Eλi was described in the proof of Chasles’
theorem. The direction given by the Weierstrass point λi is given at A ∈ F as the tangent
vector at λi to the curve
p 7→ j(Ai, p) (where Ai = j(A, λi)).
The proof of (1) amounts to unwinding the definitions to see that these two directions
agree. (For details, see [Kn] and [D5].) Since the level sets of the λi and the Fk are the
same, the Hamiltonian vector field of Fk evolves on the same K˜, and is constant there. A
monodromy argument on the family of hyperelliptic curves then shows that its direction
must agree with ak. Mumford gives an explicit computation for this in [Mum2], Theorem
4.7, following Moser [Mo].
We have identified the flows corresponding to 2n + 1 of the Weierstrass points. The
remaining one, at λ =∞, corresponds to the Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
n+1∑
k=1
akFk =
1
2
∑
akx
2
k +
1
2
∑
y2k,
giving Neumann’s system, which is the starting point for the analysis in [Mo] and [Mum2].
3.4 Explicit parametrization
Fix the hyperelliptic curve of genus n
C : s2 = f(t) :=
2n+1∏
i=1
(t− ai),
with projection
π : C → P1
(t, s) 7→ t
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and involution
i : C → C
(t, s) 7→ (t,−s).
We identify the various components Picd(C) by means of the base point ∞, which is a
Weierstrass point. The affine open subset J(C) r Θ can be described geometrically, by
Riemann’s theorem:
J(C) rΘ ≈
{L ∈ Picn−1(C)|h0(L) = 0} ≈
{(p1, · · · , pn) ∈ SymnC|pi 6=∞, pi 6= i(pj)},
where the last identification sends L to the unique effective divisor of L(∞). Mumford
[Mum2] gives an explicit algebraic parametrization of the same open set, which he at-
tributes to Jacobi: to the n-tuple D = (p1, · · · , pn) he associates three polynomials of a
single variable t:
(i) U(t) :=
∏n
i=1(t− t(pi)).
(ii) V (t) is the unique polynomial of degree ≤ n−1 such that the meromorphic function
V ◦ π − s : C → P1
vanishes on the divisor D ⊂ C. It is obtained by Lagrange interpolation of the
expansions of s at the pi, e.g. when the pi are all distinct,
V (t) =
n∑
i=1
s(pi)
∏
j 6=i
t− t(pj)
t(pi)− t(pj) .
(iii) W (t) = f(t)−V (t)
2
U(t)
; the definition of V and the equation s2 = f(t) guarantee that this
is a monic polynomial of degree n + 1.
Conversely, the polynomials U, V,W determine the values t(pi), s(pi), hence the divisor
D. By reading off the coefficients, we obtain an embedding:
(U, V,W ) : J (C)\Θ →֒ C3n+1.
The image is
{(U, V,W )|V 2 + UW = f}.
This description fits beautifully with the integrable system on TS representing geodesic
flow on the Eλ. We can rephrase our previous computation as:
ℓx,y is tangent to Eλ1 , · · · , Eλn ⇔ f1(t)f2(t) = UW + V 2,
where, for (x, y) ∈ TS, we set:
f1(t) =
∏n+1
k=1(t− ak) (this is independent of x, y)
f2(t) = f1(t) ·∑k Fk(x,y)t−ak (this varies with x, y; the roots are the λi)
U(t) = f1(t)(
∑
k
x2
k
t−ak
)
W (t) = f1(t)(1 +
∑
k
y2
k
t−ak
)
V (t) =
√−1 · f1(t) · (∑k xkykt−ak )
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The entire system TS is thus mapped to C3n+1. Each abelian variety K˜ = K˜(λ1, · · · , λn)
is mapped to J (C)\Θ embedded in C3n+1 as before, where C is defined by s2 = f(t), and
f = f1 · f2, with f1 fixed (of degree n + 1) and f2 variable (of degree n). On each K˜ the
map is of degree 2n+1; the group (Z/2Z)n+1 operates by sending
(xk, yk) 7→ (ǫkxk, ǫkyk), ǫk = ±1.
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4 Spectral curves and vector bundles
We review in this chapter a general construction of an integrable system on the moduli
space of Higgs pairs (E,ϕ) consisting of a vector bundle E on a curve and a meromorphic
1-form valued endomorphism ϕ (theorem 4.8). These moduli spaces admit a natural
foliation by Jacobians of spectral curves. The spectral curves are branched covers of the
base curve arising from the eigenvalues of the endomorphisms ϕ.
We concentrate on two examples:
- The Hitchin system supported on the cotangent bundle of the moduli space of vector
bundles on a curve (section 4.2), and
- An integrable system on the moduli space of conjugacy classes of polynomial matrices
(section 4.3).
The latter is then used to retrieve the Jacobi-Moser-Mumford system which arose in
chapter 3 out of the geodesic flow on an ellipsoid.
Both examples are endowed with a natural symplectic or Poisson structure. The gen-
eral construction of the Poisson structure on the moduli spaces of Higgs pairs is postponed
to chapter 5.
We begin with a short survey of some basic facts about vector bundles on a curve.
4.1 Vector Bundles on a Curve
We fix a (compact, non-singular) curve Σ of genus g. A basic object in these lectures
will be the moduli space of stable (or semistable) vector bundles on Σ of given rank
r and degree d. To motivate the introduction of this object, let us try to describe a
“general” vector bundle on Σ. One simple operation which produces vector bundles from
line bundles is the direct image: start with an r-sheeted branched covering π : C → Σ,
ramified at points of some divisor R in the non-singular curve C. Then any line bundle
L ∈ Pic C determines a rank-r vector bundle E := π∗L on Σ. As a locally free sheaf of
OΣ-modules of rank r, this is easy to describe
Γ(U , π∗L) := Γ(π−1U , L),
for open subsets U ⊂ Σ. As a vector bundle, the description is clear only at unbranched
points of Σ: if π−1(p) consists of r distinct points p1, · · · , pr then the fiber of E at p is
naturally isomorphic to the direct sum of the fibers of L:
Ep ≈
r⊕
i=1
Lpi .
At branch points of π, Ep does not admit a natural decomposition, but only a filtration.
This is reflected in a drop in the degree. Indeed, the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem
says in our (rather trivial) case that
χ(π∗L) = χ(L),
where χ is the holomorphic Euler characteristic,
χ(E) := degE − (g − 1) rank E = degE + χ(O) · rank E.
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Using Hurwitz’ formula:
χ(OC) = r χ(OΣ)− 1
2
deg R,
this becomes:
deg E = deg L− 1
2
deg R.
Example 4.1 Consider the double cover
π : P1 −→ P1
w −→ z = w2
branched over 0,∞. The direct image of the structure sheaf is:
π∗O ≈ O ⊕O(−1).
We can think of this as sending a regular function f = f(w) (on some invariant open set
upstairs) to the pair (f+(z), f−(z)) downstairs, where
f(w) = f+(w
2) + wf−(w
2).
In the image we get all pairs with f+ regular (i.e. a section of O) and f− regular and
vanishing at ∞ (i.e. a section of O(−1)). (Similar considerations show that
π∗O(−1) ≈ O(−1)⊕O(−1)
and more generally:
π∗O(d) ≈ O([d
2
])⊕O([d− 1
2
]).
Note that this has degree d−1, as expected). The structure of π∗L near the branch point
z = 0 can be described, in this case, by the action on the local basis a, b (of even, odd
sections) of multiplication by the section w upstairs:
a 7→ b, b 7→ za,
i.e. w is represented by the matrix (
0 z
1 0
)
whose square is z · I. At a branch point where k sheets come together, the corresponding
action (in terms of a basis indexed by the k − th roots of unity) is given by the matrix:
Pk :=

0 0 z
1 · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · 0 0
0 1 0

(11)
whose k-th power is z · I.
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Example 4.2 Now consider a 2-sheeted branched cover π : C → P1, where g(C) > 0.
If we take χ(L) = 0, i.e. degL = g − 1, we get deg(π∗L) = −2. The equality
ℓ := h0(C,L) = h0(P1, π∗L)
implies
π∗L ≈ O(ℓ− 1) ⊕ O(−ℓ− 1).
In particular, we discover a very disturbing phenomenon: as the line bundle L varies
continuously, in Picg−1C, so should presumably π∗L; but if we consider a 1-parameter
family of line bundles Lt such that
L0 ∈ Θ
Lt /∈ Θ, t 6= 0,
we see that the vector bundle π∗Lt jumps from its generic value, O(−1) ⊕ O(−1) to
O⊕O(−2) at t = 0. Similar jumps can clearly be forced on a rank-r bundle by considering
r-sheeted branched covers.
The moral of these examples is that if we want a moduli space parametrizing the “general”
vector bundle on a curve and having a reasonable (say, separated) topology, we cannot
consider all bundles. In the case of P1, we will end up with only the balanced bundles
such as O(−1)⊕O(−1), thus avoiding the possibility of a discontinuous jump.
The slope µ(E) of a vector bundle E is defined by:
µ(E) :=
degE
rankE
.
A bundle E is called stable (resp., semistable) if for every subbundle F ⊂ E (other than
0, E),
µ(F ) < µ(E), (resp. µ(F ) ≤ µ(E)).
The basic result due to Mumford and Seshadri [Se], is that reasonable (coarse) moduli
spaces UsΣ(r, d) ⊂ UΣ(r, d) exist, with the following properties:
• UsΣ(r, d) is smooth; its points parametrize isomorphism classes of stable bundles of
rank r and degree d on Σ; it is an open subset of UΣ(r, d).
• UΣ(r, d) is projective; its points parametrize equivalence classes of semistable bun-
dles, where two bundles are equivalent, roughly, if they admit filtrations by semistable
subbundles (of constant slope) with isomorphic graded pieces.
• Both are coarse moduli spaces; this means that any “family”, i.e. vector bundle on
a product S × Σ, where S is any scheme, whose restrictions Es to copies s × Σ of
Σ are (semi) stable of rank r and degree d, determines a unique morphism of S to
UsΣ(r, d) (respectively, UΣ(r, d)) which sends each s ∈ S to the isomorphism (resp.
equivalence) class of Es, and has the obvious functoriality properties.
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Examples
g = 0. The stable bundles are the line bundles O(d). The semi-stable bundles are the
balanced vector bundles, O(d)⊕r. Thus UP 1(r, d) is a point if r | d, empty otherwise, while
the stable subset is empty when r 6= 1.
g = 1. Let h := gcd(r, d). Atiyah [At] shows that UΣ(r, d) is isomorphic to the symmetric
product ShΣ, and that each semistable equivalence class contains a unique decomposable
bundle E = ⊕hi=1 Ei, where each Ei is stable of rank r/h and degree d/h. (Other
bundles in this equivalence class are filtered, with the Ei as subquotients.) Thus when
h = 1, UsΣ = UΣ, and when h > 1, UsΣ is empty.
The possibilities for semistable bundles are illustrated in the case r = 2, d = 0: given
two line bundles L1, L2 ∈ Pic0 Σ, the possible extensions are determined, up to non zero
scalars, by elements of
Ext1OΣ(L1, L2) ≈ H1(L2 ⊗ L−11 ).
The direct sum is thus the only extension when L1 6≈ L2, while if L1 ≈ L2 ≈ L there is,
up to isomorphism, also a unique non-trivial extension, say EL. There is, again, a jump
phenomenon: by rescaling the extension class we get a family of vector bundles with
generic member isomorphic to EL and special member L ⊕ L. This explains why there
cannot exist a moduli space parametrizing isomorphism classes of semistable bundles;
neither L⊕ L nor EL is excluded, and the point representing the former is in the closure
of the latter, so they must be identified, i.e. EL and L ⊕ L must be declared to be
equivalent.
Higher Genus. The only other cases where an explicit description of UΣ(r, d) is known are
when r = 2 and g = 3 [NR] or r = 2 and Σ is hyperelliptic of any genus [DR]. In the latter
case, the moduli space UΣ(2, ξ) of rank 2 vector bundles with a fixed determinant line
bundle ξ of odd degree is isomorphic to the family of linear spaces Pg−2 in the intersection
of the two quadrics in P2g+1 used in Chapter 3. In the even degree case, UΣ(2, ξ) can
also be described in terms of the same two quadrics; when g = 2, it turns out to be
isomorphic to P3, in which the locus of semistable but non-stable points is the Kummer
surface K := J (Σ)/± 1, with its classical embedding in P3 as a quadric with 16 nodes.
Elementary deformation theory lets us make some general statements about U :=
UΣ(r, d) and Us := UsΣ(r, d):
Lemma 4.3 For g ≥ 2:
1. dim U = 1 + r2(g − 1), and Us is a dense open subset.
2. Stable bundles E are simple, i.e. the only (global) endomorphisms of E are
scalars.
3. Stable bundles are non-singular points of U .
4. At points of Us there are canonical identifications
TEUs ≈ H1(End E)
T ∗EUs ≈ H0(wΣ ⊗ End E).
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The proof of (2) is based on the observation that any nonzero α : E → E must be
invertible, otherwise either ker α or im α would violate stability. Therefore H0(End E) is
a finite dimensional division algebra containing C, hence equal to it. Since a vector bundle
E on Σ is determined by a 1-cocycle with values in GL(r,OΣ) (= transition matrices), a
first order deformation of E is given by a 1-cocycle with values in the associated bundle
of Lie algebras, i.e. (up to isomorphism) by a class in H1(End E). The functoriality
property of U (“coarse moduli space”) implies that this is the Zariski tangent space, TEU .
By Riemann-Roch
h1(End E) = r2(g − 1) + h0(End E).
so the minimal value is obtained at the simple points, and equals 1+ r2(g− 1) as claimed
in (1). The identification of T ∗EUs follows from that of TEUs by Serre duality.
✷
4.2 Spectral Curves and the Hitchin System
The relation between vector bundles and finite dimensional integrable systems arises from
Hitchin’s amazing result.
Theorem 4.4 [H1, H2] The cotangent bundle to the moduli space of semistable vector
bundles supports a natural ACIHS.
At the heart of Hitchin’s theorem is a construction of a spectral curve associated to
a 1-form valued endomorphism of a vector bundle. The spectral construction allows a
uniform treatment of a wide variety of algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian
systems. We will concentrate in this section on the algebro-geometric aspects of these
systems leaving their symplectic geometry to Chapter 8. We work with vector bundles
over curves, other structure groups will be treated in Chapter 9. The reader is referred
to [BNR] and [H2] for more details.
The total space of the cotangent bundle T ∗UsΣ(r, d) of the moduli space of stable vector
bundles parametrizes pairs (E,ϕ) consisting of a stable vector bundle E and a covector
ϕ in H1(Σ,End E)∗ ≃ H0(Σ,EndE ⊗ ωΣ), i.e., a 1-form valued endomorphism of E.
Consider more generally a pair (E,ϕ) of a rank r vector bundle E and a section
ϕ ∈ Hom(E,E ⊗ K) where K is a line bundle on Σ. The i-th coefficient bi of the
characteristic polynomial of (E,ϕ) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i on K−1,
hence a section of H0(Σ, K⊗i). In fact bi = (−1)i · trace(
i∧ ϕ).
The Hamiltonian map of the Hitchin system is the characteristic polynomial map
H : T ∗UΣ(r, d) −→ Bω :=
r⊕
i=1
H0(Σ, ω⊗i).
The fibers of the Hitchin map H turn out to be Jacobians of curves associated canonically
to characteristic polynomials.
Going back to the generalK-valued pair (E,ϕ), notice that a characteristic polynomial
char (ϕ) = yr−tr(ϕ)yr−1+· · ·+(−1)r detϕ in BK := ⊕ri=1H0(Σ, K⊗i) defines a morphism
from the line bundle K to K⊗r. The inverse image C of the zero section in K⊗r under a
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polynomial P in BK is called a spectral curve. If P is the characteristic polynomial of a
pair (E,ϕ) then indeed the fibers of π : C → Σ consist of eigenvalues of ϕ. If K⊗r has a
section without multiple zeroes (e.g., if it is very ample) then the generic spectral curve
is smooth.
Lagrange interpolation extends a function on the inverse image π−1(U) ⊂ C of an
open set U in Σ to a unique function on the inverse image of U in the surface K which
is a polynomial of degree ≤ r − 1 on each fiber. It follows that the direct image π∗OC is
isomorphic to OΣ ⊕K−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕K1−r. Assuming that K⊗i has no sections for i < 0, the
genus h1(C,OC) = h1(Σ, π∗OC) of C is equal to deg(K) · r(r − 1)/2 + r(g − 1) + 1. In
particular, when K = ωΣ, the genus of C is equal to half the dimension of the cotangent
bundle. The data (E,ϕ) determines moreover a sheaf L on the spectral curve which is a
line bundle if the curve is smooth. Away from the ramification divisor R in C, L is the
tautological eigenline subbundle of the pullback π∗E. More precisely, the homomorphism
(π∗(ϕ)− y · I) : π∗E → π∗(E ⊗K), where y ∈ H0(C, π∗K) is the tautological eigenvalue
section, has kernel L(−R).
Conversely, given a spectral curve C and a line bundle L on it we get a pair (π∗L, π∗(⊗y))
of a rank r vector bundle on Σ and a K valued endomorphism (see example 4.1). The
two constructions are the inverse of each other.
Proposition 4.5 [H2, BNR] If C is an irreducible and reduced spectral curve there is a
bijection between isomorphism classes of
- Pairs (E,ϕ) with spectral curve C.
- Rank 1 torsion free sheaves L on C.
Under this correspondence, line bundles on C correspond to endomorphisms ϕ which are
regular in every fiber, i.e., whose centralizer in each fiber is an r-dimensional subspace
of the corresponding fiber of End E. (This notion of regularity agrees with the one in
Example 2.2.)
We conclude that the fiber of the Hitchin map H : T ∗UsΣ(r, d) → Bω over a charac-
teristic polynomial b ∈ Bω is precisely the open subset of the Jacobian Jd+r(1−gΣ)+gC−1C
consisting of the line bundles L whose direct image is a stable vector bundle. Moreover,
the construction of the characteristic polynomial map and a similar description of its
fibers applies to moduli spaces of pairs with K-valued endomorphism where K need not
be the canonical line bundle (Theorem 4.8).
The missing line bundles in the fibers of the Hitchin map indicate that we need to
relax the stability condition for the pair (E,ϕ).
Definition: A pair (E,ϕ) is stable (semistable) if the slope of every ϕ-invariant sub-
bundle of E is less than (or equal) to the slope of E.
As in the case of vector bundles we can define an equivalence relation for semistable
pairs, where two bundles are equivalent, roughly, if they admit ϕ-invariant filtrations by
semistable pairs (of constant slope) with isomorphic graded pieces. Two stable pairs are
equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic.
Theorem 4.6 [H1, Sim1, Nit] There exists an algebraic coarse moduli scheme HiggsK :=
HiggsΣ(r, d,K) parametrizing equivalence classes of semistable K-valued pairs.
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The characteristic polynomial map H : HiggsK → BK is a proper algebraic morphism.
A deeper reason for working with the above definition of stability is provided by the
following theorem from nonabelian Hodge theory:
Theorem 4.7 [H1, Sim2] There is a canonical real analytic diffeomorphism between
- The moduli space of conjugacy classes of semisimple representations of the fundamental
group π1(Σ) in GL(r,C) and
- The moduli space of semistable ω-valued (Higgs) pairs (E,ϕ) of rank r and degree 0.
In the case of Hitchin’s system (K = ωΣ), the symplectic structure of the cotangent
bundle extends to the stable locus of the moduli space of Higgs pairs giving rise to an
integrable system H : HiggsΣ(r, d, ωΣ) → Bω whose generic fiber is a complete Jacobian
of a spectral curve.
We will show in Chapter 6 that the Hitchin system is, in fact, the lowest rank sym-
plectic leaf of a natural infinite dimensional Poisson variety HiggsΣ(r, d) obtained as an
inductive limit of the moduli spaces HiggssmΣ (r, d, ω(D)) of ω(D)-valued pairs as D varies
through all effective divisors on Σ. The basic fact, generalizing the results of [H2, BNR, B1]
is:
Theorem 4.8 [Bn, Ma1] Let D be an effective divisor (not necessarily reduced) on a
smooth algebraic curve Σ of genus g. Assume that [ω(D)]⊗r is very ample and if g = 0
assume further that deg(D) > max(2, ρ) where 0 ≤ ρ < r is the residue of d mod r. Then
1. The moduli space HiggssΣ(r, d, ω(D)) of stable rank r and degree d ω(D)-
valued Higgs pairs has a smooth component HiggssmΣ (r, d, ω(D)) of top dimen-
sion r2(2g − 2 + deg(D)) + 1 + ǫD=0, where ǫD=0 is 1 if D = 0 and zero if
D > 0. HiggssmΣ (r, d, ω(D)) is the unique component which contains Higgs
pairs supported on irreducible and reduced spectral curves.
2. HiggssmΣ (r, d, ω(D)) has a canonical Poisson structure.
3. The characteristic polynomial map H : HiggssmΣ (r, d, ω(D))→ Bω(D) is an alge-
braically completely integrable Hamiltonian system. The generic (Lagrangian)
fiber is a complete Jacobian of a smooth spectral curve of genus r2(g− 1)+1+
(degD)( r(r−1)
2
).
4. The foliation of HiggssmΣ (r, d, ω(D)) by closures of top dimensional symplectic
leaves is induced by the cosets of
H0
(
Σ,
[
r⊕
i=1
ωΣ(D)
⊗i
]
(−D)
)
in Bω(D).
Definition 4.9 As in the theorem, we will denote by HiggssmΣ (r, d, ω(D)) the unique com-
ponent which contains Higgs pairs supported on irreducible and reduced spectral curves.
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In Chapter 6 we will discuss the relationship of these integrable systems with flows of
KdV type. In the next section we will discuss the example of geodesic flow on the ellipsoid
as a Hamiltonian flow of a symplectic leaf of one of these spaces. See [B1, Ma1] for more
examples.
The Hitchin system has been useful in the study of the geometry of the moduli space
of vector bundles. The main technique is to reduce questions about vector bundles to
questions about spectral Jacobians. Hitchin used these ideas to compute the cohomology
groups H i(U , SkT ), i = 0, 1, of the symmetric products of the tangent bundle of the
moduli space U of rank 2 and odd degree stable vector bundles. In [BNR] these techniques
provided the first mathematical proof that the dimensions of the space of sections of the
generalized theta line bundle are
h0(UΣ(n, n(g − 1)), Θ) = 1,
h0(SUΣ(n), Θ) = ng,
where SUΣ(n) denotes the moduli space of vector bundles with trivial determinant line
bundle. (This of course is now subsumed in the Verlinde Formula for sections of powers
of theta bundles.) These ideas were proven useful in the proof of the existence of a
projectively flat connection on the bundles of level k theta sections over the moduli space
Mg of curve of genus g [H3], an important fact in conformal field theory. Kouvidakis and
Pantev applied these ideas to the study of automorphisms of the moduli space of vector
bundles [Ko-P].
4.3 Polynomial Matrices
Theorem 4.8 has a concrete description when the base curve Σ is P1. Let K be the line
bundle OP1(d). Consider the moduli space HiggsK := HiggssmK (−r, r) of pairs (E,ϕ) con-
sisting of a vector bundle E of rank r and degree −r with a K-valued endomorphism
ϕ : E → E ⊗ K (we also follow the notation of definition 4.9 singling out a particu-
lar component). Choose a coordinate x on P1 − {∞}. The space BK of characteristic
polynomials becomes
{P (x, y) = yr + b1(x)yr−1 + · · ·+ br(x) | bi(x) is a polynomial in x of degree ≤ i · d}.
The total space of the line bundle OP1(d · ∞) restricted to the affine line P1 − {∞} is
isomorphic to the affine plane, and under this isomorphism P (x, y) becomes the equation
of the spectral curve as an affine plane curve.
Denote by B0 ⊂ BK the subset of smooth spectral curves. Let Q := Qr(d) be the
subset of HiggsK parametrizing pairs (E,ϕ) with a smooth spectral curve and a vector
bundle E isomorphic to E0 := ⊕rOP1(−1). Q is a Zariski open (dense) subset of HiggsK
because:
i) by definition 4.9 HiggssmK (r,−r) is irreducible,
ii) E0 is the unique semistable rank r vector bundle of degree −r on P1 and semistability
is an open condition.
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The bundle End E0 is the trivial Lie algebra bundle glr(C)⊗ OP1 . Hence, every point in
Q is represented by an element ϕ ∈Mr(d) := H0(P1, glr(C)⊗OP1(d ·∞)), i.e., by an r× r
matrix ϕ with polynomial entries of degree ≤ d. Denote the inverse image of B0 in Mr(d)
by M0r (d). The subset Q ⊂ HiggsK is simply the quotient of M0r (d) by the conjugation
action of PGLr(C).
M0r (d)
Q HiggsK
B0 BK
❄
❄
✲
❄
✲
In this setting, Theorem 4.8 specializes to the following theorem of Beauville and
Adams-Harnad-Hurtubise-Previato generalizing results of Mumford and Moser [Mum2]
in rank 2:
Theorem 4.10 [B1, AHH]
1. The quotient Q of the action of PGLr(C) by conjugation on M0r (d) is a smooth
variety.
2. The fiber of the characteristic polynomial maps H : Q → B0 over the polyno-
mial of a spectral curve C is the complement Jg−1C − Θ of the theta divisor in
the Jacobian of line bundles on C of degree g − 1 (g = genus of C).
3. The choice of d + 2 points a1, · · ·ad+2 on P1 determines a Poisson structure
on Q. The characteristic polynomial map H : Q → B0 is an algebraically
completely integrable Hamiltonian system with respect to each of these Poisson
structures.
4. The symplectic leaves of Q are obtained by fixing the values (of the coefficients)
of the characteristic polynomials at the points {ai}d+2i=1 .
We note that in [B1] the Poisson structure on Q was obtained as the reduction of a Poisson
structure onM0r (d). The latter was the pullback of the Kostant-Kirillov Poisson structure
via the embedding
Mr(d) →֒ glr(C)d+2
by Lagrange interpolation at a1, · · · , ad+2. This embedding will be used in section 4.3.2
where geodesic flow on ellipsoids is revisited.
A choice of a divisorD = a1+· · ·+ad+2 of degree d+2 on P1 determines an isomorphism
of OP1(d ·∞) with ωP1(D). For example, if a1, · · · , ai are finite, ai+1 = aa+2 = · · · = ad+2 =
∞ then we send a polynomial f(x) of degree ≤ d to the meromorphic 1-form
f(x)∏i
j=1(x− aj)
dx.
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When the d+ 2 points are distinct, Lagrange interpolation translates to the embedding
Res : Mr(d) = H
0(P1, glr(C)⊗ ωP1(D)) →֒ glr(C)d+2
via the residues of meromorphic 1-form valued matrices at the points ai (if ai has multi-
plicity 2 or higher, we replace the i-th copy of glr(C) by its tangent bundle or higher order
infinitesimal germs at ai of sections of the trivial bundle glr(C)⊗OP1).
4.3.1 Explicit Equations for Jacobians of Spectral Curves with a Cyclic Ram-
ification Point
A further simplification occurs for matrices with a nilpotent leading coefficient (nilpotent
at ∞). The projection M0r (d) → Q has a natural section over the image N ⊂ Q of this
locus. So N can be described concretely as a space of polynomials (rather than as a
quotient of such a space).
As a consequence we obtain explicit equations in Mr(d) for the complement JC − Θ
of the theta divisor in the Jacobian of every irreducible and reduced r-sheeted spectral
curve over P1 which is totally ramified and smooth at ∞ (generalizing the equations for
hyperelliptic curve (case r = 2) obtained in [Mum2]).
Lemma 4.11 Let A = Adx
d+ · · ·+A1x+A0 be an r×r traceless matrix with polynomial
entries of degree ≤ d
i) whose spectral curve in OP1(d · ∞) is irreducible and reduced and smooth over ∞, and
ii) whose leading coefficient Ad is a nilpotent (necessarily regular) matrix.
Then there exists a unique element g0 ∈ PGLr(C) conjugating A to a matrix A′ = xd ·
J +
∑d−1
i=0 A
′
ix
i of the form:
A′ = xd

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 · 0 0
0 · 0 0
0 · 0 0
0 1 0

+ xd−1

⋆ . . . ⋆ βr
⋆ . . . ⋆ 0
...
...
...
...
⋆ . . . ⋆ 0

+
d−2∑
i=0
xiA′i (12)
where (−1)r+1βr is the (leading) coefficient of xdr−1 in the determinant br(x) of A(x).
Remark: Notice that the coefficients bi(x) in the characteristic polynomial P (x, y) =
yr + b1(x)y
r−1 + · · ·+ br(x) of A(x) satisfy degree bi(x) ≤ d · i− 1 since A is nilpotent at
∞, and degree br(x) = dr − 1 since the spectral curve is smooth over ∞. Thus βr 6= 0.
Proof (of lemma 4.11): Let J be the nilpotent regular constant matrix appearing as
the leading coefficient of A′(x) in the normalized form (12). Let C[J ] be the algebra of
polynomials in J with constant coefficients. The proof relies on the elementary fact that
Cr, as a left C[J ]-module, is free. Any vector with non zero first entry is a generator. Ad
is conjugate to J . Thus we may assume that Ad = J and it remains to show that there
exists a unique element in the stabilizer of J in PGLr(C) conjugating A(x) to the normal
form (12).
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Since Ad = J , the first entry in the right column R of Ad−1 is βr. Thus R is a generator
of Cr as a C[J ]-module. Any element g ∈ PGLr(C) in the commutator subgroup of J
is an invertible element in C[J ] and can be written (up to scalar multiple) in the form
g = I + N , N nilpotent. The right column of gAd−1g
−1 is R + NR and there exists a
unique nilpotent N ∈ C[J ] such that NR =

βr
0
...
0
−R. Thus g is unique up to a scalar
factor.
✷
Denote the affine subvariety of M0d (r) of matrices satisfying the r
2 + r − 1 equations
(12) by N˜ . The subvariety N˜ is a section of the principal PGLr(C) bundle M0r (d) → Q
over the locus N of conjugacy classes of polynomial matrices with a nilpotent leading
coefficient. N is a Poisson subvariety of Q with respect to any Poisson structure on Q
determined by a divisor D as in theorem 4.10, provided that D contains the point at
infinity ∞ ∈ P1.
Choose a characteristic polynomial P (x, y) = yr + b1(x)y
r−1+ · · ·+ br(x) in BO
P1 (d)
of
a smooth spectral curve C with degree bi(x) ≤ id− 1, br(x) of degree rd− 1 with leading
coefficient (−1)r+1βr. Theorem 4.10 implies that the equations
a) Ad = J,
b) The r-th column of Ad−1 is

βr
0
...
0
 ,
c) char (A(x)) = P (x, y)
define a subvariety ofMr(d) isomorphic to the complement J
g−1
C −ΘC of the theta divisor
in the Jacobian of C.
4.3.2 Geodesic Flow on Ellipsoids via 2× 2 Polynomial Matrices
We use polynomial matrices to retrieve the Jacobi-Moser-Mumford system which arose
in chapter 3 out of the geodesic flow on an ellipsoid. Our presentation follows [B1].
Consider a spectral polynomial P (x, y) in B0O
P1 (d·∞)
of the form
(i) P (x, y) = y2 − f(x) where f(x) is monic of degree 2d− 1.
The corresponding spectral curve C is smooth, hyperelliptic of genes g = d − 1 and
ramified over ∞. Theorem 4.10 implies that the fiber
H−1(P (x, y)) =
{(
V U
W −V
)
| V 2 + UW = f(x)
}
/PGL2(C)
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of the characteristic polynomial map is isomorphic to the complement Jg−1C − Θ of the
theta divisor.
Lemma 4.11 specializes in our case to the following statement (note that βr = 1 since
f is taken to be monic):
The PGL2(C) orbit of a matrix
(
V U
W −V
)
over H−1(P (x, y)) ∼= Jg−1C − Θ contains a
unique matrix satisfying
(ii) W is monic of degree d,
U is monic of degree d− 1 and
deg V ≤ d− 2.
In other words, condition (ii) and
(iii) V 2 + UW = f(x)
are the equations of Jg−1C −Θ as an affine subvariety of the subspace of traceless matrices
in M2(d). In fact, condition (ii) defines a section ϕ : N → M2(d) over the locus N in Q
of conjugacy classes with characteristic polynomial satisfying condition (i).
Recall that the Jacobi-Moser-Mumford integrable system linearizing the geodesic flow
of the ellipsoid
∑d
i=1 a
−1
i x
2
i = 1 is supported on the tangent bundle TS of the sphere
S ⊂ Rd. Our discussion ended by describing the quotient of TS by the group G ≃ (Z/2Z)d
of involutions. We will describe in the next three steps an isomorphism of this quotient
with a symplectic leaf X of Q.
Step I: (Identification of the symplectic leaf X). Assume that the points a1, · · · , ad ∈
P1 − {∞} are distinct and let ad+1 = ad+2 =∞. Let X ⊂ Q be the symplectic leaf
over the subspace of characteristic polynomials P (x, y) = y2 − f(x) satisfying
f(ai) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, deg f = 2d− 1 and f is monic.
The spectral curves of matrices in the leaf X have genus d − 1, and are branched
over the fixed g + 2 points a1, · · · , ad,∞ and g varying points.
Step II: (Embedding of X in the product N d of the regular nilpotent orbit). The iso-
morphism OP1(d · ∞) ∼→ ωP1(∑di=1 ai + 2 · ∞) sending F (x) to F (x)dx∏d
i=1
(x−ai)
translates
the matrix
(
V (x) U(x)
W (x) −V (x)
)
to a matrix ϕ of meromorphic 1-forms. The residues
of ϕ satisfy:
R∞ := Res∞(ϕ) =
(
0 −1
s 0
)
for some s ∈ C (condition (ii)),
Ri := Resai(ϕ) =
(
V (ai) U(ai)
W (ai) −V (ai)
)
1∏d
j=1
j 6=i
(ai−aj)
.
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The residues at the finite points ai can be calculated using Lagrange interpolation
of polynomials of degree d at the d+ 1 points a1, · · · , ad,∞ given by the formula
F (x) =
d∑
i=1
F (ai)
∏d
j=1
j 6=i
(x− aj)∏d
j=1
j 6=i
(ai − aj)
+ F (∞)
d∏
j=1
(x− aj) (13)
where F (∞) is the leading coefficient of F (x).
The residues R∞, Ri are nilpotent regular 2 × 2 matrices and the residue theorem
implies that R∞ = −∑di=1Ri. The residue map Res : X → N d defines a symplectic
embedding ϕ 7→ (R1, · · · , Rd) of the symplectic leaf X of Q in the Cartesian product
of d copies of the regular nilpotent orbit N in gl2(C).
Step III (The 2d covering TS → X). Endow C2 with the symplectic structure 2dx ∧
dy. The map C2 − {(0, 0)} → N sending (x, y) to
(
xy −x2
y2 −xy
)
is a symplectic
SL2(C)-equivariant double cover of the regular nilpotent orbit N (where SL2(C) ∼=
Sp2(C, 2dx∧dy) acts on C2 via the standard representation). We obtain a 2d-covering
τ : (C2−{(0, 0)})d → N d. The residue theorem translates to the fact that the image
Res(X) ⊂ N d is covered by{
(x¯, y¯) = ((x1, y1), · · · , (xd, yd)) |
∑
xiyi = 0 and
d∑
i=1
x2i = 1
}
.
This is exactly the tangent bundle TS ⊂ (C2)d of the sphere S ⊂ Cd.
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5 Poisson structure via levels
We construct a Poisson structure on the moduli space of meromorphic Higgs pairs in two
steps (following [Ma1]):
- First we realize a dense open subset of moduli as the orbit space of a Poisson action of a
group on the cotangent bundle of the moduli space of vector bundles with level structures
(sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3).
- Next we exhibit a 2-vector on the smooth locus of moduli, using a cohomological con-
struction (section 5.4). On the above dense open set this agrees with the Poisson structure,
so it is a Poisson structure everywhere.
We summarize the construction in section 5.5 in a diagram whose rotational symmetry
relates dual pairs of realizations.
5.1 Level structures
Fix a curve Σ, an effective divisor D =
∑
pi in Σ, and a rank r vector bundle E on
Σ. A level D structure on E is an OD-isomorphism η : E ⊗ OD ∼→ O⊕rD . Seshadri [Se]
constructs a smooth, quasi-projective moduli space UΣ(r, d,D) parametrizing stable pairs
(E, η). Here stability means that for any subbundle F ⊂ E,
degF − degD
rankF
<
degE − degD
rankE
.
The level-D group is the projectivized group of OD-algebra automorphisms,
GD := PAutOD(O⊕rD ).
(i.e. the automorphism group modulo complex scalars C∗.) It acts on UΣ(r, d,D): an
element g ∈ GD sends
[(E, η)] 7→ [(E, g ◦ η)],
where g ∈ AutOD(O⊕rD ) lifts g, and [·] denotes the isomorphism class of a pair. The
open set U◦Σ(r, d,D), parametrizing pairs (E, η) where E itself is stable, is a principal
GD-bundle over UsΣ(r, d). The Lie algebra gD of GD is given by glr(OD)/scalars.
5.2 The cotangent bundle
We compute deformations of a pair
(E, η) ∈ UD := UΣ(r, d,D)
as we did for the single vector bundle
E ∈ U := UΣ(r, d).
Namely, E is given (in terms of an open cover of Σ) by a 1-cocycle with values in the
sheaf of groups GLr(OΣ). Differentiating this cocycle with respect to parameters gives
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a 1-cocycle with values in the corresponding sheaf of Lie algebras, so we obtain the
identification
TEU ≈ H1(EndE).
Similarly, the pair (E, η) is given by a 1-cocycle with values in the subsheaf
GLr,D(OΣ) := {f ∈ GLr(OΣ)|f − 1 ∈ glr(ID)}.
Differentiating, we find the natural isomorphism
T(E,η)UD ≈ H1(ID ⊗EndE),
so by Serre duality,
T ∗(E,η)UD ≈ H0(EndE ⊗ ω(D)).
(we identify EndE with its dual via the trace.) We will denote a point of this cotangent
bundle by a triple (E,ϕ, η), where (E, η) ∈ UD and ϕ is a D-Higgs field,
ϕ : E → E ⊗ ω(D).
5.3 The Poisson structure
The action of the level group GD on UD lifts naturally to an action of GD on T ∗UD.
Explicitly, an element g ∈ GD with lift g ∈ GLr(OD) sends
(E,ϕ, η) 7→ (E,ϕ, g ◦ η).
The lifted action has the following properties:
(1) It is Poisson with respect to the standard symplectic structure on T ∗UD (holds for
any lifted action, see example 2.2).
(2) The moment map
µ : T ∗UD → g∗D
is given by
µ(E,ϕ, η) : A 7→ Res Trace (A · ϕη), (14)
where
A ∈ gD = (glr(OD))/(scalars) ≈ (glr(OD))traceless,
ϕη := η ◦ ϕ ◦ η−1 ∈ H0(glr(ω(D)⊗OD)),
and the residue map
Res : H0(ω(D)⊗OD)→ H1(ω) ≈ C
is the coboundary for the restriction sequence
0→ ω → ω(D)→ ω(D)⊗OD → 0
(cf. [Ma1] Proposition 6.12).
(3) GD acts freely on the open subset (T
∗UD)◦ parametrizing triples (E,ϕ, η) where
(E, η) is stable and (E,ϕ) is a stable Higgs bundle, since such bundles are simple.
This makes (T ∗UD)◦ into a principal GD-bundle over an open subset Higgs◦D of
HiggssD.
We conclude that the symplectic structure on (T ∗UD)◦ induces a Poisson structure on
Higgs◦D. The symplectic leaves will then be the inverse images under µ of coadjoint orbits
in g∗D.
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5.4 Linearization
The main remaining task is to find a two-vector on the non-singular locus HiggsnsD whose
restriction to Higgs◦D is the above Poisson structure. This two vector is then automatically
Poisson. The algebraic complete integrability of the component HiggssmD (see definition
4.9) would then follow: The spectral curve Cb, for generic b ∈ BD, is non-singular, so
its Jacobian J (C) is contained in HiggssmD . Thus any Hamiltonian vector field must be
constant on the generic fiber J (C), hence on all fibers.
A natural two-vector defined over all of HiggsnsD can be given in several ways. One
[Ma1] is to identify the tangent spaces to HiggsD (and related spaces) at their smooth
points as hypercohomologies, H1, of appropriate complexes:
space at complex
U E EndE
UD (E, η) EndE(−D)
HiggsD (E,ϕ) K = [EndE adϕ−→ EndE ⊗ ω(D)]
T ∗UD (E,ϕ, η) K := [EndE(−D) adϕ⊗i−→ EndE ⊗ ω(D)].
where i : O(−D) →֒ O is the natural inclusion. These identifications are natural, and
differentials of maps between these spaces are realized by maps of complexes. For example,
the fibration T ∗UD → UD, with fiber T ∗(E,η)UD, gives the sequence
0 → T ∗(E,η)UD → T(E,ϕ,η)(T ∗UD) → T(E,η)UD → 0
‖ ‖ ‖
0 → H0(EndE ⊗ ω(D)) → H1(K) → H1(EndE(−D)) → 0
derived from the short exact sequence of complexes,
0→ EndE ⊗ ω(D)[−1]→ K → EndE(−D)→ 0,
while the (rational) map T ∗UD → HiggsD gives
0 → gD → T(E,ϕ,η)(T ∗UD) → T(E,ϕ)HiggsD → 0
‖ ‖ ‖
0 → H0(EndE⊗OD)
H0(EndE)
→ H1(K) → H1(K) → 0
which derives from:
0→ K → K → EndE ⊗OD → 0.
The dual of a complex L : A→ B of vector bundles is the complex
L∨ : B∗ ⊗ ω → A∗ ⊗ ω.
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Grothendieck duality in this case gives a natural isomorphism
H1(L) ≈ H1(L∨)∗.
We note that K is self-dual, in the sense that there is a natural isomorphism of complexes,
J : K∨ ∼→ K. For K we obtain a natural isomorphism of complexes, K∨ ∼→ K ⊗O(−D),
hence (composing with i) a morphism
I : K∨ → K.
Combining with duality, we get maps
H1(K)∗ ≈ H1(K∨) J≈ H1(K)
and
H1(K)∗ ≈ H1(K∨) I→ H1(K).
These give elements of ⊗2H1(K) and ⊗2H1(K). Both are skew symmetric (since adϕ, and
hence I, J , are), so we obtain global two-vectors on T ∗UnsD and HiggsnsD . At stable points
these agree with (the dual of) the symplectic form and its reduction modulo GD, which
is what we need.
Another way to find the two-vector on HiggsD is based on the interpretation of HiggsD
as a moduli space of sheaves on the total space S of ω(D). At such a simple sheaf E , with
support on some spectral curve C, Mukai [Mu1] identifies the tangent space to moduli
with
Ext1OS(E , E),
and notes that any two-form σ ∈ H0(ωS) determines an alternating bilinear map:
Ext1OS(E , E)× Ext1OS(E , E)→ Ext2OS(E , E)
tr→ H2(OS) σ→ H2(ωS) ≈ C,
hence a two-form on moduli. Mukai uses this argument to produce symplectic structures
on the moduli spaces of sheaves on K3 and abelian surfaces. The same argument works,
of course, for sheaves on T ∗Σ; this reconstructs the symplectic form on Hitchin’s system.
Our surface S (the total space of ω(D)) is related to T ∗Σ by a birational morphism
α : T ∗Σ→ S. The symplectic form σ does not descend to S, but its inverse σ−1 does give
a two vector on S which is non-degenerate away from D and is closed there (since it is
locally equivalent to the Poisson structure on T ∗Σ).
Tyurin notes [Ty1] that a variant of this argument produces a two-vector on moduli
from a two-vector on S. Now the birational morphism T ∗Σ → S takes the Poisson
structure on T ∗Σ to one on S, so the Mukai-Tyurin argument gives the desired two-vector
on HiggsD. In chapter 8 this approach is generalized to higher dimensional varieties.
A third argument for the linearization is given by Bottacin [Bn]. He produces an ex-
plicit two-vector at stable points using a deformation argument as above, and then makes
direct, local computations to check closedness of the Poisson structures and linearity of
the flows.
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5.5 Hamiltonians and flows in T ∗UD
We saw that the level group GD acts on T
∗UD, inducing the Poisson structure on the
quotient HiggsD, and that the moment map is
µ : T ∗UD → g∗D
µ(E,ϕ, η)(A) := Res Trace (A · ϕη).
The characteristic polynomial map h˜ : T ∗UD → BD is a composition of the Poisson
map T ∗UD → HiggsD with the Hamiltonian map h : HiggsD → BD. Hence h˜ is also
Hamiltonian. Clearly, h˜ is GD-invariant.
The composition T ∗UD µ→ g∗D → g∗D/GD is a GD-invariant Hamiltonian morphism
and hence factors through HiggsD. It follows that it factors also through BD since h :
HiggsD → BD is a Lagrangian fibration whose generic fiber is connected (see remark
2.15). The conditions of example 2.16 in section 2.4 are satisfied and we get a diagram
with a 180◦ rotational symmetry in which opposite spaces are dual pairs of realizations.
The realization dual to T ∗UD → g∗D/GD is the rational morphism T ∗UD → GHiggsD :=
HiggsD×(g∗D/GD)g∗D to the fiber product. The one dual to h˜ : T ∗UD → BD is the morphism
T ∗UD → GBD := BD ×(g∗
D
/GD) g
∗
D to the fiber product. We write down the spaces and
typical elements in them:
T ∗UD
GHiggsD
GBD
HiggsD g
∗
D
BD
g∗D/GD
(0)
❄
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
❅
❅❘
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
❅
❅❘
❅
❅❘
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
❅
❅❘
❄
(E,ϕ, η)
(E,ϕ, ϕη)
(charϕ, ϕη)
(E,ϕ) ϕη
charϕ
charϕη
(0)
❄
 
 
 
 
  ✠
❅
❅❘
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
❅
❅❘
❅
❅❘
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
❅
❅❘
❄
(15)
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6 Spectral flows and KP
Our aim in this section is to relate the general spectral system which we have been
considering to the KP and multi-component KP hierarchies. We start by reviewing
these hierarchies and their traditional relationship to curves and bundles via the Krichever
map. We then reinterpret these flows as coming from Hamiltonians on the limit T ∗U∞
of our previous symplectic spaces. We show that Higgs∞ can be partitioned into a finite
number of loci, each of which maps naturally to one of the mcKP -spaces in a way which
intertwines isospectral flows with KP flows. As an example we consider the Elliptic
solitons studied by Treibich and Verdier.
6.1 The hierarchies
KP
Following the modern custom (initiated by Sato, explained by Segal-Wilson [SW],
and presented elegantly in [AdC, Mul, LM1] and elsewhere), we think of the KP hier-
archy as given by the action of an infinite-dimensional group on an infinite-dimensional
Grassmannian: set
K := C((z)) = field of formal Laurent series in a variable z
Gr := {subspaces W ⊂ K|projection W → K/C[[z]]z is Fredholm}
= {subspaces “comparable to C[z−1]”}.
This can be given an algebraic structure which allows us to talk about vector fields on
Gr, finite-dimensional algebraic subvarieties, etc. Every a ∈ K determines a vector field
KPa on Gr, whose value at W ∈ Gr is the map
W →֒ K a→ K → K/W,
considered as an element of
Hom(W,K/W ) ≈ TWGr.
The (double) KP hierarchy on Gr is just this collection of commuting vector fields.
For a ∈ C[[z]], this vector field comes from the action on Gr of the one-parameter sub-
group exp(ta) in C[[z]]∗, which we consider trivial. The KP hierarchy itself thus consists
of the vector fields KPa, for a ∈ C[z−1]z−1, on the quotient Gr/(C[[z]]∗). This quotient is
well-behaved: the action of C∗ is trivial, and the unipotent part 1+ zC[[z]] acts freely and
with transversal slices. One restricts attention to the open subset of this quotient (”the
big cell”) parametrizing W of fixed index (the index of W is the index of the Fredholm
projection) and satisfying a general position condition with respect to the standard sub-
space W0 := C[z−1]. Sato’s construction identifies this subset with the space Ψ of pseudo
differential operators of the form
L = D +
∞∑
i=1
uiD
−i
where
ui = ui(t1, t2, · · ·)
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and D = ∂/∂t1. The resulting flows on Ψ have the familiar Lax form:
∂L
∂ti
= [(Li)+,L],
where (Li)+ is the differential operator part of Li.
multi component KP
The kth multi-component KP hierarchy (mcKP ) is obtained by considering instead
the Grassmannian Grk of subspaces of K
⊕k comparable to (C[z−1])⊕k. The entire “loop
algebra” gl(k,K) acts here, but to obtain commuting flows we need to restrict to a commu-
tative subalgebra. For the k-th multi-component KP we take the simplest choice, of diag-
onal matrices, i.e. we consider the action of (C[z−1]z−1)⊕k on the quotient Grk/(C[[z]]∗)k.
There is a big cell Ψk ⊂ Grk/(C[[z]]∗)k, consisting as before of subspaces in general posi-
tion with respect to a reference subspace W0, on which the flow is given by a Lax equation
(for vector-valued operators).
Heisenberg flows
More generally, for a partition
n = (n1, · · · , nk)
of the positive integer n, we can consider, following [AB], the maximal torus Heisn of
type n in GL(n,K), as well as heisn, the corresponding Lie subalgebra in gl(n,K). These
consist of matrices in block-diagonal form, where the ith block is a formal power series in
the ni × ni matrix
Pni :=

0 0 z
1 0 0
0 · 0 0
0 · 0 0
0 · 0 0
0 1 0

(16)
We recall that this matrix arises naturally when we consider a vector bundle which is
the direct image of a line bundle, near a point where ni sheets come together: in terms
of a natural local basis of the vector bundle, it expresses multiplication by a coordinate
upstairs (see (11)). The nth mcKP (or “Heisenberg flows” of type n) lives on the quotient
of Grn by the non-negative powers of the Pni, and a basis for the surviving flows is indexed
by k-tuples (d1, · · · , dk), di > 0. Again, this can all be realized by Lax equations on an
appropriate space Ψn of pseudo differential operators. When n = (1, · · · , 1) we recover
the nth mcKP . When n = (n), the flows are pulled back from the standard KP flows on
Gr, via the mixing map
mn : Grn → Gr
sending
W˜ ⊂ C((z˜))⊕n
to
W := {
n−1∑
i=0
ai(z
n)zi|(a0(z˜), · · · , an−1(z˜)) ∈ W˜} ⊂ C((z)).
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An arbitrary k-part partition n of n determines a map
mn : Grn → Grk,
and the nth Heisenberg flows are pullbacks of the kth mcKP . The natural big cell in this
situation is determined by the cartesian diagram:
Grn −→ Grn/Heis+n ←֓ Ψn
↓ mn ↓ ↓
Grk −→ Grk/(C[[z]]∗)k ←֓ Ψk
6.2 Krichever maps
The data
A basic Krichever datum (for the KP hierarchy) consists of a quintuple
(C, p, z, L, η)
where:
C is a (compact, non-singular) algebraic curve
p ∈ C
z is a local (analytic or formal) coordinate at p
L ∈ PicC
η : L⊗ Oˆp ≈→ Oˆp ≈ C[[z]] is a (formal) trivialization of L near p.
If we fix C, p and z, we think of the Krichever datum as giving a point of
UC(1,∞p) := lim
←
ℓ
UC(1, ℓp).
The Krichever map
{Krichever data} → Gr
sends the above datum to the subspace
W := η(H0(C,L(∞p))) =⋃
k
η(H0(C,L(kp))) ⊂ C((z)).
This subspace is comparable to C[z−1], since it follows from Riemann-Roch that the di-
mension of H0(L(kp)) differs from k by a bounded (and eventually constant) quantity.
The flows
Let’s work with a coordinate z which is analytic, i.e. it actually converges on some
disc. A line bundle L on C can be trivialized (analytically) on the Stein manifold C \ p.
We can think of (L, η) as being obtained from OC\p by glueing it to Oˆp via a 1-cocycle,
or transition function, which should consist of an invertible function g on a punctured
neighborhood of p in C. Conversely, we claim there is a map:
exp : K −→ UC(1,∞p),
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f 7−→ (L, η).
For f ∈ C(z), this is defined by the above analytic gluing, using g := exp f , which is
indeed analytic on a punctured neighborhood. For f ∈ C[[z]] ≈ Oˆp, on the other hand,
we take (L, η) := (O, exp f). These two versions agree on the intersection, f ∈ C[z](0), so
the map is uniquely defined as claimed. (The bundles we get this way all have degree 0,
but we can also obtain maps
exp g0 : K −→ UC(1, d,∞p)
to the moduli space of level-∞p line bundles of degree d, simply by fixing a meromorphic
function g0 on a neighborhood of p which has order d at p, and replacing the previous g
by g0 exp f . We will continue to suppress the degree d in our notation.)
Any a ∈ K gives an additive flow on K, which at f ∈ K is
t 7−→ f + ta.
Under the composed map
K
exp g0−→ UC(1,∞p) Krichever−→ Gr,
this is mapped to the double KP flow KPa on Gr. For a ∈ C[[z]] this flow does not affect
the isomorphism class of L, and simply multiplies η by exp(ta). On the other hand, the
ith KP flow, given by a = z−i, changes both L and η if i > 0. The projection to Pic C
is a linear flow, whose direction is the ith derivative at p, with respect to the coordinate
z, of the Abel-Jacobi map C → Pic C. Dividing out the trivial flows corresponds to
suppressing η, so we obtain, for each C, p, z and degree d ∈ Z, a finite-dimensional orbit
of the KP flows in Gr/C[[z]]∗, isomorphic to PicdC.
Multi-Krichever data
Several natural generalizations of the Krichever map to the multi-component KP can
be found in [AB, LM1] and elsewhere. Here are some of the possibilities. We can consider
“multi-Krichever” data
(C,D, zi, L, η)
involving a curve C with a divisor D consisting of k distinct points pi(1 ≤ i ≤ k), a
coordinate zi at each pi, a line bundle L, and a formal trivialization ηi at each pi. Fixing
C, pi and zi, we have a multi-Krichever map
{multi-Krichever data} ≈ UC(1,∞D) −→ Grk
sending
(L, ηi) 7→W := (η1, · · · , ηk)(H0(C,L(∞D))) ⊂ C((z))⊕k.
The k-component KP flow on the right hand side given by a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Kk restricts
to the flow on the multi-Krichever data which multiplies the transition function at pi (for
an analytic trivialization of L on C \D) by exp ai.
We can also consider ”vector-Krichever” data (C, p, z, E, η) where the line bundle L
is replaced by a rank n vector bundle E, and
η : E ⊗ Oˆp ≈→ (Oˆp)n ≈ (C[[z]])n
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is now a (formal) trivialization of E near p. Not too surprisingly, the vector-Krichever
map
{vector-Krichever data} → Grn
sends the above datum to the subspace
W := η(H0(C,E(∞p))) ⊂ (C((z)))n.
In the next subsection we will see that the interesting interaction of these two types of
higher Krichever maps occurs not by extending further (to objects such as (C,D, zi, E, ηi)),
but by restricting to those vector data on one curve which match some multi-data on an-
other.
KdV-type subhierarchies
Among the Krichever data one can restrict attention to those quintuples where z−n
(for some fixed n) happens to extend to a regular function on C \p, i.e. gives a morphism
f = z−n : C → P1
of degree n, such that the fiber f−1(∞) is n · p0. The Krichever map sends such data to
the nth KdV hierarchy, the distinguished subvariety of Gr (invariant under the (double)
KP flows) given by
KdVn := {W ∈ Gr | z−nW ⊂W}.
The corresponding subspace of Ψ is
{L|Ln = Ln+ is a differential operator}.
Fixing a partition n = (n1, · · · , nk) of n, we can similarly consider the covering data
of type n, consisting of the multi-Krichever data (C, pi, zi, L, ηi) plus a map f : C → Σ of
degree n to a curve Σ with local coordinate z at a point ∞ ∈ Σ, such that
f−1(p) = Σnkpi, f
−1(z) = znii at pi.
Such a covering datum clearly gives a multi-Krichever datum on C, but it also deter-
mines a vector-Krichever datum (E, η) on Σ: The standard m-sheeted branched cover
fm : C → C
z˜ 7→ z = z˜m
of the z-line determines an isomorphism
sm : (fm)∗O ≈→ O⊕m
given by
m−1∑
i=0
ai(z˜
m)z˜i 7→ (a0(z), · · · , am−1(z)).
To the covering datum above we can then associate the rank-n vector bundle E := f∗L
on Σ, together with the trivialization at p obtained by composing
⊕if∗,pi(ηi) : (f∗L)p ∼→ ⊕if∗,pi(Opi)
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with the isomorphisms
f∗,pi(Opi) ∼→ O⊕nip
which are conjugates of the standard isomorphisms sni by the chosen local coordinates
z, zi. Finally, we note that there are obvious geometric flows on these covering data: L
and ηi flow as before, while everything else stays put. The compatibility of the two types
of higher Krichever data is expressed by the commutativity of the diagram:
{n− covering data} ≈ {f : C → Σ; pi, zi, L, ηi; z | . . .}
↓ ↓
{vector Krichever data on Σ} {multi Krichever data on C}
‖ ‖
∪Σ,p,zUΣ(n,∞p) ∪C,D,ziUC(1,∞D)
↓ ↓
Grn
mn−→ Grk
↓ ↓
Grn/Heis
+
n −→ Grk/(C[[z]]×)k.
(17)
The mcKP flows on the bottom right pull back to the Heisenberg flows on the bottom
left, and to the geometric flows on the n-covering data.
6.3 Compatibility of hierarchies
Fix a smooth algebraic curve Σ of arbitrary genus and a point P in it. The moduli space
HiggsD := Higgs
sm
Σ (n, d, ω(D)) (see definition 4.9) can be partitioned into type loci. We
consider the Zariski dense subset consisting of the union of finitely many type loci Higgs
n
D
indexed by partitions n of n. A Higgs pair in Higgs
n
D has a spectral curve C → Σ whose
ramification type over P ∈ Σ is n = (n1, . . . , nk).
Fix a formal local parameter z on the base curve Σ at P . A Higgs pair in Higgs
n
D
(or rather its spectral pair (C,L), see proposition 4.5) can be completed to an Heis+n -
orbit of an n-covering data (C, Pi, zi, L, ηi)→ (Σ, P, z, E, η) in finitely many ways. These
extra choices form a natural finite Galois cover H˜iggs
n
D of each type locus Higgs
n
D. We
obtain Krichever maps (see diagram 17) from the Galois cover H˜iggs
n
D to the quotients
Grn/Heis
+
n and Grk/(C[[z]]
×)k. Both the mcKP and Heisenberg flows pull back to the
same geometric flow on the Galois cover. It is natural to ask:
Question 6.1 (The compatibility question) Is the Heisenberg flow Poisson with re-
spect to the natural Poisson structure on HiggsD?
The Compatibility Theorem 6.5 and its extension 6.13 provide an affirmative answer.
We factor the moment map of the Heisenberg action through natural finite Galois covers
of the ramification type loci in the space of characteristic polynomials (equations (20) and
(21)).
The compatibility naturally follows from the construction of the Poisson structure via
level structures. Recall the birational realization of the moduli space HiggssmΣ (n, d, ω(lP +
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D)) as a quotient of the cotangent bundle T ∗UlP+D of the moduli space UlP+D :=
UΣ(n, d, lP + D) of vector bundles with level structures (Chapter 5). This realization
is a finite dimensional approximation of the limiting realization of the moduli space
Higgs∞P+D := lim
l→∞
HiggslP+D
as a quotient of (a subset of) the cotangent bundle T ∗U∞P+D. The ramification type loci
Higgs
n
D, their Galois covers H˜iggs
n
D and the infinitesimal Heisn-action on H˜iggs
n
D become
special cases of those appearing in the construction of section 2.5.2. The compatibility
theorem follows from corollary 2.22 accompanied by the concrete identification of the
moment maps in our particular example.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. In section 6.3.1 we emphasize the
ubiquity of the setup of relative Krichever maps. They can be constructed for any family
J → B of Jacobians of branched covers of a fixed base curve Σ. The analogue of the
compatibility question 6.1 makes sense whenever the family J → B is an integrable
system (see for example question 6.2).
Starting with section 6.3.2 we concentrate on the moduli spaces of Higgs pairs. Sections
6.3.2 and 6.3.3 consider the case of smooth spectral curves. Especially well behaved is the
case where the point P ∈ Σ of the n-covering data is in the support of the polar divisor
D. In this case the symplectic leaves foliation of the moduli space of Higgs pairs is a
refinement of the type loci partition (lemma 6.3).
Section 6.3.4 is a generalization to singular cases. As an example, we consider in
section 6.3.5 the Elliptic Solitons studied by Treibich and Verdier. We conclude with an
outline of the proof of the compatibility theorem in section 6.3.6.
Note: Type-(1, 1, . . . , 1) relative Krichever maps were independently considered by Y. Li
and M. Mulase in a recent preprint [LM2].
6.3.1 Galois covers and relative Krichever maps
Let BD := ⊕ni=1H0(Σ, (ωΣ(D))⊗i) be the space of characteristic polynomials. For sim-
plicity, we restrict ourselves to the Zariski open subset BsmD of reduced and irreducible
n-sheeted spectral curves π : C → Σ in T ∗Σ(D) whose fiber over P ∈ Σ consists of smooth
points of C. Denote by HiggsmD the corresponding open subset of HiggsD. The ramifi-
cation type stratification of HiggsmD is induced by that of BsmD
BsmD = ∪nBsmnD.
Given a Higgs pair (E,ϕ) in Higgsm
n
D corresponding to a torsion free sheaf L on a spectral
cover C → Σ we can complete it to an n-covering data
(C, Pi, zi, L, ηi)→ (Σ, P, z, E, η)
by choosing i) a formal local parameter z at P , ii) an ni-th root zi of π
∗z at each point
Pi of C over P and iii) formal trivializations ηi of the sheaf L at Pi. The Heis
+
n -orbit of
an n-covering data consists precisely of all possible choices of the ηi’s. Thus, for fixed
P and z only a finite choice is needed in order to obtain the points of the quotients of
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the Grassmannians Grn/Heis
+
n and Grk/(C[[z]]
×)k (see diagram 17). These choices are
independent of the sheaf L. The choices are parametrized by the Galois cover B˜sm
n
D →
Bsm
n
D consisting of pairs (C, λ) of a spectral curve C in Bsm
n and the discrete data λ
which amounts to:
i) (Parabolic data) An ordering (P1, P2, . . . , Pk) of the points (eigenvalues) in the fiber
over P compatible with the fixed order of the ramification indices (n1, . . . , nk) (say, n1 ≤
n2 ≤ . . . ≤ nk).
ii) A choice of an ni-th root zi of π
∗z at Pi.
Denote by H˜iggsm
n
D the corresponding Galois cover of Higgsm
n
D. We get a canonical
relative Krichever map
κn : H˜iggsm
n
D → Grn/Heis+n (18)
from the Galois cover to the quotient Grassmannian.
The Galois group of B˜sm
n
D → BsmnD is the Weyl group Wn := N(Heis+n )/Heis+n of
the maximal torus of the level infinity group G+∞. For example, W(1,...,1) is the sym-
metric group Sn, while W(n) is the cyclic group of order n. The discrete data λ =
[(P1, P2, . . . , Pk), (z1, . . . , zk)] of a point (C, λ) in B˜sm
n
D is equivalent to a commutative
C[[z]]-algebras isomorphism
λ : heis+n
∼=→ ⊕ki=1ÔC,(Pi) (19)
of the torus algebra with the formal completion of the structure sheaf OC at the fiber over
P . The inverse λ−1 sends zi to the generator of the i-th block of the torus heis
+
n given
by (16). The finite Weyl group Wn acts on heis
+
n , hence on λ, introducing the Wn-torsor
structure on B˜sm
n
D. (See also lemma 6.17 part 2 for a group theoretic interpretation.)
We note that a Galois cover B˜ → B as above can be defined for any family J → B
of Jacobians of a family C → B of branched covers with a fixed ramification type n of a
fixed triple (Σ, P, z). We obtain a relative Krichever map
κn : J˜ → Grn/Heis+n
as above. The Heisenberg flow pulls back to an infinitesimal action, i.e., a Lie algebra
homomorphism
dρ : heisn → V (J˜ )
into a commutative algebra of vertical tangent vector fields. When J (and hence J˜ ) is an
integrable system we are led to ask the compatibility question 6.1: is the action Poisson?
i.e., can dρ be lifted to a Lie algebra homomorphism
µ∗heisn : heisn → Γ(OB˜) →֒ [Γ(OJ˜ ), {, }]?
A priori, the vector fields dρ(a), a ∈ heisn may not even be locally Hamiltonian.
Inherently nonlinear examples arise from the Mukai-Tyurin integrable system of a
family of Jacobians of a linear system B := PH0(S,L) of curves on a symplectic or
Poisson surface S (see chapter 8). Consider for example the:
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Question 6.2 Let π : S → P1 be an elliptic K3 surface and L a very ample line bundle
on S. Fix P ∈ P1 and a local parameter z and consider the Galois cover B˜(1,1,...,1) of
the generic ramification type locus. Is the Heisenberg action Poisson on J˜ → B˜(1,1,...,1)
(globally over B˜(1,1,...,1))?
The compatibility question has an intrinsic algebro-geometric formulation: The j-
th KP flow of the Pi-component is the vector field whose direction along the fiber over
(b, λ) ∈ B˜(1,1,...,1) is the j-th derivative of the Abel-Jacobi map at Pi. Using the methods of
chapter 8 it is easy to see that the Heisenberg action is symplectic. As we move the point
P (0) := P in P1 and its (Lagrangian) fiber in S we obtain an analytic (or formal) family
of Lagrangian sections AJ (Pi(z)) of J˜ → B˜(1,1,...,1) (see corollary 8.13). Translations
by the sections AJ (Pi(z)) −AJ (Pi(0)) is a family of symplectomorphisms of J˜ . Thus,
the vector field corresponding to its j-th derivative with respect to the local parameter
z is locally Hamiltonian. It seems unlikely however that the Heisenberg flow integrates
to a global Poisson action for a general system as in question 6.2. It is the exactness
of the symplectic structure in a neighborhood of the fiber over P in T ∗Σ which lifts the
infinitesimal symplectic Heisenberg action to a Poisson action in the Hitchin’s system case
(see equation (21)).
6.3.2 Compatibility of stratifications
Prior to stating the compatibility theorem 6.5 we need to examine the Poisson nature
of the Galois covers H˜iggsm
n
D. Higgsm
(1,1,...,1)
D is a Zariski open Poisson subvariety of
HiggsmD. Hence, the unramified Galois cover H˜iggsm
(1,1,...,1)
D is endowed with the canonical
pullback Poisson structure.
Though non generic, the other type strata are as important. The cyclic ramification
type (n), for example, corresponds to the single component KP-hierarchy (see [SW]).
When the point P of the n-covering data is in the support of the divisor D, we obtain
a strict compatibility between the P -ramification type stratification of HiggsmD and its
symplectic leaves foliation. All Galois covers H˜iggsm
n
D, P ∈ D are thus endowed with the
canonical pullback Poisson structure:
Lemma 6.3 (conditional compatibility of stratifications) When the point P ∈ Σ is in
the support of D, the symplectic leaves foliation is a refinement of the ramification type
stratification HiggsmD = ∪nHiggsmnD.
Proof: We need to show that the ramification type n of the spectral cover π : C → Σ
over P ∈ D is fixed throughout the symplectic leaf HiggsmS ⊂ HiggsmD of a Higgs
pair (E0, ϕ0). The symplectic leaves of HiggsD are determined by coadjoint orbits of the
level D algebra gD. The coadjoint orbit S is determined by the residue of the Higgs
field, namely, the infinitesimal data (E|D , ϕ|D) encoded in the value of ϕ at D (see [Ma1]
Remark 8.9 and Proposition 7.17)). Thus, the Jordan type of the Higgs field ϕ at P is
fixed throughout HiggsmS. In general, (allowing singularities over P ), the Jordan type
depends both on the ramification type of C → Σ and on the sheaf L on C corresponding
to the Higgs pair. For Higgs pairs (E,ϕ) in HiggsmD, the spectral curve C is smooth over
P , hence, its ramification type coincides with the Jordan type of ϕ at P .
✷
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6.3.3 The compatibility theorem, the smooth case
We proceed to introduce the moment map of the infinitesimal Poisson action
dρ : heisn → V (H˜iggsm
n
D).
Throughout the end of this subsection we will assume the
Condition 6.4 Ramification types n other than (1, 1, . . . , 1) are considered only if P is
in the support of D.
This condition will be relaxed later by conditions 6.11 or 6.12.
Let b ∈ BsmnD be the polynomial of the spectral curve πb : Cb → Σ. Recall that spec-
tral curves are endowed with a tautological meromorphic 1-form yb ∈ H0(Cb, π∗bωΣ(D))
with poles over D ⊂ Σ (see section 4.2). Let φjPi be the function on B˜sm
n
D given at a pair
(b, λ) ∈ B˜smnD by
φjPi(b, λ) := ResPi((zi)
−j · yb). (20)
The Lie algebra homomorphism µ∗heisn sends the inverse (in heisn) of the generator of
the i-th block of the torus heis+n given in (16) to the function φ
1
Pi
◦ c˜har on H˜iggsmnD.
In other words, µ∗heisn : heisn → [Γ(OH˜iggsmnD), {, }] factors as a composition φ ◦ c˜har
∗
through Γ(OB˜smnD). If we regard λ also as an isomorphism from heisn to ⊕
k
i=1ÔC,(Pi) (eq.
(19)), then φ : heisn → Γ(OB˜smnD) is given by
(φ(a))(b, λ) =
∑
{Pi}
ResPi(λ(a) · yb), a ∈ heisn. (21)
Theorem 6.5 (The Compatibility Theorem, smooth case) (Assuming condition
6.4) The relative Krichever map
κn : H˜iggsm
n
D → Grn/Heis+n
intertwines the Heisenberg flow on Grn/Heis
+
n (and the mcKP flow on Grk/(C[[z]]
×)k)
with an infinitesimal Poisson action of the maximal torus heisn on H˜iggsm
n
D. The latter
is induced by the Lie algebra homomorphism
µ∗heisn = φ ◦ c˜har
∗
: heisn
φ→ Γ(OB˜smnD)
c˜har
∗
→֒ [Γ(O
H˜iggsm
n
D
), {, }]
which factors through the homomorphism φ given by (21).
Remarks 6.6 1. The subalgebra heis+n acts trivially on Grn/Heis
+
n hence also on
H˜iggsm
n
D. This corresponds to the fact that the functions φ
j
Pi
, j ≤ 0 are Casimir.
Indeed, if P is not contained in D, the 1-form yb is holomorphic at the fiber over
P and φjPi is identically zero for j ≤ 0. If P is in D then the finite set of non-zero
φjPi, indexed by finitely many non-positive integers j, are among the Casimirs that
induce the highest rank symplectic leaves foliation (see [Ma1] Proposition 8.8).
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2. The multi-Krichever map κn depends on auxiliary parameters P and z. In other
words, it lives naturally on an infinite dimensional space ∪P,z H˜iggsm
n
D,P,z in which
P and z are allowed to vary. This is not as bad as it might seem, since the j-th
flow on H˜iggsm
n
D really depends only on our finite dimensional choices of P and
the j-th order germ of z there. Similarly, our Hamiltonians φjPi depend at most on
the (j + n degD)-th germ of z, the shift arising, as in part 1 of this remark, from
the possible poles above P of the tautological 1-form on the spectral curve. So we
may think of ∪P,z H˜iggsm
n
D,P,z as the inverse limit of a family of finite dimensional
moduli spaces, indexed by the level. Each KP flow or Hamiltonian is defined for
sufficiently high level.
6.3.4 The compatibility theorem, singular cases
The condition that the fiber over P of the embedded spectral curve be smooth is too
restrictive. The embedded spectral data (C¯ ⊂ T ∗Σ(D), L¯) of a Higgs pair (E,ϕ) may have
singularities over P which are canonically resolvable. The point is that the rank 1 torsion
free sheaf L¯ on C¯ determines a partial normalization ν : C → C¯ and a unique rank 1
torsion free sheaf L on C such that i) L¯ is isomorphic to the direct image ν∗L, and ii) L
is locally free at the fiber over P . We are interested in those Higgs pairs for which the
fiber of C over P is smooth. Such data may also be completed in finitely many ways to
an n-covering data as in section 6.3.1.
Definition 6.7 The singularities over P of a spectral pair (C¯ ⊂ T ∗Σ(D), L¯) are said to be
resolved by the spectral sheaf L¯ if i) C¯ is irreducible and reduced. ii) The sheaf L¯ is the
direct image ν∗L of a rank 1 torsion free sheaf L on the normalization ν : C → C¯ of the
fiber of C¯ over P .
Fixing a symplectic leaf HiggsS we may consider the type sub-loci in the locus of
Higgs pairs whose spectral curve has at worst singularities over P which are resolved by
the spectral sheaf. The topology of these type loci is quite complicated. As a result,
the Galois covers of these type loci may not have a symplectic structure. Nevertheless,
the construction of section 2.5.2, as used in section 6.3.6, provides canonical embeddings
of the Galois covers of these type loci in (finite dimensional) symplectic varieties. These
embeddings realize the Heisenberg flow as a Hamiltonian flow.
Control over the topology is regained below by restraining the singularities. In the
smooth case (section 6.3.3) it is the smoothness which assures that the generic ramification
type locus in a symplectic leaf HiggsS is open (rather than only Zariski dense). The point
is that degenarations from a ramification type n through other types back to type n must
end with a singular fiber over P (and are thus excluded). If P ∈ D, there are symplectic
leaves HiggsS, S ⊂ g∗D of HiggsD for which the singularities over P are encoded in the
infinitesimal data associated to the coadjoint orbit S and shared by the generic Higgs
pair in HiggsS. Often, this is an indication that the Poisson surface T
∗
Σ(D) is not the best
to work with. Moreover, a birational transformation T ∗Σ(D) → XS, centered at points
of the fiber over P and encoded in S, can simultaneously resolve the singularities (over
P ) of the spectral curve of the generic point in HiggsS (see example 6.9). In such a
case, smoothness of the proper transform of the spectral curve in XS at points of the
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fiber over P is an open condition and the corresponding locus in HiggsS with generic
ramification type is symplectic. When the multiplicity of P in D is greater than 1 the
correspondence between the coadloint orbits S ⊂ g∗D and their surfaces XS can be quite
complicated. Instead of working the correspondence out, we will use the following notion
of S-smoothness to assure (see condition 6.11) that the generic ramification type locus in
a symplectic leaf HiggsS is open (rather than only Zariski dense).
Definition 6.8 Let S be a coadjoint orbit of gD. An irreducible and reduced spectral
curve π : C¯ → Σ is S-smooth over D if i) a line bundle L on the resolution of the
singularities ν : C → C¯ of the fibers over D results in a Higgs pair (E,ϕ) := π ◦
ν∗(L,⊗ν∗(y)) in HiggsS. and ii) the arithmetic genus of the normalization C above is
equal to half the dimension of the symplectic leaf HiggsS.
If C¯ is an irreducible and reduced spectral curve then, by the construction of [Sim1],
the fiber of the characteristic polynomial map in HiggssmΣ (n, d, ω(D)) is its compactified
Jacobian, the latter being the moduli space of all rank 1 torsion free sheaves on C¯ with
a fixed Euler characteristic. The compactified Jacobian is known to be irreducible for
irreducible and reduced curve on a surface (i.e., with planar singularities, [AIK]). More-
over, the symplectic leaf HiggsS intersects the compactified Jacobian of C¯ in a union of
strata determined by partial normalizations. If (E,ϕ) in HiggsS corresponds to (C¯, L¯)
and ν : (C,L) → (C¯, L¯) is a partial normalization where L is a locally free sheaf on C,
then any twist F of L by a locally free sheaf in Pic0(C) (the component of OC) will result
in a Higgs pair (E ′, ϕ′) := (π ◦ ν∗(F ), π∗(⊗y)) in HiggsS. The point is that the residue of
(E ′, ϕ′) (with respect to any level-D structure) will be in the same coadjoint orbit as that
of (E,ϕ). S-smoothness of C¯ over D is thus equivalent to the geometric condition:
The fiber of the characteristic polynomial map over C¯ intersects HiggsS in a Lagrangian
subvariety isomorphic to the compactified Jacobian of the resolution C of the singularities
of C¯ over D.
The following example will be used in section 6.3.5 to describe a symplectic leaf which
parametrizes Elliptic solitons.
Example 6.9 Let D = P , S ⊂ g∗D ∼= gl(n)∗ ∼= gl(n) be the coadjoint orbit containing
the diagonal matrix
A =

−1 0 . . . 0
0 −1
· ...
... ·
−1 0
0 . . . 0 n− 1

S is the coadjoint orbit of lowest dimension with characteristic polynomial (x+1)n−1(x−
(n− 1)). Its dimension 2n− 2 is (n− 2)(n− 1) less than the generic rank of the Poisson
structure of gl(n)∗. If non-empty, each component of HiggsS is a smooth symplectic
variety of dimension dimHiggsP − (n−1)− (n−2)(n−1) = [n2(2g−1)+1]− (n−1)2 (see
theorem 4.8 and [Ma1] proposition 7.17). The spectral curves C¯ ⊂ T ∗Σ(P ) which are S-
smooth over P will have two points in the fiber over P , one smooth at the eigenvalue with
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residue n−1 and one (singular if n ≥ 3) at the eigenvalue with residue −1. Assume n ≥ 3.
The resolution C of the singularity of a typical (though not all) such C¯ will be unramified
over P with n − 1 points collapsed to one in C¯. The sheaf L¯ (of a Higgs pair in HiggsS
with spectral curve C¯) will be a pushforward of a torsion free sheaf L on C. In contrast,
line bundles on that C¯ will result in Higgs pairs in another symplectic leaf HiggsSreg
corresponding to the regular coadjoint orbit Sreg in gl(n)
∗ ∼= gl(n) with characteristic
polynomial (x + 1)n−1(x − (n − 1)). These Higgs pairs will not be Sreg-smooth. Sreg-
smoothness coincides with usual smoothness of the embedded spectral curve which is
necessarily ramified with ramification index n− 1 at the point with residue −1 over P .
The S-smooth spectral curves will be smooth on the blowup X̂S of T
∗
Σ(P ) at residue
−1 over P . If we blow down in X̂S the proper transform of the fiber of T ∗Σ(P ) we get
a surface XS with a marked point xn−1 over P . An S-smooth spectral curve C¯ will
correspond to a curve on XS through xn−1. It will be smooth at xn−1 if in addition it is
of ramification type (1, 1, . . . , 1) over P . Consider the compactification P(T ∗Σ(P ) ⊕ OΣ)
of T ∗Σ(P ). Blowing it up and down as above we get a ruled surface X¯S over Σ which is
isomorphic to the projectivization PW of the unique nontrivial extension
0→ ωΣ →W → OΣ → 0.
In particular, the surface X¯S is independent of the point P . The point is that blowing
up and down the ruled surface PV := P(T ∗Σ(P ) ⊕ OΣ) at residue −1 over P results with
the ruled surface of a rank 2 vector bundle W whose sheaf of sections is a subsheaf of
V := T ∗Σ(P )⊕OΣ. This subsheaf consists of all sections which restrict at P to the subspace
of the fiber V|P spanned by (−1, 1) (i.e., W is a Hecke transform of V , see [Ty2]). Clearly,
ωΣ is a subsheaf ofW and the quotientW/ωΣ is isomorphic toOΣ. The resulting extension
is non-trivial because H0(Σ,W ) and H0(Σ, ωΣ) are equal as subspaces of H
0(Σ, V ).
Remark 6.10 S-smoothness over D is stronger than having singularities over D which
are resolved by the spectral sheaf. They differ when the singularity appears at an in-
finitesimal germ of too high an order to be detected by S. E.g., take n = 3 in example
6.9 and consider a pair (C¯, L¯) with a tacnode at residue −1 over P (two branches meet
with a common tangent). The arithmetic genus of the normalization ν : C → C¯ of the
fiber over P will drop by 2 while the pushforward L¯ := ν∗(L) of a line bundle L on C will
belong to a symplectic leaf HiggsS whose rank is 2 less than the maximal rank (rather
than 4). Hence (C¯, L¯) is S-singular.
We denote by HiggsmS/D the subset of HiggsS ⊂ HiggsD parametrizing Higgs pairs
whose spectral curve is S-smooth over D.
Unfortunately, the compatibility of stratifications (lemma 6.3) does not extend to the
S-smooth case. To overcome this inconvenience we may either assume condition 6.11 or
condition 6.12.
Condition 6.11 Consider the ramification locus Higgsm
n
S/D in a component of HiggsmS/D
only if it is the generic ramification type in this component.
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Note that HiggsmS/D parametrizes only Higgs pairs whose spectral curve is S-smooth
over D. S-smoothness over D assures that if the type n is a generic ramification type in
a component of HiggsmS/D, then the corresponding component of Higgsm
n
S/D is an open
subset of HiggsmS/D (i.e., it excludes degenerations of type n Higgs pairs through other
types back to type n). In particular, these components of Higgsm
n
S/D are symplectic.
Alternatively, we may relax condition 6.11 even further at the expense of losing the
symplectic nature of the loci and having to resort to convention 2.20:
Condition 6.12 Consider only Higgs pairs with a spectral curve whose singularities over
P are resolved by its spectral sheaf. Adopt convention 2.20.
Theorem 6.13 The compatibility theorem 6.5 holds for: i) The Wn-Galois covers of
the type loci in HiggsmS/D satisfying the genericity condition 6.11 (instead of condition
6.4). ii) The Wn-Galois covers of the locus in Higgs
n
D consisting of Higgs pairs satisfying
condition 6.12. In ii) however we adopt convention 2.20.
6.3.5 Elliptic Solitons
In this subsection we illustrate the possibilities in the singular case with a specific example.
Let Σ be a smooth elliptic curve. A Σ-periodic Elliptic KP soliton is a finite dimensional
solution to the KP hierarchy, in which the orbit of the first KP equation is isomorphic to
Σ. Its Krichever data (C, P˜ , ∂
∂z
, L) consists of a reduced and irreducible curve C, a smooth
point P˜ , a nonvanishing tangent vector at P˜ and a rank 1 torsion free sheaf L on C of
Euler characteristic 0 (we suppress the non essential formal trivialization η and consider
only the first order germ of z which is equivalent to choosing a nonzero tangent vector at
P ). We will denote the global vector field extending ∂
∂z
also by ∂
∂z
. The periodicity implies
that the image of the Abel Jacobi map AJ : C →֒ JC , Q 7→ Q − P˜ is tangent at 0 to a
subtorus isomorphic to Σ. Composing the Abel Jacobi map with projection to Σ we get
a tangential morphism π : (C, P˜ )→ (Σ, P ). Its degree n is called the order of the Elliptic
soliton. In general, a tangential morphism π : (C, P˜ ) → (Σ, P ) is a morphism with the
property that AJ(C) is tangent at AJ(P˜ ) to π∗J0Σ. Notice that composing a tangential
morphism π : (C, P˜ ) → (Σ, P ) with a normalization ν : C˜ → C results in a tangential
morphism. A tangential morphism is called minimal if it does not factor through another
tangential morphism.
The KP elliptic solitons enjoyed a careful and detailed study by A. Treibich and J.-L.
Verdier in a series of beautiful papers (e.g., [TV1, TV2]). Their results fit nicely with our
picture:
Theorem 6.14 The variety of Krichever data of Elliptic KP solitons of order n with
a fixed pointed elliptic curve and a tangent vector (Σ, P, ∂
∂z
) is canonically birational to
the divisor of traceless Higgs pairs in the symplectic leaf HiggsS of Higgs
sm
Σ (n, 0, ωΣ(P ))
corresponding to the coadjoint orbit S of example 6.9. The KP flows are well defined on
HiggsmS/P ⊂ HiggsS as the Hamiltonian vector fields of the functions φjP˜ given in (20).
Note that if non-empty (which is the case) HiggsS is 2n-dimensional (see example 6.9).
The correspondence between tangential covers and spectral covers is a corollary of the
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following characterization of tangential covers due to I. M. Krichever and A. Treibich. For
simplicity we consider only the case in which the tangency point P˜ is not a ramification
point of π.
Theorem 6.15 [TV2] Assume that π : C → Σ is unramified at P˜ . Then π is tangential
if and only if there exists a section y ∈ H0(C, π∗[ωΣ(P )]) satisfying:
a) Near a point of π−1(P ) − P˜ (away from the tangency point P˜ ), y − π∗(dz/z) is a
holomorphic multiple of π∗(dz), where z is a local parameter at P . (If π : C → Σ is
unramified over P , this is equivalent to saying that the residues ResPi(y) are the same at
all Pi other than P˜ in the fiber over P ∈ Σ).
b) The residue ResP˜ (y) at P˜ does not vanish if n ≥ 2.
It follows by the residue theorem that there is a unique such section which has residue
n− 1 at P˜ and which is moreover traceless tr(y) = 0 ∈ H0(Σ, ωΣ(P )). Let dz be a global
holomorphic non zero 1-form on Σ. The function k := y/π∗(dz) is called a tangential
function in [TV2]. It was also proven that a tangential morphism of order n has arithmetic
genus ≤ n and is minimal if and only if its arithmetic genus is n. ([TV1] Corollaire 3.10).
Sketch of proof of theorem 6.15: (for C smooth, π : C → Σ unramified over P .)
Step 1: (Cohomological identification of the differential of the Abel-Jacobi map)
The differential dAJ : TQC ∼= H0(Q,OQ(Q)) → H1(C,OC) of the Abel-Jacobi map
at Q ∈ C is identified as the connecting homomorphism of the short exact sequence
0→ OC → OC(Q)→ OQ(Q)→ 0.
Similarly, the differential d(AJ ◦ π−1) of the composition Σ π−1→֒ SymnC AJ→ JnC is given by
TPΣ ∼= H0(P,OP (P )) π
∗→֒ H0(π−1(P ),Oπ−1(P )(π−1(P )))
∼=→ T[π−1(P )]SymnC dAJ→ H1(C,OC),
where the composition of the last two arrows is the connecting homomorphism of the
short exact sequence
0→ OC → OC(π−1(P ))→ Oπ−1(P )(π−1(P ))→ 0.
Step 2: (residues as coefficients in a linear dependency of tangent lines)
Clearly, the tangent line to (AJ ◦ π−1)(Σ) at the image of P is in the span of the
tangent lines to AJ(C) at the points Pi. If, in addition, π is tangential with tangency
point P˜ ∈ C, then the tangent lines to AJ(C) at the points in the fiber over P are linearly
dependent. If π : C → Σ is unramified over P we can write these observations in the form
of two linear equations: ∑
dAJPi(
∂
∂zi
) = d(AJ ◦ π−1)P ( ∂
∂z
), (22)
and ∑
aidAJPi(
∂
∂zi
) = 0 linear dependency. (23)
Above, ∂
∂zi
is the lift of ∂
∂z
, i.e., dπ( ∂
∂zi
) = ∂
∂z
. We claim that the coefficients ai in (23)
are residues of a meromorphic 1-form y at the points of the fiber. More precisely we have:
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Lemma 6.16 Assume that π : C → Σ is unramified over P . There exists a section
y ∈ H0(C, π∗ωΣ(P )) with residues (a1, a2, . . . , an) at the fiber over P if and only if
(a1, a2, . . . , an) satisfy equation (23).
Proof: The global tangent vector field ∂
∂z
∈ H0(Σ, TΣ) gives rise to the commutative
diagram:
H0(C, π∗ωΣ(P )) H
0(π−1(P ), π∗ωΣ(P )|
pi−1(P )
) H1(C, π∗ωΣ)
H0(C,OC(π−1(P ))) H0(π−1(P ),Oπ−1(P )(π−1(P )) H1(C,OC).
❄
∼= ⌋ ∂∂z
✲
❄
∼= ⌋ ∂∂z
✲
❄
∼= ⌋ ∂∂z
✲ ✲dAJ
(24)
The middle contraction ⌋ ∂
∂z
maps residues (a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ H0(π−1(P ), π∗ωΣ(P )|
pi−1(P )
) to
(a1
∂
∂z1
, a2
∂
∂z2
, . . . , an
∂
∂zn
). The lemma follows by the exactness of the horizontal sequences
in the diagram.
✷
Step 3: We conclude that π : C → Σ is tangential if and only if there is a 1-form y as in
the theorem. If π : C → Σ is tangential then using lemma 6.16 we see that equation (22)
gives rise to a 1-form y with residues (−1,−1, . . . , n− 1) as required. Conversely, given a
1-form y with residues (−1,−1, . . . , n− 1) lemma 6.16 and equations (23) and (22) imply
the tangentiality. This completes the proof of theorem 6.15 in the generic case considered.
✷
Theorem 6.14 would follow once the existence of either n-sheeted spectral covers S-
smooth over P , or degree n tangential covers smooth and unramified over P is established
for every choice of (Σ, P ). This was done in ([TV1] Theorem 3.11) by studying the linear
system of transferred spectral curves on the surface X¯S of example 6.9 and applying
Bertini’s theorem to show that the generic transferred spectral curve is smooth in XS. It
follows that the blow up of the point with residue −1 over P resolves the generic n-sheeted
spectral curve of Higgs pairs in HiggsS to a smooth curve of genus n unramified over P .
Any S-smooth spectral curve C¯ in T ∗Σ(P ) of a Higgs pair (E,ϕ) in HiggsS admits a
unique partial normalization C of arithmetic genus n by the spectral sheaf L¯ corresponding
to (E,ϕ). The tautological 1-form y¯ pulls back to a 1-form on C of the type which
characterize tangential covers by theorem 6.15.
Conversely, a degree n tangential cover π : (C, P˜ ) → (Σ, P ) of arithmetic genus n
which is smooth and unramified over P is sent to the spectral curve C¯ in T ∗Σ(P ) of the
Higgs pair
(E,ϕ) := (π∗(L), [⊗y : π∗(L)→ π∗(L)⊗ ωΣ(P )])
for some, hence every, choice of a line bundle L on C. Note that C¯ is reduced since it
is irreducible and the branch through residue n − 1 over P is reduced. The canonical
morphism ν : C → C¯ is the resolution by the spectral sheaf ν∗L. Hence (C¯, ν∗L) is
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S-smooth. (The arithmetic genus of C¯ is 1
2
(n2 − n+ 2), the common arithmetic genus to
all n-sheeted spectral curves in T ∗Σ(P ).)
Finally we note that, as the tangency point P˜ over P is marked by having residue
n − 1, it does not have monodromy and all the KP flows corresponding to it are well
define on HiggsmS/P as the Hamiltonian vector fields of the functions φ
j
P˜
given in (20).
6.3.6 Outline of the proof of the compatibility theorem
For simplicity we assume that D = lP , l ≥ 0. The general case is similar replacing
UΣ(n, d,∞P ) by UΣ(n, d,∞P + D). Let G∞ := GL(n,K) be the loop group and G+∞
the level infinity subgroup. (More canonically, K ∼= C((z)) should be thought of as the
completion of the function field of Σ at P , and we may postpone the choice of a coordinate
z until we need to choose generators for a maximal torus Heisn of G∞.)
Denote by Ml,k, k ≥ l the pullback of T ∗UΣ(n, d, lP ) to UΣ(n, d, kP ) via the rational
forgetful morphism. M := T ∗UΣ(n, d,∞P ) is defined as the limit of finite dimensional
approximations (see 2.5.1 for the terminology)
T ∗UΣ(n, d,∞P ) := lim
l→l
lim
∞←k
Ml,k.
Denote by Ms (resp. Msl,k) the subset of T
∗UΣ(n, d,∞P ) (resp. Ml,k) consisting of triples
(E,ϕ, η) with a stable Higgs pair (E,ϕ). We arrive at the setup of section 2.5.1 with the
Poisson quotient Q∞ :=M
s/G+ being the direct limit
Higgs∞ := lim
l→∞
HiggssmΣ (n, d, lp).
We emphasize that the stability condition is used here for the morphism
Msl,k → HiggssmΣ (n, d, lp)
between the two existing coarse moduli spaces to be well defined, and not to define the
quotient.
The infinitesimal loop group action on U∞P := UΣ(n, d,∞P ) (the derivative of the ac-
tion defined in section 6.2 on the level of Cˇech 1-cocycles) may be lifted to an infinitesimal
action on its cotangent bundle. The point is that the infinitesimal action of a ∈ g∞, with
poles of order ≤ l0, is well defined on the finite dimensional approximation UΣ(n, d, lP )
for l ≥ l0. Thus, it lifts to all cotangent bundles Ml,l, l ≥ l0. Ml,k embeds naturally in
Mk,k as an invariant subvariety. This defines the action on the limit T
∗UΣ(n, d,∞P ).
As a lifted action it is automatically Poisson. Its moment map
µ∗∞ : g∞ → Γ[OT ∗U∞P , {, }]
(the limit of the moment maps for the finite dimensional approximations) is given by the
same formula that we have already encountered for the level groups (see 14):
(µ∗∞(a))(E,ϕ, η) = ResP trace(a · (ϕ)η), a ∈ g∞. (25)
Choosing a maximal torus heisn ⊂ g∞ of type n we arrive at the setup of section
2.5.2. In particular, we obtain the type locus Higgs
n
Σ(n, d, lp) in Higgs
sm
Σ (n, d, lp).
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Lemma 6.17 1. The algebro-geometric definition of the ramification type loci coin-
cides with the group theoretic definition 2.18 when char(E,ϕ) is an integral (irre-
ducible and reduced) spectral curve.
2. A choice of generators for a maximal torus heisn as in (16) determines a canon-
ical isomorphism between the group theoretic and the algebro-geometric Wn-Galois
covers.
Proof: 1) The stabilizer t ⊂ g∞ of (ϕ)η ∈ g∞ ⊗O(P ) ωΣ,(P ) ∼= g∗∞ with spectral curve
π : C = char(E,ϕ) → Σ is precisely Uη where U is the stalk of Ker[adϕ : EndE →
EndE⊗ωΣ(lP)] at the formal punctured neighborhood of P . In addition, U is canonically
isomorphic to the stalk of the structure sheaf at the formal punctured neighborhood of
the fiber of C over P via the completion of the canonical embedding:
π∗OC →֒ π∗EndL →֒ EndE.
Hence, the level infinity structure η provides a canonical isomorphism
λ : t
∼=→ U (26)
from the stabilizer algebra t to the structure sheaf at the formal punctured neighborhood
of the fiber of C over P .
2) As the types coincide, we may choose the level infinity structure η so that the stabilizer
t coincides with the fixed torus heisn. We may further require that the isomorphism λ
given by (26) coincides with the one in (19). This determines the Heis+n -orbit of η uniquely,
i.e., a point in the group theoretic Galois cover.
✷
Theorems 6.5 and 6.13 would now follow from corollary 2.22 provided that we prove
that the homomorphism φ of the theorems (given by 21) is indeed the factorization of the
heisn-moment map through the characteristic polynomial map. (Note that the existence
of this factorization follows from diagram (10)). In other words, we need to prove the
identity ∑
{Pi}
ResPi(λ(a) · yb) = ResP trace(a · (ϕ)η) a ∈ heisn, b = char(E,ϕ) (27)
as functions on the set of all Higgs pairs (E,ϕ, λ) in H˜iggs
n
lp for which the spectral sheaf
resolves the singularities of their spectral curve over P (see definition 6.7). Above, η is
any level infinity structure in the Heis+n -orbit as in the proof of lemma 6.17 or, equiva-
lently, λ(a) = η−1 ◦ a ◦ η where we identify the structure sheaf of the formal punctured
neighborhood with U of that lemma. If the embedded spectral curve C¯b is singular, the
Pi are the points over P of its resolution ν : Cb → C¯b, and the tautological meromorphic
1-form yb should be replaced by the pullback ν
∗(y) of the tautological 1-form y on the
surface T ∗Σ(lP ).
Conjugating the right hand side of (27) by η, we get∑
{Pi}
ResPi(A · ν∗(y)) = ResP trace((π ◦ ν)∗[A · ν∗(y)])
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for A a (formal) meromorphic function at the fiber over P . Working formally, we can
consider only the “parts” with first order pole ridlogzi of A · ν∗(y) at Pi. The equality
follows from the identity dlogzi = (π ◦ ν)∗[ 1nidlogz] which imply (projection formula) that
(π ◦ ν)∗(⊗dlogzi) acts as 1ni ePi ⊗ dlogz were ePi is the projection onto the eigenspace of
the point Pi.
✷
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7 The Cubic Condition and Calabi-Yau threefolds
We pose in section 7.1 the general question: when does a family of polarized abelian vari-
eties or complex tori support a completely integrable system? In section 7.2 we describe
a general necessary infinitesimal symmetry condition on the periods of the family (the
cubic condition of lemmas 7.1 and 7.2) and a sufficient local condition (lemmas 7.4 and
7.5).
In section 7.3 we use the Yukawa cubic to construct a symplectic structure (and an
ACIHS) on the relative intermediate Jacobian over the moduli space of gauged Calabi-
Yau threefolds (theorem 7.7). The symplectic structure extends to the bundle of Deligne
cohomologies and we show that the image of the relative cycle map as well as bundles of
sub-Hodge-structures are isotropic (corollary 7.11).
7.1 Families of Tori
Consider a Poisson manifold (X,ψ) together with a Lagrangian fibration
π : X −→ B
over a base B, whose fibers
Xb := π
−1(b), b ∈ B
are tori. (We say π is Lagrangian if each fiber Xb is a Lagrangian submanifold of some
symplectic leaf in X .) All these objects may be C∞, or may be equipped with a complex
analytic or algebraic structure.
On B we have the tangent bundle TB as well as the vertical bundle V, whose sections
are vector fields along the fibers of π which are constant on each torus. The pullback π∗V
is the relative tangent bundle TX/B; in the analytic or algebraic situations, we can define
V as π∗TX/B. The data π and ψ determine an injection
i : V∗ →֒ TB
or, equivalently, a surjection
i′ : T ∗B ։ V
sending a 1-form α on B to the vertical vector field
i′(α) := π∗α ⌋ψ.
The image i(V∗) ⊂ TB is an integrable distribution on B. Its integral manifolds are the
images in B of symplectic leaves in X .
In this section we start with a family of tori π : X → B and ask whether there is a
Lagrangian structure for π, i.e. a Poisson structure on X making the map π Lagrangian.
More precisely, we fix π : X → B and an injection i : V∗ →֒ TB with integrable image,
and ask for existence of a Lagrangian structure ψ on X inducing the given i.
In the C∞ category there are no local obstructions to existence of a Lagrangian struc-
ture: the fibration π is locally trivial, so one can always find action-angle coordinates
near each fiber, and use them to define ψ. In the analytic or algebraic categories, on
the other hand, the fibers Xb (complex tori, or abelian varieties) have invariants, given
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essentially by their period matrix p(Xb), so the fibration may not be analytically locally
trivial. We will see that there is an obstruction to existence of a Lagrangian structure
for π : X → B, which we formulate as a symmetry condition on the derivatives of the
period map p. These derivatives can be considered as a linear system of quadrics, and
the condition is, roughly, that they be the polars of some cubic (= section of Sym3V).
Let X be a g-dimensional complex torus, and γ1, · · · , γ2g a basis of the integral ho-
mology H1(X, Z). There is a unique basis α1, · · · , αg for the holomorphic differentials
H0(X,Ω1X) satisfying ∫
γg+i
αj = δij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ g,
so we define the period matrix P = p(X, γ) by
pij :=
∫
γi
αj, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ g.
Riemann’s first and second bilinear relations say that X is a principally polarized abelian
variety (PPAV) if and only if P is in Siegel’s half space:
Hg := {symmetric g × g complexmatrices whose imaginary part is positive definite}.
In terms of a dual basis γ∗1 , · · · , γ∗2g of H1(X, Z), the integral class ω :=
∑g
i=1 γ
∗
i ∧ γ∗g+i ∈
H2(X, Z) is a Ka¨hler class if and only if P is in Siegel’s half space. In this case we call ω
a principal polarization.
Given a family π : X → B of PPAVs together with a continuously varying family of
symplectic bases γ1, · · · , γ2g for the fiber homologies, we then get a period map
p : B −→ Hg.
If we change the basis γ by a symplectic transformation(
A B
C D
)
∈ Sp(2g, Z),
the period matrix P goes to (AP + B) (CP + D)−1. So given a family π without the
choice of γ, we get a multi-valued map of B to Hg, or a map
p : B −→ Ag
to the moduli space of PPAV. The latter is a quasi projective variety, which can be
described analytically as the quotient
Ag = Hg/Γ
of Hg by the action of the modular group
Γ := Sp(2g, Z)/(±1).
A PPAV X determines a point [X ] (or carelessly, X) of Ag. This point is non-singular
if X has no automorphisms other than ±1, and then the tangent space T[X]Ag can be
identified with Sym2VX, where VX is the tangent space (at 0 ∈ X) to X . This can be seen
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by identifying T[X]Ag with T[X]Hg and recalling that Hg is an open subset of Sym2VX. More
algebraically, this follows from elementary deformation theory: all first-order deformations
of X are given by
H1(X, TX) ≈ H1(X, VX ⊗C OX) ≈ VX ⊗H1(X,OX) ≈ ⊗2VX ,
and in there the deformations as abelian variety, i.e., the deformations preserving the
polarization bilinear form on H1(X, Z), are given by the symmetric tensors Sym2VX.
7.2 The Cubic Condition
Our condition for an analytic or algebraic family π : X → B of PPAVs, given by a period
map p : B → Ag, to have a Lagrangian structure ψ inducing a given i : V∗ →֒ TB, can
now be stated as follows. The differential of p is a map of bundles:
dp : TB −→ Sym2V,
so the composite
dp ◦ i : V∗ −→ Sym2V
can be considered as a section of V⊗Sym2V, and the condition is that it should come from
the subbundle Sym3V. In other words, there should exist a cubic c ∈ H0(B, Sym3V)
whose polar quadrics give the directional derivatives of the period map: if the tangent
vector ∂/∂b ∈ TbB equals i(β) for some β ∈ V∗, then:
∂p
∂b
= β ⌋ c.
We give two versions of this cubic condition. In the first, we check the existence of a two
vector ψ, not necessarily satisfying the Jacobi identity, for which π is Lagrangian, and
which induces a given injection i : V∗ →֒ TB. (Note that neither the definition of the
map i induced by the two-vector ψ, nor the notion of π being Lagrangian, require ψ to
be Poisson.)
Lemma 7.1 (Weak cubic condition, Poisson form). A family π : X → B of polarized
abelian varieties has a two vector ψ satisfying
a) π : X → B is Lagrangian
b) ψ induces a given i : V∗ →֒ TB
if and only if
dp ◦ i ∈ Hom(V∗, Sym2V)
comes from a cubic
c ∈ H0(B, Sym3V).
Moreover, in this case there is a unique such 2-vector ψ which satisfies also
c) The zero section z : B → X is Lagrangian, i.e., (T ∗X/B)|z(B) is ψ-isotropic (here we
identify the conormal bundle of the zero section with (T ∗X/B)|z(B).)
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Proof: (Note: we refer below to the vertical bundle TX/B by its, somewhat indirect,
realization as the pullback π∗V.) The short exact sequence of sheaves on X :
0→ π∗V → TX → π∗TB → 0
determines a subsheaf F of 2∧ TX which fits in the exact sequences:
0 → F → 2∧ TX → π∗
2∧ TB → 0
0 → π∗ 2∧ V → F → π∗(V ⊗ TB) → 0.
The map π is Hamiltonian with respect to the two-vector ψ ∈ H0(BX ,
2∧ TX ) if and only
if ψ goes to 0 in
2∧ TB, i.e., if and only if it comes from H0(F). The question is therefore
whether i ∈ H0(B,V ⊗TB) ⊂ H0(X , π∗(V ⊗TB)) is in the image of H0(X ,F). Locally in
B, this happens if and only if i goes to 0 under the coboundary map
π∗π
∗(V ⊗ TB) −→ R1π∗π∗
2∧ V
‖ ‖
V ⊗ TB −→
2∧ V ⊗ V.
This latter map factors through the period map
1⊗ dp : V ⊗ TB −→ V ⊗ Sym2V
and a Koszul map
V ⊗ Sym2V −→ 2∧ V ⊗ V.
Now exactness of the Koszul sequence
0→ Sym3V → V ⊗ Sym2V → 2∧ V ⊗ V
shows that the desired ψ exists if and only if
dp ◦ i = (1⊗ dp)(i) ∈ V ⊗ Sym2V
is in the subspace Sym3V. (The Hamiltonian map π will automatically be Lagrangian,
since i is injective.)
We conclude that, locally on B, i lifts to a 2-vector ψ satisfying conditions a), b), if and
only if dp◦i is a cubic. If ψ1, ψ2 are two such lifts then ψ1−ψ2 ∈ H0(X ,
2∧ π∗V). Moreover,
ψ1 − ψ2 is determined by its restriction to the zero section because
2∧ π∗V restricts to a
trivial bundle on each fiber. The zero section induces a splitting TX|z(B) ≃ π∗TB⊕(π∗V)|z(B)
and hence a well defined pullback z∗(ψ) ∈ H0(B, 2∧ V) (locally on B). The normalizations
ψ − π∗(z∗(ψ)) patch to a unique global section satisfying a), b) c).
✷
The symplectic version of this lemma is:
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Lemma 7.2 : (Weak cubic condition, quasi-symplectic form). A family π : X → B of
principally polarized abelian varieties has a 2-form σ satisfying
a) π : X → B has isotropic fibers,
b) σ induces a given (injective) homomorphism j : TB →֒ V∗,
if and only if
(1⊗ j∗) ◦ dp ∈ Hom(TB, T ∗B ⊗ V) ∼= T ∗B ⊗ T ∗B ⊗ V is in Sym2T ∗B ⊗ V.
Moreover, in this case, there exists a unique 2-form σ satisfying a), b), and the additional
condition
c) the zero section is isotropic (z∗σ = 0).
Remark 7.3 Riemann’s first bilinear condition implies further that (1⊗ j∗)◦dp maps to
Sym3T ∗B , i.e., (Sym2j∗) ◦dp ∈ Hom(TB, Sym2T ∗B ) comes from a cubic c ∈ H0(B, Sym3T ∗B ).
The cubic condition for an embedding j : TB →֒ V∗ does not guarantee that the induced
2-form σ on X is closed. In that sense, the cubic condition is a necessary condition for j
to induce a symplectic structure while the following condition is necessary and sufficient
(but, in general, harder to verify).
Closedness Criterion for a Symplectic Form: Given a family π : X → B of polarized
abelian varieties and a surjective j′ : V → T ∗B , there exists a closed 2-form σ on X
satisfying conditions a), b), c) of Lemma 7.2 if and only if j′(H1(X /B, Z)) ⊂ T ∗B is a
Lagrangian lattice in T ∗B, i.e., if locally on B it consists of closed 1-forms. Moreover,
the 2-form σ is uniquely determined by j′.
Proof: j′(H1(X /B, Z)) is Lagrangian ⇐⇒ the canonical symplectic structure σ˜ on T ∗B
is translation invariant under j′(H1(X /B, Z))⇐⇒ (j′)∗(σ˜) descends to the unique 2-form
σ on X = V/H1(X /B, Z) satisfying conditions a), b), c) of Lemma 7.2.
✷
It is instructive to relate the cubic condition to the above criterion. This is done in
lemma 7.4 in a down to earth manner and is reformulated in lemma 7.5 as a coordinate
free criterion.
Lemma 7.4 (“Strong Cubic Condition”) Let V be a g-dimensional vector space, {e1
,· · ·, eg} a basis, B ⊂ V ∗ an open subset, p : B → Hg →֒ Sym2V a holomorphic map
(Hg is embedded in Sym2V via the basis {ej}), π : X → B the corresponding family of
principally polarized abelian varieties. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) There exists a symplectic structure σ on X such that π : (X , σ)→ B is a Lagrangian
fibration and σ induces the identity isomorphism
id ∈ Hom(TX/B, π∗T ∗B ) ≃ Hom(π∗V, π∗V).
(ii) p : B → Sym2V is, locally in B, the Hessian of a function on B,
(iii) dp ∈ Hom(TB, Sym2V) ≃ (V ⊗ Sym2V) is a section of Sym3V.
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Proof: Let {e∗j} be the dual basis of V .
(i) ⇔ (iii): By the closedness criterion above, there exists σ as in (i) if and only if the
subsheaf of lattices H1(X /B, Z) ⊂ T ∗B is Lagrangian, i.e., if and only if its basis
{e1, · · · , eg, (p ⌋ e∗1), · · · , (p ⌋ e∗g)}
consists of closed 1-forms. The ei’s are automatically closed. If we regard the differential
dp as a section of T ∗B ⊗Sym2V, then the two-form d(p ⌋ e∗j) is equal to the anti-symmetric
part of the contraction dp⌋ e∗j ∈ T ∗B ⊗V ∼= V ⊗V. Hence, closedness of (p ⌋ e∗j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ g,
is equivalent to the symmetry of dp ∈ V⊗Sym2V also with respect to the first two factors,
i.e., to dp being a section of Sym3V.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Clear.
(iii) ⇒ (ii). Follows from the Poincare lemma.
✷
The additional information contained in the “Strong Cubic Condition” and lacking
in the “Weak Cubic Condition” is that a Lagrangian sublattice (with respect to the
polarization) L ⊂ H1(X /B, Z) is mapped via j′ : V→˜T ∗B to a sublattice j′(L) ⊂ T ∗B
Lagrangian with respect to the holomorphic symplectic structure on T ∗B. (In the above
lemma, L = Sp{e1, · · · , eg}). The coordinate free reformulation of lemma 7.4 is:
Lemma 7.5 (“Strong cubic condition”) Let j′ : V→˜T ∗B be an isomorphism of the vertical
bundle V = R0π∗(TX/B) of the family π : X → B of polarized abelian varieties with the
cotangent bundle of the base. Assume only that j′ maps a sublattice L ⊂ H1(X /B, Z)
Lagrangian with respect to the polarization to a sublattice j′(L) ⊂ T ∗B Lagrangian with
respect to the holomorphic symplectic structure on T ∗B. Then there exists a symplectic
structure σ on X s.t. π : X → B is a Lagrangian fibration and inducing j′ if and only if
j′ satisfies the weak cubic condition, i.e.
dp ◦ i ∈ H0(B, Sym3V) where i = (j′)∗−1.
Remark 7.6 In most cases however, j′(L) being Lagrangian implies j′(H1(X /B, Z)) be-
ing Lagrangian via the global monodromy action and without reference to the weak cubic
condition.
Finally we remark that the above discussion applies verbatim to the case of polarized
complex tori (not necessarily algebraic) since only the first Riemann bilinear condition
was used.
7.3 An Integrable System for Calabi-Yau Threefolds
The Hodge group Hp,q of an n-dimensional compact Ka¨hler manifold X is defined as
the space of harmonic forms on X of type (p, q), i.e. involving p holomorphic and q
antiholomorphic differentials. Equivalently, Hp,q is isomorphic to the q − th cohomology
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Hq(X,Ωp) of the sheaf of holomorphic p-forms on X . The Hodge theorem gives a natural
decomposition of the complex cohomology,
Hk(X,C) ≈ ⊕p+q=k Hp,q ≈ ⊕p+q=k Hq(Ωp).
The Hodge number hp,q is the complex dimension ofHp,q. The Hodge filtration ofHk(X,C)
is defined by
F iHk(X,C) := ⊕p+q=k
p≥i
Hp,q.
The k-th intermediate Jacobian of X [CG] is:
Jk(X) := H2k−1(X,C)/(F kH2k−1(X,C) +H2k−1(X, Z))
≈ (F n−k+1H2n−2k+1(X,C))∗/H2n−2k+1(X, Z).
Elementary properties of the Hodge filtration imply that this is a complex torus, but
generally not an abelian variety unless k = 1 or k = n: it satisfies Riemann’s first bilinear
condition (which expresses the skew symmetry of the cup product on H2k−1), but not the
second, since the sign of the product (on primitive pieces) will vary with the parity of
p. The extreme cases correspond to the connected component of the Picard (k = 1) and
Albanese (k = n) varieties.
The Hodge decomposition does not depend holomorphically on parameters, since both
holomorphic and antiholomorphic differentials are involved. The advantage of the Hodge
filtration is that it does vary holomorphically and even algebraically when X is algebraic.
The F p can be defined algebraically, as the hypercohomology of the complex
0→ Ωp → Ωp+1 → · · · → Ωn → 0. (28)
In particular, the intermediate Jacobian Jk(X) varies holomorphically with X . This
means that a smooth analytic family X → B of compact Ka¨hler manifolds gives rise to
analytic vector bundles F iHk(X /B) and to smooth analytic families J k(X /B) −→ B of
intermediate Jacobians of the fibers.
The bundle Hk(X /B) is the complexification of a bundle Hk(X /B, Z) of discrete
groups. In particular, it has a natural local trivialization. In other words, it admits a
natural flat connection, called the Gauss-Manin connection. The holomorphic subbundles
F iHk(X /B) are in general not invariant with respect to this connection, since the Hodge
decomposition and filtration do change from point to point. Griffiths’ transversality says
that when a holomorphic section of F iHk is differentiated, it can move at most one step:
∇(F iHk) ⊂ F i−1Hk ⊗ Ω1B.
An n-dimensional compact Ka¨hler manifold X is called Calabi-Yau if it has trivial
canonical bundle,
ωX = Ω
n
X ≈ OX ,
and satisfies
hp,0 = 0 for 0 < p < n.
A gauged Calabi-Yau is a pair (X, s) consisting of a Calabi-Yau manifold X together with
a non-zero volume form
s : OX ≈−→ ωX .
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A theorem of Bogomolov, Tian and Todorov [Bo, Ti, To] says that X has a smooth
(local analytic) universal deformation space MX . We say that a family χ : X → M of
Calabi-Yaus Xt, t ∈ M, is complete if the local classifying map M ⊃ Ut → MXt is an
isomorphism for some neighborhood of every point t ∈ M. It follows that M is smooth
and that the tangent space at t to M is naturally isomorphic to H1(X, TX). Typically,
such families might consist of all Calabi-Yaus in some open subset of moduli, together
with some “level” structure.
The choice of gauge s gives an isomorphism
⌋ s : TX −→ Ωn−1X ,
hence an isomorphism
TXM ≈ Hn−1,1(X).
Starting with a complete family χ : X →M, we can construct
• The bundle J k →M of intermediate Jacobians of the Calabi-Yau fibers.
• The space M˜ of gauged Calabi-Yaus, a C∗-bundle over M obtained by removing
the 0-section from the line bundle χ∗(ωX/M).
• The fiber product
J˜ k := J k ×M M˜,
which is an analytic family of complex tori π : J˜ k → M˜.
Theorem 7.7 Let X →M be a complete family of Calabi-Yau manifolds of odd dimen-
sion n = 2k − 1 ≥ 3. Then there exists a canonical closed holomorphic 2-form σ on the
relative k-th intermediate Jacobian π : J˜ → M˜ with respect to which π has maximal
isotropic fibers. When n = 3, the 2-form σ is a symplectic structure and π : J˜ → M˜ is
an analytically completely integrable Hamiltonian system.
Proof.
Step I. There is a canonical isomorphism
T(X,s)M˜ ≈ F n−1Hn(X,C).
Indeed, the natural map p : M˜ →M gives a short exact sequence
0→ T(X,s)(M˜/M)→ T(X,s)M˜ → TXM→ 0,
in which the subspace can be naturally identified with H0(ωX) = H
0(ΩnX), and the quo-
tient with H1(TX), which goes isomorphically to H1(Ωn−1X ) by ⌋ s. What we are claiming
is that this sequence can be naturally identified with the one defining F n−1Hn:
0→ H0(ωX)→ F n−1 → H1(Ωn−1X )→ 0,
i.e., that the extension data match, globally over M˜. To see this we need a natural map
T(X,x)M˜ → F n−1Hn inducing the identity on the sub and quotient spaces.
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Over M˜ there is a tautological section s of F nHn(X˜ /M˜,C). The Gauss-Manin con-
nection defines an embedding
∇(·)s : T(X,s)M˜ −→ Hn(X,C).
Griffiths’ transversality implies that the image is in F n−1Hn(X,C). Clearly ∇(·)s has the
required properties.
We will need also a description of the isomorphism in terms of Dolbeault cohomology.
We think of a 1-parameter family (Xt, st) ∈ M˜, depending on the parameter t, as living
on a fixed topological model X on which there are families ∂¯t of complex structures (given
by their ∂¯-operator) and st of C
∞ n-forms, such that st is of type (n, 0) with respect to
∂¯t, all t. Since the st are now on a fixed underlying X , we can differentiate with respect
to t:
st = s0 + ta (mod t
2).
Griffiths transversality now says that a is in F n−1Hn(X0). It clearly depends only on the
tangent vector to M˜ along (Xt, st) at t = 0, so we get a map T(X,s)M˜ −→ F n−1Hn with
the desired properties.
Step II. Let V be the vertical bundle on M˜ coming from π : J˜ → M˜. It is isomorphic
to
F kHn(X˜ /M˜)∗
(recall n = 2k − 1). Combining with Step I, we get a natural injection
j : TM˜ →֒ V∗,
which above a given (X, s) is the inclusion of F n−1Hn(X) into F kHn(X). Its transpose
j′ : V ։ T ∗M˜
determines a closed 2-form σ := (j′)∗σ˜ on V, where σ˜ is the standard symplectic form on
T ∗M˜ (see example 2.1). By construction, the fibers of V over M˜ are maximal isotropic
with respect to this form.
Step III. We need to verify that σ˜ descends to
J k(X˜ /M˜) = V/Hn(X˜/M˜, Z).
Equivalently, a locally constant integral cycle
γ ∈ Γ(B,Hn(X˜ /M˜, Z)),
defined over some open subset B of M˜, gives a section of V on B; hence through j′, a
1-form ξ on B, and we need this 1-form to be closed. Explicitly, if a is a section of TM˜
over B, we have
a ⌋s ∈ Γ(B,F n−1Hn(X˜/M˜)) ⊂ Γ(B,Hn(X˜ /M˜))
and ξ is defined by:
〈ξ, a〉 :=
∫
γ
(a⌋s).
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Consider the function
g : B −→ C
g(X, s) :=
∫
γ s.
If we set
a =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
(Xt, st)
as in Step I, we get:
〈dg, a〉 = ∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
g(Xt, st) =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
∫
γ
st =
∫
γ
(a ⌋s) = 〈ξ, a〉,
so ξ = dg is closed.
✷
Remark 7.8 (1) The most interesting case is clearly n = 3, when J˜ has an honest
symplectic structure. The cubic field on M˜ corresponding to this structure by
lemma 7.1 made its first appearance in [BG] and is essentially the Yukawa coupling,
popular among physicists and mirror-symmetry enthusiasts. At (X, x) ∈ M˜ there
is a natural cubic form on H1(Tx):
c : ⊗3H1(TX)→ H3(
3∧ TX) = H3(ω−1X ) ·s
2→ H3(ωX)
∫
→ C,
which pulls back to the required cubic on T(X,s)M˜. Hodge theoretically, this cubic
can be interpreted as the third iterate of the infinitesimal variation of the periods,
or the Hodge structure, of X c.f. [IVHS] and [BG]. By Griffiths transversality, each
tangent direction on M, θ ∈ H1(TX), determines a linear map
θi : H
i,3−i −→ H i−1,4−i i = 3, 2, 1,
and clearly the composition
θ1 ◦ θ2 ◦ θ3 : H3,0 −→ H0,3
becomes c(θ) when we use s to identify H3,0 and its dual H0,3 with C.
(2) For n = 2k− 1 ≥ 5, we get a closed 2-form on J˜ which is in general not of maximal
rank. The corresponding cubic is identically 0. Hodge theoretically, the “cubic”
multiplies the gauge s ∈ H0(ωX) by two elements of H1(TX) (landing in Hn−2,2)
and then with an element of F kHn. When k > 2 there are too many dz′s, so the
product vanishes.
(3) The symplectic form σ which we constructed on J˜ is actually exact. Recall that the
natural symplectic form σ˜ on T ∗M˜ is exact: σ˜ = dα˜, where α˜ is the action 1-form.
We obtained σ by pulling σ˜ back to (j′)∗σ˜ on V, and observing that the latter is
invariant under translation by locally constant integral cycles γ, hence descends to
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J˜ . Now a first guess for the anti-differential of σ would be the 1-form (j′)∗α˜; but this
is not invariant under translation: if the cycle γ corresponds, as in Step III of the
proof, to a 1-form ξ on M˜, then the translation by γ changes (j′)∗α˜ by π∗ξ, where
π : V → M˜ is the projection. To fix this discrepancy, we consider the tautological
function f ∈ Γ(OV) whose value at a point (X, s, v) ∈ V (where (X, s) ∈ M˜ and
v ∈ F kHn(X)∗) is given by
f(X, s, v) = v(s). (29)
This f is linear on the fibers of π, so df is constant on these fibers, and therefore
translation by γ changes df by π∗ of a 1-form on the base M˜. This 1-form is clearly
ξ, so we conclude that
(j′)∗α˜− df (30)
is a global 1-form on V which is invariant under translation by each γ, hence descends
to a 1-form α on J˜ . It satisfies dα = σ, as claimed.
(4) Another way to see the exactness of σ on J˜ is to note that it comes from a quasi-
contact structure κ on J . By a quasi-contact structure we mean a line subbundle
κ of T ∗J . It determines a tautological 1-form on the C∗-bundle J˜ obtain from κ
by omitting its zero section. Hence, it determines also an exact 2-form σ on J˜ .
We refer to the pair (J˜ , σ) as the quasi-symplectification of (J , κ). Conversely,
according to [AG], page 78, a 2-form σ on a manifold J˜ with a C∗-action ρ is the
quasi-symplectification of a line subbundle of the cotangent bundle of the quotient
J if and only if σ is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to ρ (and the contraction
of σ with the vector field generating ρ is nowhere vanishing).
In our case, there are two independent C∗-actions on the total space of T ∗M˜ ≃
[F n−1Hn(X˜ /M˜,C)]∗: the C∗-action on M˜ lifts to an action ρ¯′ on T ∗M˜, and there
is also the action ρ¯′′ which commutes with the projection to M˜ and is linear on the
fibers. The symplectic form σ˜ is homogeneous of weight 0 with respect to ρ¯′ and of
weight 1 with respect to ρ¯′′, hence of weight 1 with respect to ρ¯ := ρ¯′ · ρ¯′′. Hence,
σ˜ is the symplectification of a contact structure on T ∗M˜/ρ¯ ≃ [F n−1Hn(X /M,C)]∗
(suppressing the gauge).
Denote a point in [F n−1Hn(X˜ /M˜,C)]∗ by (X, s, ξ). The actions, for t ∈ C∗, are
given by:
ρ¯′ : (X, s, ξ) 7−→ (X, ts, t−1ξ)
ρ¯′′ : (X, s, ξ) 7−→ (X, s, tξ)
ρ¯ : (X, s, ξ) 7−→ (X, ts, ξ).
The function f on V, given by (29), is the pullback (j′)∗(f¯) of the function f¯ on
T ∗M˜ given by
f¯(X, s, ξ) = ξ(s).
The symplectic structure σ˜ on T ∗M˜ takes the vector fields generating the actions
ρ¯′, ρ¯′′, and ρ¯ to the 1-forms−df¯ , α˜ and α˜−df¯ , respectively. The 1-form α˜−df¯ , which
is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to ρ¯, is the 1-form canonically associated to
the contact structure on T ∗M˜/ρ¯ ≃ [F n−1Hn(X /M,C)]∗ (namely, the contraction
of σ˜ with the vector field of ρ¯.)
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Similarly, we have three action ρ′, ρ′′ and ρ = ρ′ · ρ′′ on the total space of V ≃
[F kHn(X˜/M˜,C)]∗. The surjective homomorphism j′ : V → T ∗M˜ is (ρ′, ρ¯′), (ρ′′, ρ¯′′),
and (ρ, ρ¯)-equivariant. The 1-form α˜ − df¯ pulls back to the 1-form (j′)∗(α˜) − df
given by (30). Clearly, the action ρ commutes with translations by Hn(X˜/M˜, Z).
Since the 2-form (j′)∗σ˜ is also Hn(X˜ /M˜, Z)-equivariant, (j′)∗(α)− df descends to a
1-form α on J˜ . Clearly, dα = σ and α is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to
the C∗-action on J˜ . Hence α comes from a quasi-contact structure κ on J .
The Abel-Jacobi map of a curve to its Jacobian has an analogue for intermediate
Jacobians. Let Z be a codimensional-k cycle in X , i.e. a formal linear combination
Z =
∑
miZi, with integer coefficients, of codimension k subvarieties Zi ⊂ X . If Z is
homologous to 0, we can associate to it a point µ(Z) ∈ J k(X), as follows. Choose a real
(2n− 2k + 1)-chain Γ in X whose boundary is Z, and let µ(Z) be the image in
J k(X) ≈ (F n−k+1H2n−2k+1(X,C))∗/H2n−2k+1(X, Z)
of the linear functional ∫
Γ
∈ (F n−k+1H2n−2k+1(X,C))∗
sending a cohomology class represented by a harmonic form α to
∫
Γ α. Changing the
choice of Γ changes
∫
Γ by an integral class, so µ(Z) depends only on Z. This construction
depends continuously on its parameters: given a family π : X → B and a family Z → B
of codimension-k cycles in the fibers which are homologous to 0 in the fibers, we get the
normal function, or Abel-Jacobi map
µ : B −→ J k(X /B)
to the family of intermediate Jacobians of the fibers.
Abstractly, a normal function ν : B → J k(X /B) is a section satisfying the infinitesi-
mal condition:
Any lift
ν˜ : B −→ Hn(X /B,C)
of
ν : B → Jk(X /B) ≃ Hn(X /B,C)/[F kHn(X /B,C) +Hn(X /B, Z)]
satisfies
∇ν˜ ∈ F k−1Hn(X /B,C)⊗ Ω1B (31)
or equivalently
(∇ν˜, s) = 0 for any section s of F k+1Hn(X /B,C)
where ∇ν˜ is the Gauss-Manin derivative of ν˜.
This condition is independent of the choice of the lift ν˜ by Griffiths’ transversality. It
is satisfied by the Abel-Jacobi image of a relative codimension k-cycle (see [Gr]). More
generally, we can consider maps
B J k
M
✲µ
❅❅❘q   ✠
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The pullback J k(X /B)→ B of the relative intermediate Jacobian to B has a canonical
section ν : B → J k(X /B). We will refer to the subvariety µ(B) as a multivalued normal
function if ν : B → J k(X /B) is a normal function.
Theorem 7.9 Let X˜ → M˜ be a complete family of gauged Calabi-Yau manifolds of
dimension n = 2k − 1 ≥ 3, J˜ → M˜ the relative intermediate Jacobian, B q→ M˜ a base
of a family Z → B of codimension-k cycles homologous to 0 in the fibers of q∗X˜ → B.
Then i) the Abel-Jacobi image in J˜ of B is isotropic with respect to the quasi-symplectic
form σ of theorem 7.7. ii) Moreover, the Abel-Jacobi image is also integral with respect
to the 1-form α given by (30).
Proof. i) We follow Step III of the proof of theorem 7.7. We thus think, locally in B, of
X as being a fixed C∞ manifold with variable complex structure ∂¯b, n-form sb, and cycle
Zb, subject to the obvious compatibility. We choose a family Γb, b ∈ B of n-chains whose
boundary is Zb, and consider the 1-form ξ on B given at b ∈ B by ∫Γb ; we need to show
that ξ is closed. (The new feature here is that instead of the cycles γb ∈ Hn(Xb, Z) we
have chains, or relative cycles Γb ∈ Hn(Xb, |Zb|, Z), where |Zb| is the support of Zb, which
varies with b.)
As before, we consider the function
g : B −→ C
g(X, s, Z,Γ) :=
∫
Γ
s,
and we claim ξ = dg. This time, in the integral
∫
Γb
sb, both the integrand and the chain
depend on b. So if we take a normal vector v to the supports |Zb| along Γb, we obtain two
terms:
∂
∂b
∫
Γb
sb =
∫
Γb
∂s
∂b
+
∫
∂Γb
(v ⌋sb).
In the second term, however, sb is of type (n, 0) with respect to the complex structure ∂¯b,
so the contraction v ⌋sb is of type (n − 1, 0) regardless of the type of v. Since ∂Γb = Zb
is of the type (k − 1, k − 1), the second term vanishes identically, so we have dg = ξ as
desired.
ii) Integration
∫
Γ(·) defines a section of V ≃ [F kHn]∗. The function g on B is the pullback
via
∫
Γ(·) of the function f on V given by the formula (29). Similarly, integration
∫
Γ(·)
defines the section ξ of T ∗M˜ ≃ [F n−1Hn]∗. The pullback of the tautological 1-form α˜
by ξ is ξ itself. The equation ξ − dg = 0 translates to the statement that the 1-form
(j′)∗α˜− df vanishes on the section ∫Γ(·) of V (see formula (30)). In particular, its descent
α vanishes on the Abel-Jacobi image of Z → B.
✷
Again, the most interesting case is n = 3. When B dominates the moduli space M˜,
i.e. for a multivalued choice of cycles on the general gauged Calabi-Yau of a given type,
the normal function produces a Lagrangian subvariety of the symplectic J˜ , generically
transversal to the fibers of the completely integrable system.
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Remark 7.10 (1) The result of Theorem 7.9 holds for every multi-valued normal func-
tion µ : B → J˜ k(X˜ /M˜) , not only for those coming from cycles. Given a vector
field ∂
∂b
on B, a lift ν˜ : B → Hn, and any section s of F k+1Hn(X˜ /M˜,C) , the
infinitesimal condition for normal functions (31) becomes
0 =
(
∇ ∂
∂b
ν˜, s
)
=
∂
∂b
(ν˜, s)−
(
ν˜,∇ ∂
∂b
s
)
. (32)
When s is the tautological gauge, ∂
∂b
(ν˜, s) is the pullback of df by the projection of
ν˜ to V ∼= Hn/F kHn (where f is defined by the equation (29)). Similarly,
(
ν˜,∇ ∂
∂b
s
)
is the contraction ξ ⌋ ∂
∂b
of the pullback ξ of the tautological 1-form α˜ on T ∗M˜ by
the composition
µ˜ : B → Hn(X˜/M˜)→ Hn/F 2 ≃ [F n−1Hn]∗ ≃ T ∗M˜.
Thus, the infinitesimal condition for a normal function (32) implies that the image
µ(B) ⊂ J˜ k(X˜ /M˜) is integral with respect to the 1-form α (defined in (30)).
In the case of CY 3-folds (n = 3, k = 2) we see that the Legendre subvarieties of
J 2 →M (i.e., the κ-integral subvarieties of maximal dimension h2,1 where κ is the
contact structure of Remark 7.8(4)) are precisely the multivalued normal functions.
(2) Both the infinitesimal condition for a normal function (31) and the (quasi) contact
structure κ on the relative Jacobian J k →M (see Remark 7.8(4)) are special cases
of a more general filtration of Pfaffian exterior differential systems on the relative
intermediate Jacobian J k →M of any family X →M of n = 2k − 1 dimensional
projective algebraic varieties.
The tangent bundle TJ k has a canonical decreasing filtration (defined by (34) be-
low)
TJ k = F 0TJ k ⊃ F 1TJ k ⊃ · · · ⊃ F k−1TJ k ⊃ 0.
The quotient TJ k/F iTJ k is canonically isomorphic to the pullback of the Hodge
bundle Hn/F iHn. The F k−1TJ k integral subvarieties are precisely the multi-valued
normal functions.
When J k is the relative intermediate Jacobian of a family of CY n-folds, the sub-
bundle F 1TJ k is a hyperplane distribution on J k which defines the (quasi) contact
structure κ of Remark 7.8(4).
When n = 3, k = 2, the filtration is a two step filtration
TJ 2 ⊃ F 1TJ 2 ⊃ 0
and the F 1TJ 2-integral subvarieties are precisely the normal functions.
The filtration F iTJ k, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 is defined at a point (b, y) ∈ J k over b ∈ M
as follows: Choose a section ν˜ :M→ J k through (b, y) with the property that any
lift ν˜ :M→ X n(H/M,C) of ν satisfies the horizontality condition
∇ν˜ ∈ F iHn(X /M,C)⊗ Ω1M (33)
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The section ν defines a splitting
T(b,y)J k = TbM⊕
[
Hn(Xb,C)/F
kHn(Xb,C)
]
and the i-th piece of the filtration is defined by
F iT(b,y)J k := TbM⊕
[
F iHn(Xb,C)/F
kHn(Xb,C)
]
. (34)
The horizontality condition (33) implies that the subspace F iTJ k(b,y) is independent
of the choice of the section ν through (b, y). Moreover, the subbundle F iTJ k is
invariant under translations by its integral sections, namely, by sections ν :M→ J k
satisfying the i-th horizontality condition.
We noted above that when k = 1 the intermediate Jacobian J k(X) becomes the
connected component Pic0(X) of the Picard variety. The generalization of the Picard
variety itself is the Deligne cohomology group Dk(X), cf. [EZ]. This fits in an exact
sequence
0→ J k(X)→ Dk(X) p→ Hk,k(X, Z)→ 0, (35)
where the quotient is the group of Hodge (k, k)-classes,
Hk,k(X, Z) := Hk,k(X,C) ∩H2k(X, .Z).
Any codimension-k cycle Z in X has an Abel-Jacobi image, or cycle class µ(Z) in Dk(X).
Its image p(µ(Z)) is the cycle class of Z in ordinary cohomology.
Formally, Dk(X) is defined as the hypercohomology H2k of the following complex of
sheaves on X starting in degree 0.
0→ Z→ OX → Ω1X → · · · → Ωk−1X → 0.
The forgetful map to Z is a map of complexes, with kernel the complex
0→ OX → Ω1X → · · · → Ωk−1X → 0.
The resulting long exact sequence of hyper cohomologies gives (35).
Let Hk,kalg be the subgroup of H
k,k(X, Z) of classes of algebraic cycles. (The Hodge
conjecture asserts that Hk,kalg is of finite index in H
k,k(X, Z).) The inverse image
Dkalg(X) := p
−1(Hk,kalg )
has an elementary description: it is the quotient of
J k(X)× {codimension−k algebraic cycles}
by the subgroup of codimension-k cycles homologous to 0, embedded naturally in the
second component and mapped to the first by Abel-Jacobi.
As X varies in a family, the rank of Hk,k(X, Z) can jump up (at those X for which
the variable vector subspace Hk,k(X,C) happens to be in special position with respect to
the “fixed” lattice H2k(X, Z)). To obtain a well-behaved family of Deligne cohomology
groups, we require that
Hk,k(X,C) = H2k(X,C).
For example, this holds for k = 1 or k = n − 1 if h2,0 = 0. In this case we also have
Hk,kalg = H
k,k(X, Z) and hence Dkalg(X) = D
k(X), by the Lefschetz theorem on (1, 1)-classes
[GH].
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Corollary 7.11 Let X → M be a complete family of 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau mani-
folds, X˜ → M˜ the corresponding gauged family. Let D →M, D˜ → M˜, be their families
of (second) Deligne cohomology groups, J , J˜ their relative intermediate Jacobians. Then
there is a natural contact structure κ on D with symplectification σ = dα on D˜ with the
following properties:
(a) σ, α, and κ restrict to the previously constructed structures on J˜ and J .
(b) The fibration D˜ → M˜ is Lagrangian.
(c) The multivalued normal functions of D (resp. D˜) are precisely the κ-integral (resp.
α-integral) subvarieties. In particular, all multi-valued normal functions in D˜ are
isotropic.
Proof: The contact structure κ on J defines one on J × {cycles}, which descends to D
since the equivalence relation is κ-integral by remark 7.10.
✷
The mirror conjecture of conformal field theory predicts that to a family X →M of
Calabi-Yau three folds, with some extra data, corresponds a “mirror” family X ′ → M′,
cf. [Mor] for the details. A first property of the conjectural symmetry is that for X ∈M,
X ′ ∈M′,
h2,1(X) = h1,1(X ′), h1,1 = h2,1(X ′).
The conjecture goes much deeper, predicting a relation between the Yukawa cubic of M
and the numbers of rational curves of various homology classes in a typical X ′ ∈M′. This
has been used spectacularly in [CdOGP] and subsequent works, to predict those numbers
on a non-singular quintic hypersurface in P4 and in a number of other families.
We wonder whether the conjecture could be reformulated and understood as a type of
Fourier transform between the integrable systems on the universal Deligne cohomologies
D˜ and D˜′ of the mirror families M˜ and M˜′. Note that the dimensions h2,1 and h1,1 which
are supposed to be interchanged by the mirror, can be read off the continuous and discrete
parts of the fibers of π : D˜ → M˜, respectively. One may try to imagine the mirror as a
transform, taking these Lagrangian fibers over M˜ (which encode the Yukawa cubic, as in
Section 7.2) to Lagrangian sections over M˜′, which should somehow encode the numbers
of curves in X ′ via their Abel-Jacobi images.
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8 The Lagrangian Hilbert scheme and its relative
Picard
8.1 Introduction
The Lagrangian Hilbert scheme of a symplectic variety X parametrizes Lagrangian subva-
rieties of X . Its relative Picard parametrizes pairs (Z, L) consisting of a line bundle L on
a Lagrangian subvariety Z. We use the cubic condition of chapter 7 to construct an inte-
grable system structure on components of the relative Picard bundle over the Lagrangian
Hilbert scheme.
We interpret the generalized Hitchin integrable system, supported by the moduli space
of Higgs pairs over an algebraic curve (see Ch V), as a special case of this construction.
Other examples discussed include:
a) Higgs pairs over higher dimensional base varieties (example 8.5.1), and
b) Fano varieties of lines on hyperplane sections of a cubic fourfold (example 8.5.2).
Understanding the global geometry of such an integrable system requires a compact-
ification and a study of its boundary. Our compactifications of the relative Picard are
moduli spaces of sheaves and we study the symplectic structure at (smooth, stable) points
of the boundary.
Let X be a smooth projective symplectic algebraic variety, σ an everywhere non de-
generate algebraic 2-form on X . A smooth projective Lagrangian subvariety Z0 of X
determines a component B¯ of the Hilbert scheme parametrizing deformations of Z0 in X .
The component B¯ consists entirely of Lagrangian subschemes. Its dense open subset B,
parametrizing smooth deformations of Z0, is a smooth quasi-projective variety [Ra, V].
Choose a very ample line bundle OX(1) on X and a Hilbert polynomial p. The
relative Picard h :Mp → B, parametrizing line bundles with Hilbert polynomial p which
are supported on Lagrangian subvarieties of X , is a quasi-projective variety (see [Sim1]).
If the Chern class c1(L0) ∈ H2(Z0, Z) of a line bundle on Z0 deforms as a (1, 1)-class over
the whole of B, then L0 belongs to a component M of Mp which dominates the Hilbert
scheme B. (By Griffiths’ and Deligne’s Theorem of the Fixed Part, [Sch] Corollary 7.23,
this is the case for example, if c1(L0) belongs to the image of H
2(X,Q)). Such components
M are integrable systems, in other words:
Theorem 8.1 There exists a canonical symplectic structure σM on the relative Picard
bundle M h→ B over the open subset B of the Hilbert scheme of smooth projective La-
grangian subvarieties of X. The support map h :M→ B is a Lagrangian fibration.
The relative Picard over the Hilbert scheme of curves on a K3 or abelian surface is an
example [Mu1]. In example 8.5.2, X is a symplectic fourfold.
Remark 8.2 Theorem 8.1 holds in a more general setting where X is a smooth projective
algebraic variety, σ is a meromorphic, generically non degenerate closed 2-form on X . We
letD0 denote its degeneracy divisor, D∞ its polar divisor, and set D = D0∪D∞. Let Z0 be
a smooth projective Lagrangian subvariety of X which does not intersect D. Denote by B
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the open subset of a component of the Hilbert scheme parametrizing smooth deformations
of Z0 which stay in X − D. Then B is smooth and Theorem 1 holds. A special case is
when X has a generically non-degenerate Poisson structure ψ. In this case D∞, the polar
divisor of the inverse symplectic structure, is just the degeneracy locus of ψ, while D0 is
empty. The case where the subvariety Z0 does intersect the degeneracy locus D∞ of the
Poisson structure is also of interest. It is discussed below under the category of Poisson
integrable systems.
The moduli space of 1-form valued Higgs pairs is related to the case where X = P(Ω1Y ⊕
OY ) is the compactification of the cotangent bundle of a smooth projective algebraic
variety Y , and D = PΩ1Y is the divisor at infinity (see example 8.5.1).
The relative Picard bundle M is in fact also a Zariski open subset of a component
of the moduli space of stable coherent sheaves on X (see [Sim1] for the construction of
the moduli space). Viewed in this way, Theorem 8.1 extends a result of Mukai [Mu1] for
sheaves on a K3 or abelian surface.
Theorem [Mu1]: Any component of the moduli space of simple sheaves on X is smooth
and has a canonical symplectic structure.
Kobayashi [Ko] generalized the above theorem to the case of simple vector bundles on
a (higher dimensional) compact complex symplectic manifold (X, σ):
The smooth part of the moduli space has a canonical symplectic structure.
In view of Theorem 8.1 and Kobayashi’s result one might be tempted to speculate that
every component of the moduli space of (simple) sheaves on a symplectic algebraic variety
has a symplectic structure. This is false. In fact, some components are odd dimensional
(see example 8.19).
Returning to our symplectic relative Picard M, it is natural to ask whether its com-
pactification is symplectic. More precisely:
(i) Does the symplectic structure extend to the smooth locus of the closure of the relative
Picard M in the moduli space of stable (Lagrangian) sheaves?
(ii) Which of these components M¯ admits a smooth projective birational model which is
symplectic?
A partial answer to (i) is provided in Theorem 8.18. We provide a cohomological identifi-
cation of the symplectic structure which extends as a 2-form σM¯ over the smooth locus of
M¯. We do not know at the moment if the 2-form σM¯ is non-degenerate at every smooth
point of M¯. The cohomological identification of σM¯ involves a surprisingly rich polarized
Hodge-like structure on the algebra Ext∗X(L,L) of extensions of a Lagrangian line bundle
L by itself as an OX -module.
Much of the above generalizes to Poisson integrable systems. Tyurin showed in [Ty1]
that Mukai’s theorem generalizes to Poisson surfaces:
The smooth part of any component of the moduli space of simple sheaves on a Poisson
surface has a canonical Poisson structure.
When the sheaves are supported as line bundles on curves in the surface, we get an
integrable system. More precisely:
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Theorem 8.3 Let (X,ψ) be a Poisson surface, D∞ the degeneracy divisor of ψ. Let B be
the Zariski open subset of a component of the Hilbert scheme of X parametrizing smooth
irreducible curves on X which are not contained in D∞. Then
i) B is smooth,
ii) the relative Picard bundle h :M→ B has a canonical Poisson structure ψM ,
iii) The bundle map h :M→ B is a Lagrangian fibration and
iv) The symplectic leaf foliation ofM is induced by the canonical morphism B → HilbD∞
sending a curve Z to the subscheme Z ∩D∞ of D∞.
The generalization to higher dimensional Poisson varieties is treated here under rather
restrictive conditions on the component of the Lagrangian Hilbert scheme (see condition
8.9). These restrictions will be relaxed in [Ma2].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In section 8.2 we review the defor-
mation theory of Lagrangian subvarieties. The construction of the symplectic structure
is carried out in section 8.3 where we prove Theorems 8.1 and 8.3. In section 8.4 we
outline the extension of the symplectic structure to the smooth locus of the moduli space
of Lagrangian sheaves (Theorem 8.18). We discuss the examples of Higgs pairs and of
Fano varieties of lines on cubics in section 8.5.
8.2 Lagrangian Hilbert Schemes
Let X be a smooth n-dimensional projective algebraic variety, Z ⊂ X a codimension q
subvariety and OX(1) a very ample line bundle. The Hilbert polynomial p of Z is defined
to be
p(n) := χ
(
OZ(n)
)
:=
∑
(−1)i dimH i
(
Z,OZ(n)
)
.
Grothendieck proved in [Gro] that there is a projective scheme HilbpX parametrizing
all algebraic subschemes of X with Hilbert polynomial p and having all the expected
functoriality and naturality properties.
The Zariski tangent space T[Z]Hilb
p
X at the point [Z] parametrizing a subvariety Z
is canonically identified with the space of sections H0(Z,NX/Z) of the normal bundle
(normal sheaf if Z is singular).
The scheme HilbpX may, in general, involve pathologies. In particular, it may be non-
reduced. A general criterion for the smoothness of the Hilbert scheme at a point [Z]
parameterizing a locally complete intersection subscheme Z is provided by:
Definition 8.4 The semi-regularity map π : H1(Z,NX/Z) −→ Hq+1(X,Ωq−1X ) is the dual
of the natural homomorphism
π∗ : Hn−q−1
(
X,Ωn−q+1X
)
−→ Hn−q−1
(
Z, ωZ ⊗N∗Z/X
)
.
Here ωZ ≃
q∧ NZ/X ⊗ωX is the dualizing sheaf of Z and the homomorphism π∗ is induced
by the sheaf homomorphism
Ωn−q+1X ≃ ωX⊗
q−1∧ TX −→ ωX⊗
q−1∧ NZ/X ∼= ωZ ⊗N∗Z|X . (36)
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Theorem (Severi-Kodaira-Spencer-Bloch [Ka]) If the semi-regularity map π is injective,
then the Hilbert scheme is smooth at [Z].
Together with a result of Ran it implies:
Corollary 8.5 Let (X,ψ) be a Poisson surface with a degeneracy divisor D∞ (possibly
empty). Let Z ⊂ X be a smooth irreducible curve which is not contained in D∞. Then
the Hilbert scheme HilbpX is smooth at [Z].
Proof: The Poisson structure induces an injective homomorphism φ : N∗Z/X →֒ TZ .
If Z intersects D∞ non-trivially then NZ/X ≃ ωZ(Z ∩D∞) and hence H1(Z,NX/Z) = (0)
and the semi-regularity map is trivially injective.
Note that in our case n = 2, q = 1 and the dual of the semi-regularity map
π∗ : H0
(
X,ωX
)
−→ H0
(
Z, ωZ ⊗N∗Z/X
)
is induced by the sheaf homomorphism
ωX → ωX|Z → ωZ ⊗N
∗
Z/X
given by (36). IfD∞ = ∅ (X is symplectic) then ωX , ωX|Z and ωZ⊗N∗Z/X are all trivial line
bundles and hence both π∗ and the semi-regularity map are isomorphisms. If D∞∩Z = ∅
but D∞ 6= ∅ then π fails to be injective but the result nevertheless holds by a theorem of
Ran which we recall below (Theorem 8.7).
✷
The condition that the curve Z is not contained in D∞ is necessary as can be seen by
the following counterexample due to Severi and Zappa:
Example 8.6 ([Mum1] Section 22) Let C be an elliptic curve, E a nontrivial extension
0 → E1 → E → E2 → 0, Ei ≃ OC and π : X = P(E) → C the corresponding ruled
surface over C. Denote by Z the section s : C → X given by the line subbundle E1 ⊂ E.
Let OX(−1) be the tautological subbundle of π∗E. Then OX(1) is isomorphic to the line
bundleOX(Z) and the canonical bundle ωX is isomorphic to π∗
(
ωC
)
⊗OX(−2) ≃ OX(−2).
H0(X,
2∧ TX) is thus isomorphic to H0(C, Sym2E∗) which is one dimensional. It follows
that X has a unique Poisson structure ψ up to a scalar factor. The divisor D∞ = 2Z is
the degeneracy divisor of ψ.
Clearly, NZ/X ≃ π∗TC ≃ TZ and hence H0(Z,NZ/X) is one dimensional. On the other
hand, Z has no deformations in X (its self intersection is 0 and a deformation Z ′ of Z
will contradict the nontriviality of the extension 0→ E1 → E → E2 → 0).
✷
A curve Z on a symplectic surface X is automatically Lagrangian. In the higher dimen-
sional case we replace the curve Z by a Lagrangian subvariety. Lagrangian subvarieties
of symplectic varieties have two pleasant properties:
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i) The condition of being Lagrangian is both open and closed,
ii) Their deformations are unobstructed.
More precisely, we have:
Theorem 8.7 (Voisin [V], Ran [Ra]) Let X be a smooth projective algebraic variety, σ
a generically non degenerate meromorphic closed 2-form, D∞ its polar divisor, D0 its
degeneracy divisor. Assume that Z0 ⊂ X − D∞ − D0 is a smooth projective Lagrangian
subvariety. Then
(i) The subset of the Hilbert scheme HilbpX parametrizing deformations of Z0 in X −D∞
consists entirely of Lagrangian subvarieties.
(ii) The Hilbert scheme is smooth at [Z0].
Sketch of Proof: (i) The Lagrangian condition is closed. Thus, it suffices to prove
that the open subset of smooth deformations of Z0 is Lagrangian. If Z ⊂ X −D∞ then
σ|Z is a closed holomorphic 2-form and the cohomology class [σ|Z ] in H
2,0(Z) vanishes if
and only if σ|Z is identically zero. Since σ induces a flat section of the Hodge bundle of
relative cohomology with C-coefficients, then [σ|Z ] = 0 is an open and closed condition.
(ii). The symplectic structure σ induces a canonical isomorphism NZ/X ≃ Ω1Z for any
Lagrangian projective smooth subvariety Z ⊂ X − D∞ − D0. Ran proved a criterion
for unobstructedness of deformations: the T 1-lifting property (see [Ra, Ka]). Let Sn =
Spec(C[t]/tn+1). Any flat (n + 1)-st order infinitesimal embedded deformation Zn+1 →
Sn+1 of Z0 = Z restricts canonically to an n-th order deformation Zn → Sn. In our
context, the T 1-lifting property amounts to the following criterion:
Given any (n + 1)-st order flat embedded deformation Zn+1 → Sn+1, every extension
(a) of Zn → Sn to a flat embedded deformation Z˜n → Sn ×C S1
lifts to an extension
(b) of Zn+1 → Sn+1 to Z˜n+1 → Sn+1 ×C S1.
Extensions in (a) and (b) are classified by T 1(Zi/Si) ∼= H0(Zi,Nϕi/Si) where ϕi : Zi →
Si×X is the canonical morphism and Nϕi/Si is the relative normal sheaf. Recall that the
De Rham cohomology and its Hodge filtration can be computed using the algebraic De
Rham complex (28). Consequently, the discussion of part (i) applies in the infinitesimal
setting to show that TZi/Si is Lagrangian as a subbundle of the pullback (ϕ
i)∗TX with
respect to the non-degenerate 2-form (ϕi)∗(σ) on (ϕi)∗TX . The relative normal sheaf is
the quotient
0→ TZi/Si → (ϕi)∗TX → Nϕi/Si → 0.
Hence the symplectic structure induces an isomorphism Nϕi/Si ≃ Ω1Zi/Si . By a theorem
of Deligne, H0
(
Ω1Zi/Si
)
, and hence also H0
(
Nϕi/Si
)
, is a free OSi-module [De1]. Thus,
H0
(
Nϕn+1/Sn+1
)
−→ H0
(
Nϕn/Sn
)
is surjective and the T 1-lifting property holds.
✷
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Note that the naive analogue of the above theorem fails for Poisson varieties. In
general, deformations of Lagrangian subvarieties need not stay Lagrangian. Consider for
example (P2n, ψ) where the Poisson structure ψ is the extension of the standard (non de-
generate) symplectic structure on A2n ⊂ P2n. The Lagrangian Grassmannian has positive
codimension in Gr(n+ 1, 2n+ 1).
8.3 The construction of the symplectic structure
The construction of the symplectic structure on the relative Picard bundle is carried out
in three steps:
In Step I we reduce it to the construction of the symplectic structure on the relative
Pic0-bundle.
In Step II we verify the cubic condition and thus construct the 2-form (or the 2-tensor
in the Poisson case).
In Step III we prove the closedness of the 2-form.
Step I: Reduction to the Pic0-Bundle Case:
The construction of a 2-form on the relative Picard bundle M h→ B reduces to con-
structing it on its zero component M0 h→ B, namely the Pic0-bundle, by the following:
Proposition 8.8 Any closed 2-form σM0 onM0, with respect to which the zero section of
M0 is Lagrangian, extends to a closed 2-form σM on the whole Picard bundle h :M→ B.
The extension σM depends canonically on σM0 and the polarization OX(1) of X.
Proof: The point is that Picard bundles are rationally split. For any polarized pro-
jective variety (Z,OZ(1)), we have the Lefschetz map
Lef : Pic Z −→ Alb Z
[D] 7→
[
D ∩ [OZ(1)]n−1
]
inducing an isogeny
Lef 0 : Pic0 Z −→ Alb0 Z.
We can set
LZ := {s ∈ Pic Z | ∃ ℓ,m, ℓ 6= 0, such that ℓ · Lef(s) = m · Lef(O(1))} .
This is an extension ofH1,1Z (Z) by the torsion subgroup L
tor
Z of Pic(Z). In a family Z → B,
these groups form a subsheaf L of M := Pic(Z/B), intersecting M0 := Pic0(Z/B) in
its torsion subsheaf L0. In our situation, the 2-form σM0 is L0-invariant, so it extends
uniquely to an L-invariant closed 2-form σM on M.
✷
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Step II: Verification of the Cubic Condition:
In this step we construct the 2-form (or 2-vector) on the relative Picard bundle. In
the next step we will prove that it is closed (respectively, a Poisson structure).
Let (X,ψ) be a smooth projective variety, ψ a generically non-degenerate holomorphic
Poisson structure. Denote by D∞ the degeneracy divisor of ψ. We will assume throughout
this step that Z ⊂ X is a smooth subvariety, Z∩ (X−D∞) is non empty and Lagrangian,
and
Condition 8.9 i) [Z] is a smooth point of the Hilbert scheme, and
ii) all deformations of Z in X are Lagrangian.
As we saw in the previous section, conditions i) and ii) hold in case ψ is everywhere
non-degenerate ((X,ψ−1) is a symplectic projective algebraic variety), and also in case
X is a surface. Such [Z] vary in a smooth Zariski open subset B of the Hilbert scheme
and we denote by h : M → B the relative Pic0-bundle. Condition 8.9 can be relaxed
considerably (see [Ma2]).
Let
φ : N∗Z/X →֒ TZ (37)
be the injective homomorphism induced by the Poisson structure ψ. Its dual φ∗ : T ∗Z →
NZ/X induces an injective homomorphism.
i : H0
(
Z, T ∗Z
)
→֒ H0
(
Z,NZ/X
)
. (38)
The vertical tangent bundle V := h∗TM/B is isomorphic to the Hodge bundle H0,1(Z/B).
The polarization induces an isomorphism V ∗ ≃ H1,0. We get a global injective homomor-
phism i : V ∗ →֒ TB.
Proposition 8.10 The homomorphism i is induced by a canonical 2-vector ψM ∈
H0(M, 2∧ TM) with respect to which h :M→ B is a Lagrangian fibration. (We do not
assert yet that ψM is a Poisson structure).
Proof: It suffices to show that i satisfies the (weak) cubic condition, namely, that
dp ◦ i comes from a cubic. The derivative of the period map
dp : H0
(
Z,NZ/X
)
−→ Hom
(
H1,0(Z), H0,1(Z)
)
≃
[
H1,0(Z)∗
]⊗2
(39)
is identified by the composition
H0
(
Z,NZ/X
)
K−S−→ H1(Z, TZ) V HS−→ Sym2H1,0(Z)∗
where K-S is the Kodaira-Spencer map given by cup product with the extension class of
TX|Z :
τ ∈ Ext1
(
NZ/X , TZ
)
≃ H1
(
Z,N∗Z/X ⊗ TZ
)
, (40)
and the variation of Hodge structure map VHS is given by cup product and contraction
H1(Z, TZ)⊗H0(Z, T ∗Z) −→ H1(Z,OZ).
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The composition (K−S) ◦ i : H0(Z, T ∗Z)→ H1(Z, TZ) is then given by cup product with
the class (φ ⊗ id)(τ) ∈ H1(Z, TZ ⊗ TZ). We will show that (φ ⊗ id)(τ) is symmetric,
that is, an element of H1(Z, Sym2TZ). This would imply that dp, regarded as a section of
H0
(
Z,NZ/X
)∗⊗Sym2H1,0(Z)∗ i∼= H1,0(Z)∗⊗Sym2H1,0(Z)∗, is symmetric also with respect
to the first two factors. The cubic condition will follow.
Lemma 8.11 below implies that (φ ⊗ id)(τ) is in H1(Z, Sym2TZ) if and only if φ is
induced by a section ψ in H0
(
Z,
2∧ TX|Z
)
with respect to which Z is Lagrangian (i.e.,
N∗Z/X is isotropic). This is indeed the way φ was defined.
✷
Lemma 8.11 Let T be an extension
0→ Z → T → N → 0 (41)
of a vector bundle N by a vector bundle Z. Then the following are equivalent for any
homomorphism φ : N∗ → Z.
i) The homomorphism φ is induced by a section ψ ∈ H0( 2∧ T ) with respect to which N∗
is isotropic.
ii) The homomorphism φ∗ := H
1(φ⊗ 1) : H1(N∗ ⊗ Z)→ H1(Z ⊗ Z) maps the extension
class τ ∈ H1(N∗ ⊗ Z) of T to a symmetric class φ∗(τ) ∈ H1(Sym2Z) ⊂ H1(Z⊗ Z).
Proof: We argue as in the proof of the cubic condition (lemma 7.1). The extension (41)
induces an extension
0→ 2∧ Z → F → Z ⊗N → 0,
where F is the subsheaf of
2∧ T of sections with respect to which N∗ is isotropic. The
homomorphism φ, regarded as a section of Z ⊗N , lifts to a section ψ of F if and only if
it is in the kernel of the connecting homomorphism
δ : H0(Z ⊗N)→ H1( 2∧ Z).
The latter is given by a) pairing with the extension class τ
(·)∗τ : H0(Z ⊗N)→ H1(Z ⊗ Z),
followed by b) wedge product
H1(Z ⊗ Z) ∧→ H1( 2∧ Z).
Thus, δ(φ) vanishes if and only if φ∗(τ) is in the kernel of ∧, i.e., in H1(Sym2Z).
✷
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The identification of the cubic is particularly simple in the case of a curve Z on a
surface X . In that case Serre’s duality identifies VHS with the dual of the multiplication
map
Sym2H0(Z, ωZ)
VHS∗−→ H0(Z, ω⊗2Z ).
The cubic c ∈ Sym3H0(Z, ωZ)∗ is given by composing the multiplication
Sym3H0(Z, ωZ) −→ H0(Z, ω⊗3Z )
with the linear functional
(φ⊗ id)(τ) ∈ H1(Z, T⊗2Z ) ≃ H0(Z, ω⊗3Z )∗
corresponding to the extension class τ .
In higher dimension (say n), the cubic depends on the choice of a polarization α ∈
H1,1(X):
Sym3H0(Z,Ω1Z)→ H0(Z, Sym3Ω1Z)
φ∗(τ)−→ H1(Z,Ω1Z)
αn−1
|Z−→ Hn,n(Z) ∼= C.
The choice of α is implicitly made in the proof of proposition 8.10 when we identify
H0,1(Z) with H1,0(Z)∗ via the Lefschetz isomorphism (see (39)) .
Step III: Closedness:
In this step we prove that the canonical 2-vector ψM constructed in the previous
step is a Poisson structure. We first prove it in the symplectic case and later indicate
the modifications needed for the Poisson case (assuming condition 8.9 of the previous
step). This completes the proof of Theorems 8.1 and 8.3 stated in the introduction to
this chapter.
Symplectic Case:
We assume, for simplicity of exposition, that (X, σ) is a smooth projective symplectic
algebraic variety. The arguments apply verbatim to the more general setup involving a
smooth projective algebraic variety X , a closed generically non-degenerate meromorphic
2-form σ on X with degeneracy divisor D0 and polar divisor D∞, and Lagrangian smooth
projective subvarieties which do not intersect D0 ∪D∞.
We then have a non-degenerate 2-tensor ψM on h :M→ B and hence a 2-form σM.
The closedness of σM follows from that of σX as we now show. A polarization of X induces
a relative polarization on the universal Lagrangian subvariety
Z B ×X
B X.
❄
π
✲
 
 
 ✠
pB
❅
❅
❅❘
pX
The relative polarization induces an isogeny
M A
B
❅
❅❘
✲
 
 ✠
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between the relative Pic0-bundle and the relative Albanese h : A → B. Hence, a 2-form
σA on A. Clearly, closedness of σM is equivalent to that of σA. Since the question is local,
we may assume that we have a section ξ : B → Z. We then get for each positive integer
t a relative Albanese map
Z t A
B
✲at
❅❘
π
 ✠
h
from the fiber product over B of t copies of the universal Lagrangian subvariety Z → B.
For a fixed subvariety Zb and points (z1, . . . , zt) ∈ Ztb, at is given by integration
t∑
i=1
∫ zi
ξ(b)
(·) (modulo H1(Zb, Z)) ∈ H1,0(Z)∗
/
H1(Zb, Z).
We may assume, by choosing t large enough, that at is surjective. Thus, closedness of σA
is equivalent to closedness of a∗t (σA). The closedness of a
∗
t (σA) now follows from that of
σX by lemma 8.12.
Lemma 8.12 Let ℓ : Z t → X t be the natural morphism; σXt the product symplectic
structure on X t. Then,
a∗t (σA) = ℓ
∗(σXt)− π∗(ξt)∗ ℓ∗(σXt). (42)
Proof: The fibers of π : Z t → B are isotropic with respect to the 2-forms on both
sides of the equation (42). Hence, these 2-forms induce (by contraction) homomorphisms
fA, fX : TZt
b
−→ N∗Zt
b
/Zt .
The section ξt(B) ⊂ Z t is also isotropic with respect to the 2-forms on both sides of equa-
tion (42). Thus, equality in (42) will follow from equality of the induced homomorphisms
fA, fX . Proving the equality fA = fX is a straightforward, though lengthy, unwinding of
cohomological identifications.
The relative normal bundle is identified as the pullback of the tangent bundle of the
Hilbert scheme
NZt
b
/Zt ≃ OZt
b
⊗ (TbB) ≃ OZt
b
⊗H0
(
Zb, NZb/X
)
.
We will show that the duals of both fA and fX
f ∗A, f
∗
X : OZtb ⊗H0
(
Zb, NZb/X
)
→ T ∗Zt
b
are identified as the composition of
i) the diagonal homomorphism
OZt
b
⊗H0(Zb, NZb/X)
∆→֒ OZt
b
⊗
[
H0(Zb, NZb/X)
]t
followed by
ii) the evaluation map
et : OZt
b
⊗
[
H0(Zb, NZb/X)
]t ≃ OZt
b
⊗H0
(
Ztb, NZtb/Xt
)
−→ NZt
b
/Xt followed by
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iii) contraction with the 2-form σXt
(φ−1
∗
)t : NZt
b
/Xt
∼→ T ∗Zt
b
(φ is given by contraction with the Poisson structure (37)).
Identification of fA: (for simplicity assume t=1).
The 2-form σA is characterized as the unique 2-form with respect to which the three
conditions of lemma 7.1 hold, i.e., i) A → B is a Lagrangian fibration, ii) the zero section
is Lagrangian, and iii) σA induces the homomorphism
H0(φ−1
∗
) = i−1 : H0(Z,NZ/X)
∼−→ H0(Z, T ∗Z).
Thus, a∗(σA) induces
f ∗A =
(
OZb ⊗H0
(
Zb, NZb/X
)
(i−1)−→ OZb ⊗H0
(
Zb, T
∗
Zb
)
da∗−→ T ∗Zb
)
and the codifferential da∗ of the Albanese map is the evaluation map.
Identification of fX : (t = 1)
Both 2-forms ℓ∗(σX) and ℓ
∗(σX) − π∗ξ∗ℓ∗(σX) induce the same homomorphism f ∗X :
OZb ⊗ TbB → T ∗Zb . This homomorphism is the composition φ−1
∗ ◦ (dℓ), where dℓ is the
homomorphism NZb/Z → NZb/X induced by the differential of ℓ : Z → X :
0 TZb (TZ)|Zb H
0(Zb, NZb/X)⊗OZb 0
0 TZb (ℓ
∗TX)|Zb NZb/X 0.
✲ ✲
❄
=
✲
❄
dℓ
❄
dℓ
✲
✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
Clearly dℓ is given by evaluation. This completes the proof of lemma 8.12.
✷
As a simple corollary of lemma 8.12 we have:
Corollary 8.13 There exists a canonical symplectic structure σAt on the relative Albanese
of degree t ∈ Z, depending canonically on the symplectic structure σX (independent of the
polarization OX(1)!) and satisfying, for t ≥ 1,
a∗t (σAt) = ℓ
∗(σXt).
(the pullback to the fiber product Z t := ×tBZ via the Albanese map coincides with the
pullback of the symplectic structure σXt on X
t).
Proof: The t = 0 case is proven. We sketch the proof of the t ≥ 1 case. The t ≤ −1 case
is similar. Let ξ be a local section of Z t → B. Translation by the section −at(ξ) of A−t
defines a local isomorphism
τξ : At −→ A0.
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Let
σAt := τ
∗
ξ (σA0) + h
∗ξ∗ℓ∗(σXt).
We claim that σAt is independent of ξ. This amounts to the identity
τ ∗(ξ1−ξ2)(σA0) = σA0 − h∗[a0(ξ1 − ξ2)]∗σA0
for any two sections ξ1, ξ2 of Z t → B.
✷
Poisson Case: (assuming condition 8.9)
Showing that the 2-vector ψM constructed in step II is a Poisson structure, amounts
to showing that
Lemma 8.14 ψM(T
∗
M) ⊂ TM is an involutive distribution,
and
Lemma 8.15 the induced 2-form on each symplectic leaf is closed.
Sketch of Proof of Lemma 8.14: Since h :M→ B is a Lagrangian fibration with
respect to ψM (by proposition 8.10), the distribution is the pullback of the distribution on
the base B. The latter is induced by the image of the injective homomorphism i : V ∗ →֒ TB
identified by (38)
i = H0(φ∗) : H0(Z, T ∗Z) →֒ H0(Z,NZ/X).
Recall (37) that φ, in turn, is induced by the Poisson structure ψX on X . The involutivity
now follows from that of ψX(T
∗
X) ⊂ TX by a deformation theoretic argument. The details
are omitted.
✷
In case X is a surface, the degeneracy divisor D∞ of ψX is a curve and iH
0(Z, T ∗Z) ⊂
H0(Z,NZ/X) is the subspace of all infinitesimal deformations of Z which fix the divisor
Z ∩D∞. Thus, the distribution i(V ∗) on the Hilbert scheme B (as in the proof of lemma
8.14) corresponds to the foliation by level sets of the algebraic morphism
R : B −→ Hilb(D∞)
Z 7−→ Z ∩D∞.
The higher dimensional case is analogous. The degeneracy divisor D∞ has an algebraic
rank stratification
D∞ =
n−1⋃
r=0
D∞[2r] (dimX = 2n).
Each rank stratum is foliated, local analytically, by symplectic leaves. The subspace
i : H0(Z, T ∗Z) ⊂ H0(Z,NZ/X)
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is characterized as the subspace of all infinitesimal deformations of Z which deform the
subscheme Z∩D∞[2r] fixing the image f(Z∩D∞[2r]) with respect to any Casimir function
f on D∞[2r]. As an illustration, consider the case where X is the logarithmic cotangent
bundle T ∗M(log(D)) and Z is a 1-form with logarithmic poles along a divisor D with
normal crossing. In this case the residues induce the symplectic leaves foliation.
Sketch of Proof of Lemma 8.15: The proof is essentially the same as in the symplectic
case. We consider an open (analytic) subset B1 of a leaf in B, the universal Lagrangian
subvariety
Z1 X
B1
✲ℓ
❄
, and the relative Albanese
A
↓
B1
. One has to choose the section
ξ : B1 → Z1 outside ℓ−1(D∞) and notice that the identity (42) implies that the pullback
ℓ∗(σtX) of the meromorphic closed 2-form σ
t
X (inverse of the generically non-degenerate
Poisson structure on the product of t copies of X) is a holomorphic 2-form on Z t1 (because
a∗t (σA) is) and that a
∗
t (σA) is closed (because ℓ
∗(σXt) is).
✷
8.4 Partial compactifications: a symplectic structure on the
moduli space of Lagrangian sheaves
We describe briefly in this section the extension of the symplectic structure on the relative
Picard M to an algebraic 2-form on the smooth locus of a partial compactification. For
details see [Ma2]. For simplicity, we assume that (X, σ) is a smooth 2n-dimensional
projective symplectic variety. We note that with obvious modifications, the extension of
the 2-form will hold in the setup (X, σ,D0, D∞) as in remark 8.2 allowing σ to degenerate
and have poles away from the support of the sheaves.
WhenX is a symplectic surface, some of these extensions give rise to smooth projective
symplectic compactifications [Mu1]. These projective symplectic compactifications appear
also in the higher dimensional case:
Example 8.16 A somewhat trivial reincarnation of a relative Picard of a linear system
on a K3 surface S as a birational model of a relative Picard of a Lagrangian Hilbert
scheme over a higher dimensional symplectic variety X is realized as follows. Let X be
the Beauville variety S [n] which is the resolution of the n-th symmetric product of S
provided by the Hilbert scheme of zero cycles of length n [B2]. The symmetric powers
C [n] of smooth curves on S are smooth Lagrangian subvarieties of S [n]. Components of the
relative Picard over the smooth locus in the linear system |C| are isomorphic to Zariski
open subsets of components of the relative Picard over the Lagrangian Hilbert scheme of
S [n].
This leads us to speculate that genuinely new examples of smooth symplectic projective
varieties will arise as birational models of moduli spaces of Lagrangian line bundles. (see
section 8.5.2 for new quasiprojective examples).
We worked so far with a component M → B of the relative Picard of the universal
smooth Lagrangian subvariety Z → B which dominates the corresponding component B¯
of the Lagrangian Hilbert scheme (i.e., if L is supported on Z, c1(L) ∈ H1,1Z (Z) remains
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of type (1, 1) over B). Let p(n) := χ
(
L ⊗OX OX(n)
)
be the Hilbert polynomial of a
Lagrangian line bundle L parametrized by M. A construction of C. Simpson enables us
to compactifyM as an open subset of a componentMss of the moduli space of equivalence
classes of coherent semistable sheaves on X with Hilbert polynomial p [Sim1]. Denote by
Ms the open subset of Mss parametrizing isomorphism classes of stable sheaves, Ms,sm
the smooth locus ofMs. ThenM⊆Ms,sm ⊆Ms ⊆Mss. In addition, the moduli space
Ms embeds as a Zariski open subset of the moduli space of simple sheaves [AK2]. The
Zariski tangent space T[L]Ms at a stable sheaf L is thus canonically isomorphic to the
Zariski tangent space of the moduli space of simple sheaves. The latter is identified as
the group Ext1OX (L, L) of extensions 0→ L→ E → L→ 0 of L by L as an OX -module.
When X is a K3 or abelian surface, Mukai’s symplectic structure is given by the pairing
Ext1OX (L, L)⊗ Ext1OX (L, L)
Yoneda−→ Ext2OX (L, L)
S.D.−→ HomX(L, L⊗ ωX)∗ id⊗σ−→ C
(Composition of the Yoneda pairing, Serre Duality, and evaluation at
id⊗ σ ∈ HomX(L, L⊗ ωX)).
The generalization of Mukai’s pairing requires the construction of a homomorphism,
depending linearly on the Poisson structure ψ,
y : H1,1(X)→ Ext2OX (L, L). (43)
It sends the Kahler class α := c1(OX(1)) ∈ H1,1(X) to a 2-extension class y(α) ∈
Ext2OX (L, L). Once this is achieved, the 2-form σM will become:
Ext1OX (L, L)⊗ Ext1OX (L, L)
Yoneda−→ Ext2OX(L, L)
y(α)n−1−→ Ext2nOX (L, L)
S.D.→
HomX(L, L⊗ ωX)∗ id⊗σ
n−→ C.
(44)
Remark 8.17 When L is a line bundle on a smooth Lagrangian subvariety Z the con-
struction involves a surprisingly rich polarized Hodge-like structure on the algebra
Ext∗OX(L, L) :=
2n⊕
k=0
ExtkOX (L, L).
Since ExtkOX (L, ·) is the right derived functor of the composition Γ ◦ HomOX (L, ·) of the
Sheaf Hom and the global sections functors, there is a spectral sequence converging to
ExtkOX (L, L) with
Ep,q2 = H
p
(
Z, ExtqOX(L, L)
)
(see [HS]). The sheaf of q-extensions ExtqOX (L, L) is canonically isomorphic to
q∧ NZ/X
and thus, via the symplectic structure, to ΩqZ . We obtain a canonical isomorphism
Ep,q2 ≃ Hq,p(Z) with the Dolbeault groups of Z. Notice however, that the Dolbeault
groups appear in reversed order compared to their order in the graded pieces of the
Hodge filtration on the cohomology ring H∗(Z,C).
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The construction of the 2-extension class y(α) and hence of the generalized Mukai
pairing (44) can be carried out for all coherent sheaves parametrized by Ms,sm. We
obtain:
Theorem 8.18 [Ma2] The symplectic structure σM on the relative Picard M extends to
an algebraic 2-form over the smooth locus Ms,sm of the closure of M in the moduli space
of stable sheaves on X. It is identified by the pairing (44).
The non-degeneracy of σM at a point [L] ∈ M parametrizing a line bundle on a
smooth Lagrangian subvariety Z follows from the Hard Lefschetz theorem. We expect
σM to be non degenerate everywhere on Ms,sm.
Finally we remark that the pairing (44) can be used to define a 2-form on other
components of the moduli space of stable sheaves on X . This 2-form will, in general, be
degenerate. In fact, some components are odd dimensional:
Example 8.19 Consider an odd dimensional complete linear system |Z| whose generic
element is a smooth ample divisor on an abelian variety X of even dimension ≥ 4, with
a symplectic structure σ. The dimension of the component of the Hilbert scheme pa-
rameterizing deformations of Z is dim(Pic X) + dim |Z| = dimX + dim |Z|. Since
h1,0(Z) = h1,0(X), the component of the moduli space of sheaves parameterizing defor-
mations of the structure sheaf OZ , as an OX -module, is of dimension 2 · dimX +dim |Z|
which is odd.
✷
It is the Hodge theoretic interpretation of the graded pieces of the spectral sequence of
ExtkOX (L, L) for Lagrangian line bundles which assures the non degeneracy of σM.
8.5 Examples
8.5.1 Higgs Pairs
In chapter 9 we define the notion of a 1-form valued Higgs pair (E,ϕ) over a smooth
n-dimensional projective algebraic variety X . It consists of a torsion free sheaf E over X
and a homomorphism ϕ : E → E ⊗ Ω1X satisfying the symmetry condition ϕ ∧ ϕ = 0.
The moduli space HiggsX of semistable Higgs pairs of rank r with vanishing first
and second Chern classes may be viewed as the Dolbeault non-abelian first GLr(C)-
cohomology group of X (cf. [Sim2] and theorem 4.7 when X is a curve):
Non-abelian Hodge theory introduces a hyperkahler structure on the smooth locus
of the space MBetti of isomorphism classes of semisimple GLr(C)-representations of the
fundamental group π1(X) of X [De2, H1, Sim3]. The hyperkahler structure consists of a
Riemannian metric and an action of the quaternion algebra H on the real tangent bundle
with respect to which
(i) the (purely imaginary) unit vectors {a|aa¯ = 1} in H correspond to a (holomorphic)
P1-family of integrable complex structures,
(ii) the metric is Kahler with respect to these complex structures.
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All but two of the complex structures are isomorphic to that of MBetti, the two special
ones are that of HiggsX and its conjugate (MBetti and HiggsX are diffeomorphic).
The hyperkahler structure introduces a holomorphic symplectic structure σ on the
smooth locus of HiggsX . In case X is a Riemann surface, that symplectic structure is the
one giving rise to the Hitchin integrable system of spectral Jacobians.
Our aim is to interpret the symplectic structure on HiggsX as an example of a La-
grangian structure over the relative Picard of a Lagrangian component of the Hilbert
scheme of the cotangent bundle T ∗X of X . This interpretation will apply to the Hitchin
system (where dimX = 1). For higher dimensional base varieties X it will apply only
to certain particularly nice cases. See also [Bi] for a deformation theoretic study of the
holomorphic symplectic structure.
The spectral construction (proposition 4.5) can be carried out also for Higgs pairs
over a higher dimensional smooth projective variety X (cf. [Sim1]). We have a one to one
correspondence between
(i) (Stable) Higgs pairs (E,ϕ) on X (allowing E to be a rank r torsion free sheaf) and
(ii) (Stable) sheaves F on the cotangent bundle T ∗X which are supported on (pure) n-
dimensional projective subschemes of T ∗X which are finite, degree r, branched cov-
erings (in a scheme theoretic sense) of X .
Projective subvarieties of T ∗X which are finite over X are called spectral coverings.
Spectral coverings X˜ are necessarily Lagrangian since the symplectic form σ on T ∗X , which
restricts to a global exact 2-form on X˜, must vanish on X˜.
Let B be the open subset of a component of the Hilbert scheme of P(T ∗X ⊕ OX)
parametrizing degree r smooth spectral coverings (closed subvarieties of P(T ∗X ⊕ OX)
which are contained in T ∗X). The above correspondence embeds components of the relative
PicardM→ B as open subsets of components of the moduli spaces of stable rank r Higgs
pairs over X . Theorem 8.1 of this chapter implies
Corollary 8.20 (i) The open subset M of the moduli HiggsX of Higgs pairs over X
which, under the spectral construction, parametrizes line bundles on smooth spectral
covers, has a canonical symplectic structure σM (we do not require the Chern classes
of the Higgs pairs to vanish).
(ii) The support morphism h :M→ B is a Lagrangian fibration.
Remark 8.21 In general, when dimX > 1, there could be components of the moduli
spaces of Higgs pairs for which the open set M above is empty, i.e.,
1. the spectral coverings of all Higgs pairs in this component are singular, or
2. the corresponding sheaves on the spectral coverings are torsion free but not locally
free.
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8.5.2 Fano Varieties of Lines on Cubic Fourfolds
We will use theorem 8.1 to prove:
Example 8.22 Let Y be a smooth cubic hypersurface in P5. The relative intermediate
Jacobian J → B over the family B ⊂ |OP5(1)| of smooth cubic hyperplane sections of Y
is an algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian system.
The statement follows from a description of the family J → B as an open subset of
the moduli space of Lagrangian sheaves on the Fano variety X of lines on Y .
A. Beauville and R. Donagi proved [BD] that X is symplectic (fourfold). Clemens
and Griffiths proved in [CG] that the intermediate jacobian Jb of a smooth hyperplane
section Y ∩ Hb is isomorphic to the Picard Pic0Zb of the 2-dimensional Fano variety
Zb of lines on the cubic 3-fold Y ∩ Hb. C. Voisin observed that Zb is a Lagrangian
subvariety of X [V]. Since h1,0(Y ∩Hb) = 5, B is isomorphic to a dense open subset of a
component of the Hilbert scheme. In fact, using results of Altman and Kleiman, one can
show that the corresponding component is isomorphic to |OP5(1)| (see [AK1] Theorem 3.3
(iv)). Theorem 8.1 implies that the relative Picard M→ B has a completely integrable
Hamiltonian system structure.
The symplectic structure σM is defined also at the fiber of the relative Picard corre-
sponding to a Fano variety Zb of lines on a hyperplane section Y ∩Hb with an ordinary
double point xb ∈ Y ∩ Hb (Theorem 8.18). In that case, we have a genus 4 curve Cb in
Zb parametrizing lines through xb. Zb is isomorphic to the quotient S
2Cb/(C1 ∼ C2) of
the second symmetric product of Cb modulo the identification of two disjoint copies of Cb
[CG]. It is not difficult to check that σM is non-degenerate also on the fiber Pic
0(Zb) of the
relative Picard which is a C×-extension of the Jacobian of genus 4. The non-degeneracy
of the symplectic structure implies that we get an induced boundary integrable system on
the relative Picard of the family of genus 4 curves
Pic(C)→ (Y ∗ −∆) (45)
over the complement of the singular locus ∆ of the dual variety of the cubic fourfold.
It is interesting to note that the boundary integrable system (45) can not be realized
as the relative Picard of a family of curves on a symplectic surface. If this were the case,
the generic rank of the pullback a∗(σPic1(C)) of the symplectic structure from Pic1(C) →
(Y ∗ − ∆) to C → (Y ∗ − ∆) via the Abel-Jacobi map would be 2. On the other hand,
a∗(σPic1(C)) is equal to the pullback of the symplectic structure σX on X via the natural
dominant map C → X (corollary 8.13). Thus, its generic rank is 4. The importance
of this rank as an invariant of integrable systems supported by families of Jacobians is
illustrated in an interesting recent study of J. Hurtubise [Hur].
More examples of nonrigid Lagrangian subvarieties can be found in [V, Ye].
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9 Spectral covers
9.1 Algebraic extensions
We have seen that Hitchin’s system, the geodesic flow on an ellipsoid, the polynomial
matrices system of Chapter 4 , the elliptic solitons, and so on, all fit as special cases
of the spectral system on a curve. In this final chapter, we consider some algebraic
properties of the general spectral system. We are still considering families of Higgs pairs
(E , ϕ : E −→ E ⊗K), but we generalize in three separate directions:
1. The base curve C is replaced by an arbitrary complex algebraic variety S. The
spectral curve C˜ then becomes a spectral cover S˜ −→ S.
2. The line bundle K in which the endomorphism ϕ takes its values is replaced by a
vector bundle, which we still denote by K. (this requires an integrability condition
on ϕ.) Equivalently, S˜ is now contained in the total space K of a vector bundle over
S.
3. Instead of the vector bundle E we consider a principal G-bundle G, for an arbitrary
complex reductive group G. The G-vector bundle E is then recovered as E :=
G ×G V , given the choice of a representation ρ : G −→ Aut(V ). The twisted
endomorphism ϕ is replaced by a section of K ⊗ ad(G). Even in the original case
of G = GL(n) one encounters interesting phenomena in studying the dependence of
S˜ := S˜V , for a given (G, ϕ), on the representation V of G.
We will see that essentially all algebraic properties (but not the symplectic structure)
of the Hitchin system, or of the (line-bundle valued, G = GL(n)) spectral system on a
curve, survive in this new context. In fact, the added generality forces the discovery of
some symmetries which were not apparent in the original:
• Spectral curves are replaced by spectral covers. These come in several flavors:
S˜V , S˜λ, S˜P , indexed by representations of G, weights, and parabolic subgroups. The
most basic object is clearly the cameral cover S˜; all the others can be considered
as associated objects. In case G = GL(n), the cameral cover specializes not to our
previous spectral cover, which has degree n over S, but roughly to its Galois closure,
of degree n! over S.
• The spectral Picards, Pic(S˜V ) etc., can all be written directly in terms of the de-
composition of Pic(S˜) into Prym-type components under the action of the Weyl
group W . In particular, there is a distinguished Prym component common to all
the nontrivial Pic(S˜V ). The identification of this component combines and unifies
many interesting constructions in Prym theory.
• The Higgs bundle too can be relieved of its excess baggage. Stripping away the
representation V as well as the values bundle K, one arrives (in subsection 9.3.1) at
the notion of abstract, principal Higgs bundle. The abelianization procedure assigns
to this a spectral datum, consisting of a cameral cover with an equivariant bundle
on it.
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• There is a Hitchin map (59) which is algebraically completely integrable in the sense
that its fibers can be naturally identified, up to a ”shift” and a ”twist”, with the
distinguished Pryms (Theorem 9.10 ).
• The ”shift” is a property of the group G, and is often nonzero even when S˜ is
etale over S, cf. Proposition 9.8. The ”twist”, on the other hand, arises from the
ramification of S˜ over S, cf. formula (57).
• The resulting abelianization procedure is local in the base S, and does not require
particularly nice behavior near the ramification, cf. example 9.11. It does require
that ϕ be regular (this means that its centralizer has the smallest possible dimension;
for GL(n), this means that each eigenvalue may have arbitrary multiplicity, but the
eigen-space must be 1-dimensional), at least over the generic point of S. At present
we can only guess at the situation for irregular Higgs bundles.
The consideration of general spectral systems is motivated in part by work of Hitchin [H2]
and Simpson [Sim1]. In the remainder of this section we briefly recall those works. Our
exposition in the following sections closely follows that of [D4], which in turn is based
on [D2], for the group-theoretic approach to spectral decomposition used in section (9.2),
and on [D3] for the Abelianization procedure, or equivalence of Higgs and spectral data,
in section(9.3). Some of these results, especially in the case of a base curve, can also be
found in [AvM, BK, F1, K, Me, MS, Sc].
Reductive groups
Principal G-bundles G for arbitrary reductive G were considered already in Hitchin’s
original paper [H2]. Fix a curve C and a line bundle K. There is a moduli space MG,K
parametrizing equivalence classes of semistable K-valued G-Higgs bundles, i.e. pairs
(G, ϕ) with ϕ ∈ K ⊗ ad(G). The Hitchin map goes to
B := ⊕iH0(K⊗di),
where the di are the degrees of the fi, a basis for the G-invariant polynomials on the Lie
algebra g. It is:
h : (G, ϕ) −→ (fi(ϕ))i.
When K = ωC , Hitchin showed [H2] that one still gets a completely integrable sys-
tem, and that this system is algebraically completely integrable for the classical groups
GL(n), SL(n), SP (n), SO(n). The generic fibers are in each case (not quite canonically;
one must choose various square roots! cf. sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3) isomorphic to abelian
varieties given in terms of the spectral curves C˜:
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GL(n) C˜ has degree n over C, the AV is Jac(C˜).
SL(n) C˜ has degree n over C, the AV is Prym(C˜/C).
SP (n) C˜ has degree 2n over C and an involution x 7→ −x.
The map factors through the quotient C.
The AV is Prym(C˜/C).
SO(n) C˜ has degree n and an involution , with:
• a fixed component, when n is odd.
• some fixed double points, when n is even.
One must desingularize C˜ and the quotient C,
and ends up with the Prym of the
desingularized double cover.
(46)
For the exceptional group G2, the algebraic complete integrability was verified in
[KP1]. A sketch of the argument for any reductive G is in [BK], and a complete proof
was given in [F1]. We will outline a proof in section 9.3 below.
Higher dimensions
A sweeping extension of the notion of Higgs bundle is suggested by the work of Simpson
[Sim1], which was already discussed in Chapter 8. To him, a Higgs bundle on a projective
variety S is a vector bundle (or principal G-bundle . . . ) E with a symmetric, Ω1S-valued
endomorphism
ϕ : E −→ E ⊗ Ω1S.
Here symmetric means the vanishing of:
ϕ ∧ ϕ : E −→ E ⊗ Ω2S ,
a condition which is obviously vacuous on curves. Simpson constructs a moduli space for
such Higgs bundles (satisfying appropriate stability conditions), and establishes diffeo-
morphisms to corresponding moduli spaces of connections and of representations of π1(S)
.
In our approach, the Ω1-valued Higgs bundle will be considered as a particular re-
alization of an abstract Higgs bundle, given by a subalgebra of ad(G). The symmetry
condition will be expressed in the definition 9.5 of an abstract Higgs bundle by requiring
the abelian subalgebras of ad(G) to be abelian.
9.2 Decomposition of spectral Picards
9.2.1 The question
Throughout this section we fix a vector bundle K on a complex variety S, and a pair
(G, ϕ) where G is a principal G-bundle on S and ϕ is a regular section of K⊗ad(G). (This
data is equivalent to the regular case of what we call in section 9.3.1 a K-valued principal
Higgs bundle.) Each representation
ρ : G −→ Aut(V )
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determines an associated K-valued Higgs (vector) bundle
(V := G ×G V, ρ(ϕ) ),
which in turn determines a spectral cover S˜V −→ S.
The question, raised first in [AvM] when S = P1, is to relate the Picard varieties of
the S˜V as V varies, and in particular to find pieces common to all of them. For Adler
and van Moerbeke, the motivation was that many evolution DEs (of Lax type) can be
linearized on the Jacobians of spectral curves. This means that the ”Liouville tori”, which
live naturally in the complexified domain of the DE (and hence are independent of the
representation V ) are mapped isogenously to their image in Pic(S˜V ) for each nontrivial
V ; so one should be able to locate these tori among the pieces which occur in an isogeny
decomposition of each of the Pic(S˜V ). There are many specific examples where a pair of
abelian varieties constructed from related covers of curves are known to be isomorphic or
isogenous, and some of these lead to important identities among theta functions.
Example 9.1 Take G = SL(4) . The standard representation V gives a branched cover
S˜V −→ S of degree 4. On the other hand, the 6-dimensional representation ∧2V (=the
standard representation of the isogenous group SO(6)) gives a cover
≈
S−→ S of degree 6,
which factors through an involution:
≈
S−→ S −→ S.
One has the isogeny decompositions:
Pic (S˜) ∼ Prym(S˜/S)⊕ Pic (S)
Pic (
≈
S) ∼ Prym(≈S /S)⊕ Prym(S/S)⊕ Pic (S).
It turns out that
Prym(S˜/S) ∼ Prym(≈S /S).
For S = P1, this is Recillas’ trigonal construction [Rec]. It says that every Jacobian of a
trigonal curve is the Prym of a double cover of a tetragonal curve, and vice versa.
Example 9.2 Take G = SO(8) with its standard 8-dimensional representation V . The
spectral cover has degree 8 and factors through an involution,
≈
S−→ S −→ S. The two
half-spin representations V1, V2 yield similar covers
≈
Si−→ Si −→ S, i = 1, 2.
The tetragonal construction [D1] says that the three Pryms of the double covers are
isomorphic. (These examples, as well as Pantazis’ bigonal construction and constructions
based on some exceptional groups, are discussed in the context of spectral covers in [K]
and [D2].)
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It turns out in general that there is indeed a distinguished, Prym-like isogeny compo-
nent common to all the spectral Picards, on which the solutions to Lax-type DEs evolve
linearly. This was noticed in some cases already in [AvM], and was greatly extended
by Kanev’s construction of Prym-Tyurin varieties. (He still needs S to be P1 and the
spectral cover to have generic ramification; some of his results apply only to minuscule
representations.) Various parts of the general story have been worked out recently by a
number of authors, based on either of two approaches: one, pursued in [D2, Me, MS],
is to decompose everything according to the action of the Weyl group W and to look
for common pieces; the other, used in [BK, D3, F1, Sc], relies on the correspondence of
spectral data and Higgs bundles . The group-theoretic approach is described in the rest
of this section. We take up the second method, known as abelianization, in section 9.3.
9.2.2 Decomposition of spectral covers
The decomposition of spectral Picards arises from three sources. First, the spectral cover
for a sum of representations is the union of the individual covers S˜V . Next, the cover S˜V
for an irreducible representation is still the union of subcovers S˜λ indexed by weight orbits.
And finally, the Picard of S˜λ decomposes into Pryms. We start with a few observations
about the dependence of the covers themselves on the representation. The decomposition
of the Picards is taken up in the next subsection.
Spectral covers
Whenever a representation space V of G decomposes,
V = ⊕Vi,
there is a corresponding decomposition
S˜V = ∪S˜Vi ,
so we may restrict attention to irreducible representations V . There is an infinite col-
lection (of irreducible representations V := Vµ, hence) of spectral covers S˜V , which can
be parametrized by their highest weights µ in the dominant Weyl chamber C , or equiv-
alently by the W -orbit of extremal weights, in Λ/W . Here T is a maximal torus in G,
Λ := Hom(T,C∗) is the weight lattice (also called character lattice ) for G, and W is
the Weyl group. Now Vµ decomposes as the sum of its weight subspaces V
λ
µ , indexed by
certain weights λ in the convex hull in Λ of the W -orbit of µ. We conclude that each S˜Vµ
itself decomposes as the union of its subcovers S˜λ, each of which involves eigenvalues in
a given W -orbit Wλ . (λ runs over the weight-orbits in Vµ.)
Parabolic covers
There is a finite collection of covers S˜P , parametrized by the conjugacy classes in G of
parabolic subgroups (or equivalently by arbitrary dimensional faces FP of the chamber C)
such that (for general S) each eigenvalue cover S˜λ is birational to some parabolic cover
S˜P , the one whose open face FP contains λ.
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The cameral cover
There is a W -Galois cover S˜ −→ S such that each S˜P is isomorphic to S˜/WP , where
WP is the Weyl subgroup of W which stabilizes FP . We call S˜ the cameral cover , since,
at least generically, it parametrizes the chambers determined by ϕ (in the duals of the
Cartans). Informally, we think of S˜ −→ S as the cover which associates to a point s ∈ S
the set of Borel subalgebras of ad(G)s containing φ(s). More carefully, this is constructed
as follows: There is a morphism g −→ t/W sending g ∈ g to the conjugacy class of its
semisimple part gss. (More precisely, this is Spec of the composed ring homomorphism
C[t]W
≃←C[g]G →֒ C[g].) Taking fiber product with the quotient map t −→ t/W , we get
the cameral cover g˜ of g. The cameral cover S˜ −→ S of a K-valued principal Higgs bundle
on S is glued from covers of open subsets in S (on which K and G are trivialized) which
in turn are pullbacks by ϕ of g˜ −→ g.
9.2.3 Decomposition of spectral Picards
The decomposition of the Picard varieties of spectral covers can be described as fol-
lows:
The cameral Picard
From each isomorphism class of irreducible W -representations, choose an integral repre-
sentative Λi. (This can always be done, for Weyl groups.) The group ring Z[W ] which
acts on Pic(S˜) has an isogeny decomposition:
Z[W ] ∼ ⊕iΛi ⊗Z Λ∗i , (47)
which is just the decomposition of the regular representation. There is a corresponding
isotypic decomposition:
Pic(S˜) ∼ ⊕iΛi ⊗Z PrymΛi(S˜), (48)
where
PrymΛi(S˜) := HomW (Λi, P ic(S˜)). (49)
Parabolic Picards
There are at least three reasonable ways of obtaining an isogeny decomposition of Pic(S˜P ),
for a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G:
• The ‘Hecke’ ring CorrP of correspondences on S˜P over S acts on Pic(S˜P ), so every
irreducible integral representation M of CorrP determines a generalized Prym
HomCorrP (M,Pic(S˜P )),
and we obtain an isotypic decomposition of Pic(S˜P ) as before.
• Pic(S˜P ) maps, with torsion kernel, to Pic(S˜), so we obtain a decomposition of the
former by intersecting its image with the isotypic components Λi ⊗Z PrymΛi(S˜) of
the latter.
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• Since S˜P is the cover of S associated to the W -cover S˜ via the permutation repre-
sentation Z[WP\W ] of W , we get an isogeny decomposition of Pic(S˜P ) indexed by
the irreducible representations in Z[WP \W ].
It turns out ([D2],section 6) that all three decompositions agree and can be given
explicitly as
⊕i Mi ⊗ PrymΛi(S˜) ⊂ ⊕iΛi ⊗ PrymΛi(S˜), Mi := (Λi)WP . (50)
Spectral Picards
To obtain the decomposition of the Picards of the original covers S˜V or S˜λ, we need, in
addition to the decomposition of Pic(S˜P ), some information on the singularities. These
can arise from two separate sources:
Accidental singularities of the S˜λ. For a sufficiently general Higgs bundle, and for
a weight λ in the interior of the face FP of the Weyl chamber C, the natural map:
iλ : S˜P −→ S˜λ
is birational. For the standard representations of the classical groups of types An, Bn
or Cn, this is an isomorphism. But for general λ it is not: In order for iλ to be an
isomorphism, λ must be a multiple of a fundamental weight, cf. [D2], lemma 4.2.
In fact, the list of fundamental weights for which this happens is quite short; for the
classical groups we have only: ω1 for An, Bn and Cn, ωn (the dual representation)
for An, and ω2 for B2. Note that for Dn the list is empty. In particular, the covers
produced by the standard representation of SO(2n) are singular; this fact, noticed
by Hitchin In [H2], explains the need for desingularization in his result (46).
Gluing the S˜V . In addition to the singularities of each iλ, there are the singularities
created by the gluing map ∐λS˜λ −→ S˜V . This makes explicit formulas somewhat
simpler in the case, studied by Kanev [K], of minuscule representations, i.e. rep-
resentations whose weights form a single W -orbit. These singularities account, for
instance, for the desingularization required in the SO(2n+ 1) case in (46).
9.2.4 The distinguished Prym
Combining much of the above, the Adler–van Moerbeke problem of finding a compo-
nent common to the Pic(S˜V ) for all non-trivial V translates into:
Find the non trivial irreducible representations Λi of W which occur in Z[WP\W ] with
positive multiplicity for all proper Weyl subgroups WP $ W.
It is easy to see that for arbitrary finite groups W , or even for Weyl groups W if we
allow arbitrary rather than Weyl subgroups WP , there may be no common factors [D2].
For example, when W is the symmetric group S3 (=the Weyl group of GL(3)) and WP is
S2 or A3, the representations Z[WP \W ] are 3 or 2 dimensional, respectively, and have only
the trivial representation as common component. In any case, our problem is equivalent
(by Frobenius reciprocity or (50)) to
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Find the irreducible representations Λi of W such that for every proper Weyl subgroup
WP $W, the space of invariants Mi := (Λi)WP is non-zero.
One solution is now obvious: the reflection representation of W acting on the weight
lattice Λ has this property. In fact, ΛWP in this case is just the face FP of C. The
corresponding component PrymΛ(S˜) , is called the distinguished Prym. We will see in
section 9.3 that its points correspond, modulo some corrections, to Higgs bundles.
For the classical groups, this turns out to be the only common component. For G2 and
E6 it turns out ([D2], section 6) that a second common component exists. The geometric
significance of points in these extra components is not known. As far as we know, the
only component other than the distinguished Prym which has arisen ‘in nature’ is the one
associated to the 1-dimensional sign representation of W , cf. [KP2].
9.3 Abelianization
9.3.1 Abstract vs. K-valued objects
We want to describe the abelianization procedure in a somewhat abstract setting, as
an equivalence between principal Higgs bundles and certain spectral data. Once we fix
a values vector bundle K, we obtain an equivalence between K-valued principal Higgs
bundles and K-valued spectral data. Similarly, the choice of a representation V of G will
determine an equivalence of K-valued Higgs bundles (of a given representation type) with
K-valued spectral data.
As our model of a W -cover we take the natural quotient map
G/T −→ G/N
and its partial compactification
G/T −→ G/N. (51)
Here T ⊂ G is a maximal torus, and N is its normalizer in G. The quotient G/N
parametrizes maximal tori (=Cartan subalgebras) t in g, while G/T parametrizes pairs
t ⊂ b with b ⊂ g a Borel subalgebra. An element x ∈ g is regular if the dimension of its
centralizer c ⊂ g equals dimT (=the rank of g). The partial compactifications G/N and
G/T parametrize regular centralizers c and pairs c ⊂ b, respectively.
In constructing the cameral cover in section 9.2.2, we used the W -cover t −→ t/W
and its pullback cover g˜ −→ g. Over the open subset greg of regular elements, the same
cover is obtained by pulling back (51) via the map α : greg −→ G/N sending an element
to its centralizer:
t ←− g˜reg −→ G/T
↓ ↓ ↓
t/W ←− greg α−→ G/N .
(52)
When working with K-valued objects, it is usually more convenient to work with the
left hand side of (52), i.e. with eigenvalues. When working with the abstract objects, this
is unavailable, so we are forced to work with the eigenvectors, or the right hand side of
(52). Thus:
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Definition 9.3 An abstract cameral cover of S is a finite morphism S˜ −→ S with W -
action, which locally (etale) in S is a pullback of (51).
Definition 9.4 A K-valued cameral cover (K is a vector bundle on S) consists of a
cameral cover π : S˜ −→ S together with an S-morphism
S˜ × Λ −→ K (53)
which is W -invariant (W acts on S˜,Λ, hence diagonally on S˜ × Λ ) and linear in Λ.
We note that a cameral cover S˜ determines quotients S˜P for parabolic subgroups
P ⊂ G. A K-valued cameral cover determines additionally the S˜λ for λ ∈ Λ, as images
in K of S˜ × {λ}. The data of (53) is equivalent to a W -equivariant map S˜ −→ t⊗C K.
Definition 9.5 A G-principal Higgs bundle on S is a pair (G, c) with G a principal G-
bundle and c ⊂ ad(G) a subbundle of regular centralizers.
Definition 9.6 A K-valued G-principal Higgs bundle consists of (G, c) as above together
with a section ϕ of c⊗K.
A principal Higgs bundle (G, c) determines a cameral cover S˜ −→ S and a homomor-
phism Λ −→ Pic(S˜). Let F be a parameter space for Higgs bundles with a given S˜. Each
non-zero λ ∈ Λ gives a non-trivial map F −→ Pic(S˜). For λ in a face FP of C, this
factors through Pic(S˜P ). The discussion in section 9.2.4 now suggests that F itself should
be given roughly by the distinguished Prym,
HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)).
It turns out that this guess needs two corrections. The first correction involves restricting
to a coset of a subgroup; the need for this is visible even in the simplest case where S˜ is
etale over S, so (G, c) is everywhere regular and semisimple (i.e. c is a bundle of Cartans.)
The second correction involves a twist along the ramification of S˜ over S. We explain
these in the next two subsections.
9.3.2 The regular semisimple case: the shift
Example 9.7 Fix a smooth projective curve C and a line bundle K ∈ Pic(C) such that
K⊗2 ≈ OC. This determines an etale double cover π : C˜ −→ C with involution i, and
homomorphisms
π∗ : Pic(C) −→ Pic(C˜) ,
Nm : Pic(C˜) −→ Pic(C) ,
i∗ : Pic(C˜) −→ Pic(C˜) ,
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satisfying
1 + i∗ = π∗ ◦ Nm.
• For G = GL(2) we have Λ = Z⊕ Z, and W = S2 permutes the summands, so
HomW (Λ,Pic(C˜)) ≈ Pic(C˜).
And indeed, the Higgs bundles corresponding to C˜ are parametrized by Pic(C˜):
send L ∈ Pic(C˜) to (G, c), where G has associated rank-2 vector bundle V := π∗L,
and c ⊂ End(V) is π∗OC˜ .
• On the other hand, for G = SL(2) we have Λ = Z and W = S2 acts by ±1, so
HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)) ≈ {L ∈ Pic(C˜) | i∗L ≈ L−1} = ker(1 + i∗).
This group has 4 connected components. The subgroup ker(Nm) consists of 2 of
these. The connected component of 0 is the classical Prym variety, cf. [Mum3].
Now the Higgs bundles correspond, via the above bijection L 7→ π∗L, to
{L ∈ Pic(C˜) | det(π∗L) ≈ OC} = Nm−1(K).
Thus they form the non-zero coset of the subgroup ker(Nm). (If we return to a
higher dimensional S, there is no change in the GL(2) story, but it is possible for K
not to be in the image of Nm, so there may be no SL(2)-Higgs bundles corresponding
to such a cover.)
This example generalizes to all G, as follows. The equivalence classes of extensions
1 −→ T −→ N ′ −→W −→ 1
(in which the action of W on T is the standard one) are parametrized by the group
cohomology H2(W,T ). Here the 0 element corresponds to the semidirect product .
The class [N ] ∈ H2(W,T ) of the normalizer N of T in G may be 0, as it is for G =
GL(n),PGL(n), SL(2n+ 1); or not, as for G = SL(2n).
Assume first, for simplicity, that S, S˜ are connected and projective. There is then a
natural group homomorphism
c : HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)) −→ H2(W,T ). (54)
Algebraically, this is an edge homomorphism for the Grothendieck spectral sequence of
equivariant cohomology, which gives the exact sequence
0 −→ H1(W,T ) −→ H1(S, C) −→ HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)) c−→ H2(W,T ). (55)
where C := S˜ ×W T. Geometrically, this expresses a Mumford group construction: giving
L ∈ Hom(Λ,Pic(S˜)) is equivalent to giving a principal T -bundle T over S˜; for L ∈
HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)), c(L) is the class in H2(W,T ) of the group N ′ of automorphisms of T
which commute with the action on S˜ of some w ∈ W .
To remove the restriction on S, S˜, we need to replace each occurrence of T in (54,55)
by Γ(S˜, T ), the global sections of the trivial bundle on S˜ with fiber T . The natural map
H2(W,T ) −→ H2(W,Γ(S˜, T )) allows us to think of [N ] as an element of H2(W,Γ(S˜, T )).
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Proposition 9.8 [D3] Fix an etale W -cover π : S˜ −→ S. The following data are equiv-
alent:
1. Principal G-Higgs bundles (G, c) with cameral cover S˜.
2. Principal N-bundles N over S whose quotient by T is S˜.
3. W -equivariant homomorphisms L : Λ −→ Pic(S˜) with c(L) = [N ] ∈ H2(W,Γ(S˜, T )).
We observe that while the shifted objects correspond to Higgs bundles, the unshifted
objects
L ∈ HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)), c(L) = 0
come from the C-torsers in H1(S, C).
9.3.3 The regular case: the twist along the ramification
Example 9.9 Modify example 9.7 by letting K ∈ Pic(C) be arbitrary, and choose a
section b of K⊗2 which vanishes on a simple divisor B ⊂ C. We get a double cover
π : C˜ −→ C branched along B, ramified along a divisor
R ⊂ C˜, π(R) = B.
Via L 7→ π∗L, the SL(2)-Higgs bundles still correspond to
{L ∈ Pic(C˜) | det(π∗L) ≈ OC} = Nm−1(K).
But this is no longer in HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)); rather, the line bundles in question satisfy
i∗L ≈ L−1(R). (56)
For arbitrary G, let Φ denote the root system and Φ+ the set of positive roots. There
is a decomposition
G/T r G/T =
⋃
α∈Φ+
Rα
of the boundary into components, with Rα the fixed locus of the reflection σα in α.
(Via (52), these correspond to the complexified walls in t.) Thus each cameral cover
S˜ −→ S comes with a natural set of (Cartier) ramification divisors, which we still denote
Rα, α ∈ Φ+.
For w ∈ W , set
Fw :=
{
α ∈ Φ+ | w−1α ∈ Φ−
}
= Φ+ ∩ wΦ−,
and choose a W -invariant form 〈, 〉 on Λ. We consider the variety
HomW,R(Λ,Pic(S˜))
of R-twisted W -equivariant homomorphisms, i.e. homomorphisms L satisfying
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w∗L(λ) ≈ L(wλ)
 ∑
α∈Fw
〈−2α,wλ〉
〈α, α〉 Rα
 , λ ∈ Λ, w ∈ W. (57)
This turns out to be the correct analogue of (56). (E.g. for a reflection w = σα, Fw
is {α}, so this gives w∗L(λ) ≈ L(wλ)
(
〈α,2λ〉
〈α,α〉
Rα
)
, which specializes to (56).) As before,
there is a class map
c : HomW,R(Λ,Pic(S˜)) −→ H2(W, Γ(S˜, T )) (58)
which can be described via a Mumford-group construction.
To understand this twist, consider the formal object
1
2
Ram : Λ −→ Q⊗ PicS˜,
λ 7−→ ∑(α∈Φ+) 〈α,λ〉〈α,α〉Rα.
In an obvious sense, a principal T -bundle T on S˜ (or a homomorphism L : Λ −→ Pic(S˜))
is R-twisted W -equivariant if and only if T (−1
2
Ram) is W -equivariant, i.e. if T and
1
2
Ram transform the same way under W . The problem with this is that 1
2
Ram itself
does not make sense as a T -bundle, because the coefficients 〈α,λ〉
〈α,α〉
are not integers. (This
argument shows that if HomW,R(Λ,Pic(S˜)) is non-empty, it is a torser over the untwisted
HomW (Λ,Pic(S˜)).)
Theorem 9.10 [D3] For a cameral cover S˜ −→ S, the following data are equivalent:
(1) G-principal Higgs bundles with cameral cover S˜.
(2) R-twisted W -equivariant homomorphisms L ∈ c−1([N ]).
The theorem has an essentially local nature, as there is no requirement that S be, say,
projective. We also do not need the condition of generic behavior near the ramification,
which appears in [F1, Me, Sc]. Thus we may consider an extreme case, where S˜ is
‘everywhere ramified’:
Example 9.11 In example 9.9, take the section b = 0. The resulting cover C˜ is a ‘ribbon’,
or length-2 non-reduced structure on C: it is the length-2 neighborhood of C in K. The
SL(2)-Higgs bundles (G, c) for this C˜ have an everywhere nilpotent c, so the vector bundle
V := G ×SL(2) V ≈ π∗L (where V is the standard 2-dimensional representation) fits in an
exact sequence
0 −→ S −→ V −→ Q −→ 0
with S ⊗ K ≈ Q. Such data are specified by the line bundle Q, satisfying Q⊗2 ≈ K,
and an extension class in Ext1(Q,S) ≈ H1(K−1). The kernel of the restriction map
Pic(C˜) −→ Pic(C) is also given by H1(K−1) (use the exact sequence 0 −→ K−1 −→
π∗O×C˜ −→ O
×
C −→ 0), and the R-twist produces the required square roots of K. (For
more details on the nilpotent locus, cf. [L] and [DEL].)
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9.3.4 Adding values and representations
Fix a vector bundleK, and consider the moduli spaceMS,G,K ofK-valued G-principal
Higgs bundles on S. (It can be constructed as in Simpson’s [Sim1], even though the objects
we need to parametrize are slightly different than his. In this subsection we sketch a direct
construction.) It comes with a Hitchin map:
h :MS,G,K −→ BK (59)
where B := BK parametrizes all possible Hitchin data. Theorem 9.10 gives a precise
description of the fibers of this map, independent of the values bundle K. This leaves us
with the relatively minor task of describing, for each K, the corresponding base, i.e. the
closed subvariety Bs of B parametrizing split Hitchin data, or K-valued cameral covers.
The point is that Higgs bundles satisfy a symmetry condition, which in Simpson’s setup
is
ϕ ∧ ϕ = 0,
and is built into our definition 9.5 through the assumption that c is a bundle of regular
centralizers, hence is abelian. Since commuting operators have common eigenvectors, this
is translated into a splitness condition on the Hitchin data, which we describe below.
(When K is a line bundle, the condition is vacuous, Bs = B.) The upshot is:
Lemma 9.12 The following data are equivalent:
(a) A K-valued cameral cover of S.
(b) A split, graded homomorphism R˙ −→ Sym˙K.
(c) A split Hitchin datum b ∈ Bs.
Here R˙ is the graded ring of W -invariant polynomials on t:
R˙ := (Sym˙t∗)W ≈ C[σ1, . . . , σl], deg(σi) = di (60)
where l := Rank(g) and the σi form a basis for the W -invariant polynomials. The Hitchin
base is the vector space
B := BK := ⊕li=1H0(S, SymdiK) ≈ Hom(R˙, Sym˙K).
For each λ ∈ Λ (or λ ∈ t∗, for that matter), the expression in an indeterminate x:
qλ(x, t) :=
∏
w∈W
(x− wλ(t)), t ∈ t, (61)
is W -invariant (as a function of t), so it defines an element qλ(x) ∈ R˙[x]. A Hitchin
datum b ∈ B ≈ Hom(R˙, Sym˙K) sends this to
qλ,b(x) ∈ Sym˙(K)[x].
We say that b is split if, at each point of S and for each λ, the polynomial qλ,b(x) factors
completely, into terms linear in x.
We note that, for λ in the interior of C (the positive Weyl chamber), qλ,b gives the
equation in K of the spectral cover S˜λ of section (9.2.2): qλ,b gives a morphism K −→
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SymNK, where N := #W , and S˜λ is the inverse image of the zero-section. (When λ is in
a face FP of C, we define analogous polynomials q
P
λ (x, t) and q
P
λ,b(x) by taking the product
in (61) to be over w ∈ WP\W. These give the reduced equations in this case, and qλ is an
appropriate power.)
Over Bs there is a universal K-valued cameral cover
S˜ −→ Bs
with ramification divisor R ⊂ S˜. From the relative Picard,
Pic(S˜/Bs)
we concoct the relative N -shifted, R-twisted Prym
PrymΛ,R(S˜/Bs).
By Theorem (9.10), this can then be considered as a parameter space MS,G,K for all
K-valued G-principal Higgs bundles on S. (Recall that our objects are assumed to be
everywhere regular!) It comes with a ‘Hitchin map’, namely the projection to Bs, and the
fibers corresponding to smooth projective S˜ are abelian varieties. When S is a smooth,
projective curve, we recover this way the algebraic complete integrability of Hitchin’s
system and its generalizations. More generally, for any S, one obtains an ACIHS (with
symplectic, respectively Poisson structures) when the values bundle has the same (sym-
plectic, respectively Poisson) structure, by a slight modification of the construction in
Chapter 8. One considers only Lagrangian supports which retain a W -action, and only
equivariant sheaves on them (with the numerical invariants of a line bundle). These two
restrictions are symplecticly dual, so the moduli space of Lagrangian sheaves with these
invariance properties is a symplectic (respectively, Poisson) subsp! ace of the total moduli
space, and the fibers of the Hitchin map are Lagrangian as expected.
9.3.5 Irregulars?
The Higgs bundles we consider in this survey are assumed to be everywhere regular. This
is a reasonable assumption for line-bundle valued Higgs bundles on a curve or surface,
but not in dim ≥ 3. This is because the complement of greg has codimension 3 in g. The
source of the difficulty is that the analogue of (52) fails over g. There are two candidates
for the universal cameral cover: g˜, defined by the left hand side of (52), is finite over g
with W action, but does not have a family of line bundles parametrized by Λ. These
live instead on
≈
g, the object defined by the right hand side, which parametrizes pairs
(x, b), x ∈ b ⊂ g . This suggests that the right way to analyze irregular Higgs bundles
may involve spectral data consisting of a tower
≈
S
σ−→ S˜ −→ S
together with a homomorphism L : Λ −→ Pic(≈S) such that the collection of sheaves
σ∗(L(λ)), λ ∈ Λ
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on S˜ is R-twisted W -equivariant in an appropriate sense. As a first step, one may wish to
understand the direct images Riσ∗(L(λ)) and in particular the cohomologies H i(F,L(λ))
where F , usually called a Springer fiber, is a fiber of σ. For regular x, this fiber is a
single point. For x = 0, the fiber is all of G/B, so the fiber cohomology is given by the
Borel-Weil-Bott theorem. The question may thus be considered as a desired extension of
BWB to general Springer fibers.
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